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We review many-body effects, their microscopic origin, as well as their impact onto thermoelec-
tricity in correlated narrow-gap semiconductors. Members of this class—such as FeSi and FeSb2—
display an unusual temperature dependence in various observables: insulating with large ther-
mopowers at low temperatures, they turn bad metals at temperatures much smaller than the size of
their gaps. This insulator-to-metal crossover is accompanied by spectral weight-transfers over large
energies in the optical conductivity and by a gradual transition from activated to Curie-Weiss-like
behaviour in the magnetic susceptibility. We show a retrospective of the understanding of these
phenomena, discuss the relation to heavy-fermion Kondo insulators—such as Ce3Bi4Pt3 for which
we present new results—and propose a general classification of paramagnetic insulators. From the
latter FeSi emerges as an orbital-selective Kondo insulator. Focussing on intermetallics such as sili-
cides, antimonides, skutterudites, and Heusler compounds we showcase successes and challenges for
the realistic simulation of transport properties in the presence of electronic correlations. Further,
we advert to new avenues in which electronic correlations may contribute to the improvement of
thermoelectric performance.
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AVANT-PROPOS
Thermoelectricity is the striking ability of some mate-
rials to generate an electrical voltage when subjected to
a temperature gradient (and vice versa). Prospective ap-
plications are multifarious, ranging from radiation and
temperature sensors, vacuum gauges, to Peltier coolers
and power generators. However, the current efficiency of
thermoelectric conversion is insufficient for commercially
viable coolers and generators on a larger scale. Indeed,
for these applications, thermoelectric devices are so far
limited to niche products for which flexibility in design,
reliability, and maintenance-free operation trump aspects
of cost. Examples are low-performance fridges, waste-
heat recovery modules and power supplies for space-
probes.1
1 The prime example are the radioisotope thermoelectric genera-
tors aboard Voyager 1 that have been operating since 5-Sep-1977
and will continue to power the spacecraft—now well into inter-
stellar space—until at least 2025.
Nowadays, most commercially used thermoelectrics
are doped intermetallic narrow-gap semiconductors, built
from post-transition metals, pnictogens, and chalcogens,
e.g., Pb(Se,Te) and Bi2Te3, while at high temperatures
group-IV element alloys, Si1−xGex, are deployed. These
materials combine good powerfactors S2/ρ (determined
by the thermopower S and the resistivity ρ) with reason-
ably low thermal conductivities κ to reach a favourable
thermoelectric conversion efficiency (measured by the fig-
ure of merit ZT = S2T/(κρ)). Indeed doped semicon-
ductors present the optimal compromise between good
conduction (ρ small for high carrier density) and a high
thermopower (S large for low carrier densities), see Fig.
(33). Much recent thermoelectric research has been de-
voted to reducing contributions from phonons to the ther-
mal conduction via micro-/nano-/super-structuring or by
finding crystal structures with intrinsically low κ. Here,
we will instead focus on the powerfactor S2/ρ, which is
controlled by the electronic structure of a material (see
however Sec. III C 6).
One class of materials whose electronic structures
give rise to a particularly extensive—and so far largely
untapped—panoply of functionalities are correlated ma-
terials. In these materials electrons interact strongly with
each other, causing a high sensitivity of even fundamen-
tal properties to perturbations, such as changes in tem-
perature, pressure, doping, and applied external fields.
These stimuli can induce unusual behaviours, e.g., metal-
insulator transitions, various types of long-range order,
and, in particular, large response functions. These phe-
nomena are, both, a great challenge for fundamental re-
search and a harbinger for technical developments in sen-
sors, switches, transistors and, indeed, thermoelectric de-
vices.
Electronic correlation effects occur in systems in which
orbitals of small radial extent—thus particularly those
with maximal angular quantum number: 3d, 4f—are
partially filled and thus strongly affect low-energy prop-
erties. In consequence, correlations effects are ubiquitous
among many families of compounds, such as transition
metals, their oxides, silicides, pnictides, chalcogenides,
as well as lanthanide and actinide based materials. Ex-
ploiting various aspects of correlation effects numerous
new functionalities were realized or have been proposed.
Among them are new transparent conductors[1], oxide
electronics[2], such as the Mott transistor[3, 4], electrode
materials[5], eco-friendly pigments[6], or intelligent win-
dow coatings[7, 8].
Naturally the question arises, whether correlation ef-
fects could also be used to overcome limitations of present
thermoelectrics, all of which are (see above) uncorre-
lated narrow-gap semiconductors. This question con-
stitutes one of the interests in correlated narrow-gap
semiconductors—the subject of this article. The review
is organized as follows:
1. Introduction. In Section (I) we give an overview
of characteristic signatures of electronic correlation ef-
fects in narrow-gap semiconductors and detail in which
3material classes they can be found. Examples include
transition-metal-based intermetallics, Skutterudites, and
Heusler compounds. Since basic observables in some of
the identified compounds bear a cunning empirical re-
semblance to that of heavy-fermion Kondo insulators, we
give in Section (I B) a quite extensive comparison of both
types of materials, focusing on a contrasting juxtaposi-
tion of the prototype compounds FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3.
2. Theories of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors.
A key part of this review is dedicated to the description
and microscopic understanding of the electronic struc-
ture of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors. We be-
gin Section (II) with a review of early phenomenological
proposals that advocate the importance of electronic cor-
relation effects. Again, we focus the discussion on pro-
tagonist materials, such as FeSi, FeSb2 and Ce3Bi4Pt3.
section (II B) presents the band-structure point of view
for these materials. While highlighting the deficiencies
of effective one-particle theories in describing the physics
of our materials of interest, these first principle tech-
niques provide key insights into the chemistry of bond-
ing, and complexities related to crystal fields and other
multi-orbital effects. section (II B 3) includes new mate-
rial on the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3. Guided, or at
least inspired, by realistic band-structure calculations,
the physics of electronic correlations was investigated
within many-body models, such as that due to Hubbard,
Kanamori and Gutzwiller, as well as the periodic Ander-
son model. Works that are directly linked to our com-
pounds of interest are reviewed in Section (II C). Next,
we discuss in Section (II D) the current understanding
of the physics of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors
from the perspective or realistic many-body simulations.
In Section (II D 1), we first showcase results from state-
of-the-art dynamical mean-field methodologies for the
example of FeSi. Indeed, a vast array of observables
can be simulated in quantitative congruence with ex-
periment: photoemission spectra, optical conductivities,
neutron spectra, and—as discussed in Section (III B)—
transport properties, including the thermopower. After
such validation of the theoretical framework, we discuss
in Section (II D 2) the microscopic insights that have been
extracted from the numerical calculations. In Section
(II D 3) we further include new realistic many-body sim-
ulations for the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3. For para-
magnetic insulators with partially filled d or f -shells
we then (i) introduce a microscopic classification from
the dynamical mean-field perspective (Section (II E 1)),
and (ii) propose a simple measure for the occurrence of
Kondo-characteristics in said systems (Section (II E 3)).
Equipped with these tool, we then compare the ab ini-
tio results for FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 (Section (II E 4)) and
propose an orbital-selective Kondo-scenario for FeSi. Fi-
nally, Section (II G) discusses the potential influence of
the lattice degrees of freedom onto the electronic struc-
ture.
3. Thermoelectricity.
After a brief introduction to thermoelectricity in Sec-
tion (III A), we review in Section (III A 2) the poten-
tial influence of electronic correlations onto thermoelec-
tric performance. In Section (III A 3) we investigate the
impact of basic many-body renormalizations in a semi-
conductors and motivate that the thermopower has an
upper bound if excitations are coherent. Effects of inco-
herence (finite lifetimes) are studied in Section (III A 4)
and demonstrated to be beyond semi-classical Boltzmann
approaches. Then, we review experimental findings and
theoretical simulations for transport and thermoelectric
properties for representative materials among silicides
(Section (III B)), antimonides (Section (III C)), skutteru-
dites (Section (III D)), and Heusler compounds (Section
(III E)). In particular, we discuss the impact of finite life-
times and effective mass renormalizations for FeSi, the
proposal that the colossal thermopower of FeSb2 is driven
by the so-called phonon-drag effect, as well as the pitfalls
of electronic structure theory and the influence of defects
and disorder in CoSb3 and Fe2VAl.
4. Conclusions and outlook. Finally, we summarize the
covered material, point out open challenges, and identify
possible directions of future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Correlated narrow-gap semiconductors are systems
with small band-gaps in which many-body effects play
an important role. In the following Section (I A) we will
give an overview over what typical signatures of such cor-
relation effects are and in which kind of materials one can
expect to find them. In Section (I B) we will give a more
detailed account of the intriguing physical observations,
but focus the discussion on a one-to-one comparison of a
prototypical correlated narrow-gap semiconductor, FeSi,
and the archetypical Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3, with
which it shares many empirical similarities.
A. Correlated narrow-gap semiconductors: a brief
overview
A paradigmatic class of materials with strong elec-
tronic correlations are 3d transition metal oxides[67].
They boast extremely rich phase diagrams, indicative of
competing energy scales. Indeed, the electronic struc-
ture of these oxides is dominated by the interplay of
a relatively strong ionic character of bonding (causing
large crystal-field splittings), and strong electron-electron
interactions (Mott & Hund physics). As a result—
while they can be induced by small changes in external
conditions—insulating phases in transition metal oxides
have comparatively large gaps (∆ & 0.5eV). Therefore,
this review does not mention oxides, with the notable ex-
ception of LaCoO3. In transition metal intermetallics, on
the other hand, the bonding has a much stronger covalent
character (see Section (II B 1) and Section (II E) for a dis-
cussion of ionic vs. covalent compounds). Also, in most
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TABLE I. Collection of experimental data of prototypical narrow-gap semiconductors. ∆dir, ∆indir, ∆s: direct
(optical), indirect (transport), and spin gap; Smax, (S
2/ρ)max: peak values of the thermopower and the powerfactor at
indicated temperatures. “not act.” = no activated behaviour up to largest T measured. ∗CrSb2 is antiferromagnetic below
TN = 273K[65, 66].
5insulating intermetallics the gap is determined by bond-
ing and/or anti-bondig states formed by the d-orbitals
of a transition metal and the p-orbitals of a group 13-15
element. Such hybridization gaps in covalent insulators
are typically rather narrow (∆ . 0.5eV, see table (I) for
examples). Insulating intermetallic compounds that con-
tain transition metal atoms with partially filled d-shells
constitute the pool of materials that we focus on in this
review. We will group materials into classes according to
their crystal-structure and discuss the electronic struc-
ture and thermoelectric effects of representative members
in Section (II) and Section (III), respectively. To be spe-
cific, the chosen prototypical classes and representative
compounds are:
• cubic B20-structure: FeSi, RuSi [see Section (I B),
Section (II B 1), Section (III B)]
• marcasite structure: FeSb2, CrSb2, RuSb2, FeAs2
[see Section (II B 2), Section (III C)]
• CoGa3-structure: FeGa3, RuGa3 [see Section
(III C 8)]
• skutterudites: CoSb3 [see Section (III D)]
• Heusler compounds: Fe2VAl [see Section (III E)]
The following gives a brief overview of basic experimen-
tal findings for the above classes of correlated narrow-
gap semiconductors. Besides, for the above materials,
we collected in table (I) a list of experimental data, such
as the direct (optical), indirect, and spin gaps, as well
as peak amplitudes of thermopowers and powerfactors.
In that list, we have further included a single oxide:
LaCoO3. While exhibiting similarities in some physi-
cal observables (see Fig. (1), Fig. (2)), the microscopic
physics underlying them are pronouncedly different than
in all other compounds listed here. These differences will
be discussed in Section (II B 1), Section (II D 2) as well
as Section (II E).
1. Signatures of correlation effects.
Correlated narrow-gap semiconductors display a num-
ber of intriguing properties. In particular the
temperature-dependence of transport, spectroscopic and
magnetic quantities is highly unusual.
a. Charge degrees of freedom. Basically all materials
considered here exhibit one or more temperature regimes
in which the resistivity follows activated behaviour, as ex-
pected for conventional semiconductors, see Fig. (1). In
systems with comparatively large gaps (∆ & 200meV),
e.g., FeAs2, RuSb2, or FeGa3, there can be several re-
gions that are amendable to an activation-law fit with
gaps of different sizes. The largest of the latter will give
a description of the activation regime that is highest in
temperature and is identified as the fundamental gap,
oftentimes in congruence with the direct gap extracted
from optical experiments. The smaller gaps are then in-
terpreted as arising from impurity or defect states inside
the intrinsic gap. The different activated regimes may be
connected by regions in which the slope of the resistivity
is positive, albeit in absence of any metallic characteris-
tics in optical or photoemission spectra.
The situation is different for the materials on our
list that have the narrowest gaps (∆ . 100meV), e.g.,
FeSi or FeSb2. These systems behave as renormalized
but coherent semiconductors at low temperatures. How-
ever, activated behaviour persists only up to a temper-
ature T ∗ρ that is still significantly smaller than the re-
spective gap ∆: kBT
∗
ρ  ∆. Here, we arbitrarily de-
fine T ∗ρ as the temperature where the relative devia-
tion from activated behaviour, (ρ − ρact)/ρact, exceeds
3%, see Fig. (4)(a) for the case of FeSi. There, the re-
sistivity clearly surpasses the exponential decay above
∼ T ∗ρ = 160K and even develops a positive slope,
while kBT
∗
ρ = 14meV ∆ ≈ 50meV. Concomitantly,
optical[9, 16, 22, 69–71], Raman[72], photoemission[73–
77] and tunnelling[78] spectroscopy witness in FeSi and
FeSb2 a clear crossover to a metallic phase, see Fig. (5)(a)
& (b). These results are in clear defiance of a mere ther-
mal activation across a fundamental gap. Moreover, with
changing temperature, transfers of spectral-weight in the
optical conductivity occur over energy-scales much larger
than the size of the gap[9, 16, 22, 71], suggestive of many-
body effects[79] that are controlled by large interactions
U rather than the size of the gap, U  ∆. This will be
discussed in more detail in Section (I B).
Besides the intriguing temperature dependence, also
the energies of one-particle excitations, such as the gap,
are beyond expectations from band-theory: In the case of
FeSi, the low temperature gap as well as band-dispersions
are largely overestimated by density functional theory
(DFT[80, 81]) (cf. Section (II B)), indicative of notably
enhanced masses m∗/mband caused by dynamical corre-
lations.
The mentioned effects are most pronounced for the ma-
terials that have the smallest gaps. Within a given class,
these are the systems build from a 3d transition metal
and a group 13-15 element with large atomic radius. In-
deed, correlation effects, and thus band-width and gap
renormalizations, are expected to be less pronounced for
transition metals with more extended 4d-orbitals. For
comparisons of 3d-transition metal systems to their 4d
homologues, see Section (II B 1) and Section (II B 2) for
the cases of silicides and antimonides, respectively.
Also at very low temperature deviations to activated
behaviour occur in the resistivities, see Fig. (1). Indeed,
they show pronounced tendencies towards saturation for
basically all materials considered here. Commonly, this
behaviour is ascribed to the presence of impurity or defect
states inside the gap that pin the chemical potential and
supply residual conduction.2 This scenario is supported
2 See Section (III C 6) for a modelling of such impurity contribu-
6FIG. 1. Overview: resistivities. Shown is a selection of resistivities for some materials from table (I). FeSi: Bocelli et al.
[10], RuSi: Hohl et al. [21], FeSb2, RuSb2, FeAs2: Sun et al. [24], CrSb2: Sales et al. [33], FeGa3: Gamza et al. [36], RuGa3:
Wagner-Reetz et al. [41], CoSb3: Mandrus et al. [45], Fe2VAl: Nishino et al. [68], LaCoO3: Yamaguchi et al. [56]. For more
experimental data see Fig. (37) for FeSi, and Fig. (47) for Fe2VAl.
by the presence of different activation regimes in some
compounds (see above), as well as a strong sample depen-
dence of low-temperature transport observables. How-
ever, finite lifetimes of intrinsic valence and conduction
states—ubiquitous in correlated materials—provide an
alternative mechanism for resistivity saturation, as will
be discussed in Section (III A 4).
The importance of electronic correlation effects in
narrow-gap intermetallic semiconductors with open 3d-
shells is further strengthened by the following: Doping
the discussed stoichiometric compounds yields metallic
phases in which mobile charge carriers exhibit largely en-
hanced effective masses. Some examples are:
• FeSi1−xAlx[82–85] yields masses 14 times larger
than the free electron value, as extracted from,
both, the specific heat and the susceptibility for
x = 1%− 5%[83].
• Fe1−xCoxSi has masses up to m∗/me = 30[70], as
extracted from the specific heat.
• FeSb2−xTex yields m∗/me = 10 − 30 as extracted
from the thermopower[86].
• FeSb2−xSnx exhibits for x > 0 masses m∗/me =
10− 15 as extracted from the specific heat[87].
• CoSb3’s Hall coefficient [88], as well as the ther-
mopowers of Co1−xNixSb3[89, 90] and CoSb3 with
Yb-fillings [42] display enhanced masses: m∗ ∼
2− 5me.
• Fe2VAl: the residual in-gap density in typical (pos-
sibly off-stoichiometric) samples causes a metallic
specific heat from which effective masses enhanced
by a factor of 5 have been extracted[91].
tions to the conductivity in FeSb2.
b. Magnetic properties. The intriguing insulator-to-
metal crossover in the small-gap materials is accompa-
nied by large changes in the magnetic response, see Fig.
(2): Starting from low temperatures, the uniform spin
susceptibility of some systems rises to quite large abso-
lute values. Following activated behaviour, the increase
in the response is largest for the materials with the small-
est fundamental gaps. Beyond that, one can surmise that
electronic correlations—greater in 3d than 4d transition
metal-based compounds—play a role in the prefactor of
the exponential rise: Indeed while FeAs2 and RuSi, as
well as FeGa3 and RuGa3, have pairwise comparable gaps
(see table (I)), only the 3d compounds show an activated
susceptibility (within the available experimental temper-
ature window). In the theory Section (II), see in par-
ticular Section (II F), we suggest that this distinction is
mainly driven by the difference in the Hund’s rule cou-
pling.
Still more intriguing is that the magnetic susceptibil-
ities of FeSi, FeSb2, and CrSb2 reach a maximum—at
a temperature that we shall call Tmaxχ —beyond which
they realize a Curie-Weiss-like decay.3 Together with the
insulator-to-metal crossover, this signature in the spin-
response is the most salient and unexpected property of
correlated semiconductors.
While all materials considered here4 are paramag-
netic, many of them are situated in direct proximity to
a spin-ordered phase. Magnetism can be induced by
isoelectronic substitutions that expand the lattice, off-
stoichiometry, as well as doping. Examples include:
• FeSi1−xGex: ferromagnetic metal above x =
3 The onset of a peculiar antiferromagnetic order in CrSb2 below
273K[65, 95] has no visible signature in the susceptibility.
4 with the exception of CrSb2 below its Ne´el temperature TN =
273K, and possibly FeGa3[36, 94].
7FIG. 2. Overview: magnetic susceptibilities. Shown is a selection of susceptibilities for some materials from table (I).
FeSi: Jaccarino et al. [12], Takagi et al. [13], RuSi: Buschinger et al. [19] and Hohl et al.[21] stated the intrinsic χ to be basically
temperature-independent up to 320K, FeSb2 Koyama et al. [92], RuSb2, FeAs2: Sun et al. [24], CrSb2: Sales et al. [33], FeGa3,
RuGa3: Gamza et al. [36] (field H ‖ ab), CoSb3: Morelli et al. [93], LaCoO3: Yamaguchi et al. [56]. For Fe2VAl the 27Al NMR
relaxation rate of Lue and Ross [51] is shown. Dotted lines for FeAs2 and FeGa3 are activation-law fit extrapolations. CrSb2
is antiferromagnetic below 273K; a complex magnetic order has also been suggested for FeGa3[36, 94].
0.25[96, 97].
• Fe1−xRuxSi: ferromagnetic metal for x = 0.1 below
15K [98].
• Fe1xCoxSi: ferromagnetic metal for 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.8
[98–102].
• Fe1xCoxSb2: weak metallic ferromagnetism for
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.4 [25, 103].
• Fe1xCrxSb2: antiferromagnetic insulator for 0.2 ≤
x ≤ 1 [66].
• Fe2VAl orders ferromagnetically via a multitude
of small changes with respect to stoichiometry:
Fe2+xV1−xAl[49, 104–106], Fe2V1−xCrxAl[107],
Fe2VAl1−δ[108], Fe2xV1+xAl[109].
Details can be found in Section (I B) (FeSi), Section
(II B 2) (FeSb2), and Section (III E) (Fe2VAl).
2. Thermoelectricity.
The observation that warrants the title of this re-
view is that correlated narrow-gap semiconductors ex-
hibit large thermopowers. For stoichiometric composi-
tions, the largest response is usually achieved at rather
low temperatures when these systems are in their insu-
lating regime, see Fig. (3). Indeed, the typical tempera-
ture dependence of the thermopower is a U -like shaped
curve. The thermopower of a generic, coherent insula-
tor behaves roughly as ∝ 1/T (cf. Section (III A 3)). In
our systems of interest, this decay with rising temper-
ature is accelerated by the insulator-to-metal crossover
(cf. Fig. (38) in Section (III B) for the case of FeSi). On
FIG. 3. Overview: thermopowers. Shown is a selection of
thermopowers for some materials from table (I). FeSi: Sales
et al. [110], RuSi: Hohl et al. [21], FeSb2, RuSb2, FeAs2: Sun
et al. [24], CrSb2: Sales et al. [33], FeGa3, RuGa3: Wagner-
Reetz et al. [41], CoSb3: Dyck et al. [90], Fe2VAl: Knapp
et al. [52], LaCoO3: Sen˜ar´ıs-Rodr´ıguez and Goodenough [58].
For more experimental data see Fig. (4)(c), Fig. (36) for FeSi,
Fig. (42) for FeSb2, Fig. (46) for CoSb3, Fig. (47) for Fe2VAl.
the low-temperature side, the thermopowers vanish to-
wards absolute zero, as expected from the third law of
thermodynamics (cf. Fig. (35) in Section (III A 4) for the
influence of finite lifetimes on this decay).
Some of the considered materials have competitive
powerfactors S2σ in a temperature-range that is use-
ful for Peltier-refrigeration, or even waste-heat recovery
(cf. Section (III D) and Section (III E) for skutterudite
and Heusler compounds, respectively). However, most
of the correlated narrow-gap semiconductors discussed
here (notably those which exhibit the most pronounced
8correlation effects), have large powerfactors only at very
low temperatures (cf. Section (III B) for FeSi and Sec-
tion (III C) for FeSb2). An application of these stoichio-
metric compounds in thermoelectric devices is thus only
envisagable for sensor or cooling technologies at cryo-
genic temperatures[111]. However, owing to large lattice
thermal conductivities, no viable alternative for liquid-
He-cooling is on the horizon. The impact of correlation
effects onto thermoelectric properties, as well as individ-
ual materials will be discussed in Section (III).
3. Other applications.
Besides thermoelectricity, there are a number of pro-
posals for the use and relevance of the unconventional
physics of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors, both,
in fundamental science as well as for technological appli-
cations. Examples include:
• Spin transport electronics: the very large anoma-
lous Hall effect in Fe1−xCoxSi[112] is a harbinger
for spintronic applications.
• Astrophysics: from infrared absorption measure-
ments, FeSi has been hinted to occur in circum-
stellar dust shells[113], as previously suggested by
calculations[114]. Ferrarotti et al. [113] proposed to
exploit the strongly temperature-dependent prop-
erties of FeSi as a “thermometer” to probe environ-
mental temperatures near distant stars.
• Earth and planetary science: FeSi (B20 or B2 struc-
ture) is possibly a relevant composition in the core
of the Earth and other terrestrial (rocky) plan-
ets [115–117]. Its presence near the core-mantle
boundary might explain the anomalously high elec-
trical conductivity of this region[118].
• CrSb2 and FeSb2 have been considered as
high-capacity anode materials in lithium-based
batteries[119, 120].
• Heusler materials have applications in, e.g., spin-
tronics, solar cells, or magneto-calorics[121, 122].
4. Perspective.
From the above overview, we can extract some gen-
eral tendencies for the signatures of correlation effects
in our materials of interest. Both, the insulator-to-metal
crossover and the Curie-Weiss-like susceptibility are more
evident the smaller the semiconducting gap is. Typically,
narrow gaps occur in the 3d-transition metal compounds
rather than their 4d analogues. Indeed, dynamical corre-
lations as well as spin-fluctuations are naturally expected
to be of greater importance the more localized the or-
bitals that host them are: Larger effective masses in the
3d materials cause more strongly renormalized gaps, as
well as magnitudes of fluctuating moments that approach
the values of the respective isolated ion. In all, the
physics behind the correlation signatures in the charge
and the spin sector, as well as their characteristic tem-
peratures, T ∗ρ and T
max
χ , are likely to be microscopically
linked (see Section (II D 2)). Pertinent energy scales are
the charge and the spin gap, the strength of electron-
electron interactions, in particular (see sections Section
(II D)) the Hund’s rule coupling. Depending on the in-
terplay of these energies, manifestations of many-body
effects will vary notably, as evidenced in the figures 1, 2,
and 3.
Signatures of correlation effects in narrow-gap
semiconductors
• small upper bound for activation laws in the
resistivity T ∗ρ  ∆/kB , and the magnetic sus-
ceptibility Tmaxχ . ∆/kB .
• insulator-to-metal crossovers for kBT  ∆.
• enhanced paramagnetism at low T , Curie-
Weiss-like behaviour for T > Tmaxχ
(if experimentally accessible).
• transfer of optical spectral weight over energies
much larger than the gap ∆.
• proximity to (spin) ordered phases.
• large effective masses under doping.
• large thermopowers at low temperatures.
B. Correlated narrow-gap semiconductors vs.
Kondo insulators
Early on it has been noted [84, 125–134] that the
anomalies observed in the most preeminent of d-electron
narrow-gap semiconductors are strikingly reminiscent of
the physics of heavy-fermion semiconductors. The latter,
also known as Kondo insulators[125], are systems with
partially filled f -shells that show insulating behaviour at
low temperatures in the absence of any magnetic long-
range order. In the standard (Doniach) picture [135], the
local moment of the f -electrons fluctuates freely at high-
temperatures, giving rise to a Curie-Weiss susceptibility.
Concomitantly, light (s, p) conduction states are decou-
pled from the localized (f) states and their density is fi-
nite at the Fermi level, causing metallic behaviour. Upon
lowering the temperature the local moments get screened
by the conduction electrons via the Kondo effect, and the
resulting hybridization between f - and conduction states
leads to the liberation of mobile charges with large effec-
tive masses. In Kondo insulators, however, these heavy
9FeSi Ce3Bi4Pt3
(a) resistivity. FeSi (left): Bocelli et al. [10]; Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right): Katoh et al. [64]. Dashed (blue) lines are activation law
fits with gap ∆; Tmaxχ indicates the peak temperature of the susceptibility (see Fig. (4)(b)); at T
∗
ρ = 160K/120K
(FeSi/Ce3Bi4Pt3) the relative deviation of the resistivity to the shown activation law exceeds 3%.
(b) magnetic susceptibility. FeSi (left): data combined from Jaccarino et al. [12] and Takagi et al. [13]; Ce3Bi4Pt3
(right): Hundley et al. [61]; dashed (blue) lines are activation law fits ∼ exp(−∆s/kBT )/T in the local moment picture;
dashed (red) lines indicate Curie-Weiss-like behaviour, χ = NAµ
2
eff/ (3kB(T − θ)). In between, χ peaks at Tmaxχ = 500K
(75K) for FeSi (Ce3Bi4Pt3).
(c) thermopower. FeSi (left): Wolfe et al. [14], Sun et al. [123], Sales et al. [17, 110]; Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right): Hundley et al.
[124] and Katoh et al. [64].
FIG. 4. Transport and magnetic properties: The correlated narrow-gap semiconductor FeSi (left) vs. the Kondo insulator
Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right).
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charges lead to a completely filled band, i.e., the chemi-
cal potential happens to fall into the hybridization gap,
quenching spin and charge excitations at low tempera-
tures.
In this section, we will detail empirical similarities and
differences between such f -electron heavy-fermion Kondo
insulators and the d-electron based correlated narrow-
gap insulators that are the main subject of this review.
We will focus the juxtaposition mainly on a direct com-
parison of two compounds prototypical for their class:
FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3.
5 Our survey of experimental and
phenomenological observations will find a continuation
in subsequent chapters: In Section (II B), we discuss the
electronic structures of FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 within stan-
dard band theory. In Section (II C), we present a sur-
vey of results for the minimal many-body setups that
contain the salient features of correlated semiconductors
and Kondo insulators—the two-covalent-band Hubbard
model and the periodic Anderson model, respectively.
This comparison in the context of reductionist models
is extended in Section (II F). Finally, we turn in Section
(II D) to realistic many-body electronic structure calcu-
lations: Results for FeSi are reviewed in Section (II D 1)
and Section (II D 2), while Section (II D 3) presents new
findings for Ce3Bi4Pt3. The comparison on these two
systems culminates in Section (II E).
1. Charge degrees of freedom.
We begin our one-to-one comparison of FeSi and
Ce3Bi4Pt3 with properties related to the charge degrees
of freedom: the resistivity, the optical conductivity and
photoemission spectra.
a. Insulator-to-metal crossover. As shown in Fig.
(4)(a) the resistivity of FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 both follow
activation laws at intermediate temperatures—60-120K
for FeSi and 30-150K for Ce3Bi4Pt3—with charge gaps
of about 59meV and 7.6meV, respectively. At lower tem-
peratures, the resistivity of both compounds increases
more slowly than expected from thermal activation. This
tendency towards resistivity saturation is commonly in-
terpreted as caused by impurities or other defects, but
it can also be a sign for the presence of other residual
bulk scattering mechanisms (cf. the discussion in Section
(III A 4)). More important in our context are the devi-
ations at high temperatures, where the resistivity sur-
passes the activation law. In the case of FeSi, the slope
in temperature, dρ/dT , even becomes positive, clearly
indicative of metallic behaviour. This has led some au-
thors to propose that the value of the charge gap in these
5 For a wider discussion of the family of Kondo insulating ma-
terials, including complications arising from the multiplet and
crystal-field structure, as well as the interplay of electronic corre-
lations and spin-orbit coupling, see the reviews in Refs. [126, 136–
138].
systems is temperature-dependent. Indeed, it is common
practice to collect deviations from activated behaviour
into a non-constant ∆(T ). Doing this, e.g., Hundley et
al. extracted for Ce3Bi4Pt3 a gap from the resistivity and
the thermopower that halves in size when going from 50K
up to 200K[140], in congruence with slave-boson calcu-
lations for the periodic Anderson model[141]. Without
complementary observables, it is, however, difficult to
ascertain whether this scenario is realized in Ce3Bi4Pt3
or FeSi.
The metallization process is more pronounced in spec-
tral and optical properties: Fig. (5)(a) displays the
change in the FeSi photoemission intensity of Klein et
al. [75] relative to a high-temperature reference spec-
trum (see the figure caption for details, and Refs. [73, 74,
76, 77] for other photoemission works). Panel (b) shows
similarly processed data for Ce3Bi4Pt3 from Takeda et
al. [139]. At low temperature, both materials exhibit a
pronounced depletion at the Fermi level. In the case of
FeSi (left), this gap is flanked by notably sharp features
in the valence band. These are particularly evident in
angle-resolved spectra[73, 77]. For Ce3Bi4Pt3, changes
are much less pronounced. Indeed, as seen in Fig. (24),
also the valence part of the theoretical many-body spec-
trum of this f1-compound is rather broad at all temper-
atures.6
The charge gap at low temperatures is equally visible in
the optical conductivity of FeSi, shown in Fig. (5)(b,left).
In the case of FeSi, the direct (optical) gap probed
by dipolar transitions is comparable to the indirect
gap extracted from the resistivity. In Ce3Bi4Pt3, Fig.
(5)(b,right), the optical gap is notable bigger (∆indir ≈
37meV= 429K×kB [60]) than the indirect gap (∆dir ≈
7.6meV), as expected in a hybridization gap scenario in
the spirit of the periodic Anderson model (cf. Section
(II F)).
With growing temperature the gap in the photoemis-
sion and the optical spectrum gets increasingly filled. In-
deed, while the gap edges soften in FeSi, there is no dis-
cernible trend in the photoemission spectrum towards a
gap closure by virtue of the valence peak moving towards
the Fermi edge. In the optical conductivity, the absorp-
tion feature around 100meV does slightly move towards
lower energies[16, 69]7, but it is clearly not responsible
for the rising conductivity in the dc limit. In the case of
Ce3Bi4Pt3, the first shoulder in the optical spectrum even
moves to slightly higher energies upon increasing tem-
perature. In all, this suggests that in both materials, the
gap does not close by the displacement of quasi-particle
states, but instead it is filled by incoherent spectral
weight as temperature rises. This picture is further sup-
ported by differential-conductance measurements from
6 Spectra obtained more recently for Kondo insulators with more
f -electrons feature much narrower valence-state peaks, see, e.g.,
the results for SmB6[142–146].
7 see also Fig. 2.5 in Ref. [147], and results for electronic Raman
scattering in Ref. [72].
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FeSi Ce3Bi4Pt3
(a) photoemission spectra. FeSi (left): Klein et al. [75]; Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right): Takeda et al. [139]. In both cases the
photoemission intensity was (i) divided by the Fermi function, and, (ii) a fit of the resulting spectra at the highest
temperature (120K for FeSi, 300K for Ce3Bi4Pt3) was subtracted to emphasize relative changes.
(b) optical conductivity. FeSi (left): ellipsometry data from Menzel et al. [16] and normal-incidence infrared spectroscopy
from Damascelli et al. [69]; Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right): data from Bucher et al. [60]. FeSi (Ce3Bi4Pt3) surpasses 2 · 103/(Ωcm) at
around 160K≈ T ∗ρ (60K. T ∗ρ = 120K).
FIG. 5. Spectroscopic observables: The correlated narrow-gap semiconductor FeSi vs. the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3.
point-contact spectroscopy for Ce3Bi4Pt3[148] and tun-
nelling spectroscopy for FeSi[78], that also see practically
temperature-independent peak positions.
At T ∗ρ = 160K FeSi reaches σ(ω = 0) ≈ 2 · 103/(Ωcm),
the conductivity of a bad metal: FeSi metallizes at a
temperature that is smaller than the low-temperature
gap ∆/kB = 685K by a factor of more than four.
Ce3Bi4Pt3 surpasses the same value of the conductiv-
ity already around 60K, which is slightly smaller than
the coherence temperature T ∗ρ = 100K that we defined
above. These temperatures are comparable to the in-
direct gap ∆indir/kB ≈ 88K, but they are still much
smaller than the direct gap ∆dir/kB ≈ 429K. Conse-
quently, the crossover to a metallic state is, in both sys-
tems, qualitatively far beyond thermal excitations across
a fundamental gap.
b. Spectral weight transfers. One of the powers of
optical spectroscopy is the existence of sum-rules that
allow for a quantitative analysis of spectral weight trans-
fers. Indeed, the integral over the optical conductivity,
F (Ω, T ) =
∫ Ω
0
dω<σ(ω, T ) (1)
yields, for Ω → ∞, a value, F (∞, T ) = ~pine22m , that
is solely determined by the total density n of carriers
participating in optical absorption and the bare electron
mass m[149]. Therewith, the integral of spectral weight
is independent of external parameters, such as temper-
ature, or pressure. In other words, the spectral weight
that is lost in the low-energy optical conductivity, as FeSi
and Ce3Bi4Pt3 become insulating upon cooling, must be
shifted to higher energies. The frequency Ω = Ωc above
which the integral F (Ωc, T ) becomes independent of the
external parameter sets the energy scale over which the
reshuffling of spectral weight occurs. This scale can give
clues about the mechanisms that underlie the evolution
of the system for changing conditions: In a conventional
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semiconductor, thermal activation leads to a finite elec-
tron(hole) population in the conduction(valence) band,
that is however restricted to the direct vicinity of the
band edges. Changes in inter-band transitions in the op-
tical conductivity are thus limited to a few kBT above the
charge gap ∆, implying Ωc & ∆. The same applies, e.g.,
for gap-opening phase transitions owing to density-waves
(examples are Cr[150] or NdNiO3[151]).
In materials with strong electronic correlations, the en-
ergy scale Ωc required to reach a T-independent F (Ωc, T )
can be much larger. In Mott-Hubbard systems, for ex-
ample, spectral weight transfers occur over a frequency
range set by the Hubbard U interaction[79, 152]. The
latter can be of the order of, or larger than, the band-
width. In case it triggers a metal-insulator transition in
a multi-orbital system, the fundamental gap ∆ can be
much smaller than U . Examples with Ωc  ∆ are, e.g.,
the transition metal oxides VO2 and V2O3[153–155].
In the case of FeSi, the energy needed to recover the
transferred spectral weight with changing temperature
was controversial[9, 69, 70, 156], until accurate ellipsom-
etry measurements[16]8 ruled in favour of a Ωc much
larger than the charge gap. The situation is similar for
the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3: there, the reshuffling of
spectral weight occurs over an energy range of ∼ 250meV
[126] corresponding to more than six times the size of the
optical gap[60].
2. Spin degrees of freedom.
a. Magnetic susceptibility and magnetic neutron scat-
tering. Fig. (4)(b) displays the uniform magnetic sus-
ceptibilities for FeSi [12, 13] (left) and Ce3Bi4Pt3 [61]
(right). At low temperatures spin excitations in both
compounds are gapped and the responses have an
activation-type behaviour.9 Without any further mi-
croscopic insight, it is however not obvious to deduce
the origin of enhanced or temperature-induced param-
agnetism from the experimental data. In Fig. (4)(b) we
have deliberately fitted both low temperature suscepti-
bilities with the same expression, χ(T ) ∝ exp(− ∆skBT )/T ,
which corresponds to the behaviour of local moments.
The applicability of this form and further details will
be discussed in Section (II A). Here, we only note that
in this picture the extracted spin gap—∆s = 50meV
for FeSi and ∆s = 7meV for Ce3Bi4Pt3—is of similar
magnitude than the indirect charge gap ∆indir obtained
from fitting the resistivity, yet much smaller than the
8 that do not require Kramers-Kronig transforms to be applied to
reflectivity data obtained for a restricted frequency range.
9 The low-T upturn in the susceptibility of Ce3Bi4Pt3 is not a
property intrinsic to the bulk, as shown by neutron scattering
measurement[63]. Also in the case of FeSb2 it has been clearly
demonstrated that a residual susceptibility at low temperatures
derives from defects[157].
direct, optical gap ∆dir.
10 Using instead a simplified
band picture to extract the spin-gap from the suscepti-
bility yields, via χ(T ) ∝ exp(−∆s/(2kBT )) a larger value
∆s = 96meV for FeSi, advocating, in all, the hierarchy
∆indir < ∆s < ∆dir.
This finding suggest that a non-trivial electronic struc-
ture is realized in these systems. Indeed in a band insula-
tor, activation of spin and charge excitation are governed
by the same energy scale ∆. In a Mott insulator, on the
other hand, a finite charge gap is accompanied by gap-
less spin fluctuations (∆s = 0). More insight will be dis-
cussed in the context of many-body models, see Section
(II C).
At larger temperatures, after going through a maxi-
mum at Tmaxχ , see Fig. (4)(b), the activated behaviour
in χ(T ) gives way to a crossover to Curie-Weiss-like decay
χ(T ) = NAµ
2
eff/ (3kB(T − θ)) . (2)
This crossover in the magnetic response is seen for
Ce3Bi4Pt3 also in Knight shift [158]. For FeSi we find
µeff = 2.6µB , which is close to the behaviour ex-
pected for local moments with S = 1: µeff/µB =
gs
√
S(S + 1) = 2
√
2 ≈ 2.8 (gs = 2). In the case of
Ce3Bi4Pt3, we extract µeff = 2.53µB . This value is very
close to the fluctuating moment of isolated Ce3+ ions:
µeff/µB = gJ
√
J(J + 1) = 2.54 (J = 5/2, gJ = 0.857).
The Curie-Weiss temperatures are negative in both cases,
θ = −289K (θ = −103K) for FeSi (Ce3Bi4Pt3), sug-
gestive of antiferromagnetic interactions. In the Kondo
lattice picture, this is in line with the Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) coupling that competes with the
Kondo screening[135]. Ce3Bi4Pt3 (and other Kondo in-
sulators) are believed to be in the strong J-coupling
regime, where the RKKY coupling fails to impose long
range magnetic order because of a dominating Kondo
effect.11 In the case of FeSi, the negative Curie-Weiss
temperature is contrasted with results from magnetic
neutron spectroscopy results of Shirane et al. [160] and
Tajima et al. [161] (see Fig. (20) and the discussion
in Section (II D 1)). These measurements revealed a
strongly peaked magnetic cross section for q = 0 at
Tmaxχ = 500K[160] and above[161], indicative of ferro-
magnetic fluctuations.12
b. Magnetoresistance and high-field experiments. In
a Kondo insulator, the formation of Kondo singlets be-
low the coherence temperature leads to the gapping of
10 Inelastic neutron spectra suggest a slightly larger spin gap of
12meV[63] that is, however, also still much smaller than the op-
tical gap.
11 A mechanism as to why the RKKY interaction is most often
of antiferromagnetic character has recently been proposed in
Ref. [159].
12 Indeed, a ferromagnetic state can also be reached by dop-
ing, Fe1−xCoxSi[99–102], expansion of the lattice by chemical
pressure, FeSi1−xGex[96, 97], as well as ultra-high magnetic
fields[162, 163] (cf. the discussion below).
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spin- and charge excitations. These singlets, formed
by a strongly renormalized hybridization between con-
duction electrons and f -levels, can be broken up by a
large enough magnetic field H. To do so, the Zeeman
energy needs to be comparable to the spin gap, i.e.,
gJJµBH ≈ ∆s, where gJ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and
J the electron’s total angular momentum. In the simplest
picture, such a field H will induce a phase transition from
the Kondo phase to a light (conduction) metal with fully
polarized f -electrons.13
In Ce3Bi4Pt3 a partial polarization of the f -states is
signalled by a large negative magnetoresistance (MR),
(ρ(H) − ρ(0))/ρ(0), measured below 50K in fields H up
to 10T[166]. With a spin gap of about 12meV[63], the
critical field Hc needed to metallize Ce3Bi4Pt3 (Ce
3+:
J = 5/2) is however much larger. The estimate from the
above formula is 40T. Reaching such fields, the insulator-
to-metal transition has indeed been observed in measure-
ments of the resistivity[167](Hc ∼ 50T), as well as the
specific heat[168] (Hc ∼ 40T). These findings support
the Kondo picture for Ce3Bi4Pt3.
In d-electron derived narrow-gap semiconductors, the
much larger size of the spin gap prohibits a clear pic-
ture in magnetic fields of conventional size. In fields
up to 9T experiments find a large positive MR for
FeSb2[23, 26, 128]. For FeSi, even the sign of the MR
strongly depends on the experiment. The samples of
highest quality—according to the residual-resistance ra-
tio criterion—are those of Paschen et al. [11] that yield a
negative magnetoresistance below 50K in a field of 7T.14
The notable sample dependence, as well as a positive
contribution to the magnetoresistance could be linked to
the presence of impurities. Alternatively, a positive MR
could be due to the proximity to a ferromagnetic insta-
bility.15
Using ultra-high magnetic fields of up to spectacular
450T as produced by an explosively pumped flux com-
pression generator, Kudasov et al. [162, 163] found the
resistivity of FeSi to continuously decrease by several or-
ders of magnitude. While at T = 77K the semi-conductor
13 Note however, that numerical calculations for the Kondo lattice
model[164] and the periodic Anderson model[165] suggest that
with an applied magnetic field the spin gap collapses and a trans-
verse AF order develops, while the charge gap remains finite up
to higher fields.
14 The MR reported by Otha et al. [169] for FeSi is positive up
to 16T for all temperatures, but samples with lower RRR show
a less positive MR; Lisunov et al. [170] found a positive signal
up to 35T; more recently, Sun et al. [123] reported for 8T a
sign change from MR> 0 at low temperatures to MR< 0 above
70K that interestingly correlates with a maximum (minimum)
in the Nernst (Hall) coefficient, while the absolute value of the
magnetoresistance is much smaller than in older experiments.
15 While the size of the charge gap is insensitive to, e.g., dop-
ings with up to 3% cobalt[70], dopings (T=Co, Rh) and also
isoelectronic substitutions (T=Ru) of 10%, Fe0.9T0.1Si, induce
itinerant ferromagnetism[98], concomitant with a large positive
MR[98, 101, 171].
to metal crossover was continuous also in the magnetic
signal, a sample cooled to T = 4.2K displayed a jump
to a magnetic moment of 0.95µB at a field of 355T[163],
suggestive of a ferromagnetic metallic state. Moreover,
the field-dependent resistivity was found to be strongly
non-exponential, indicative of a Zeeman splitting beyond
the rigid-band picture. Indeed, a conventional collapse of
the experimental spin-gap of ∆s ≈ 50meV (see table (I)),
is naively expected at 435T (using S = 1 and g = 2), i.e.,
for fields larger than found in experiment.
3. Interplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom
a. Correlation in the temperature dependence of
charge and spin observables. Despite different values for
the charge and spin gap, electrical and magnetic proper-
ties are intimately linked in the Kondo picture: When
Kondo coherence is destroyed as temperature rises, the
f -charge decouples from the conduction electrons and its
moment begins to fluctuate freely. Concomitantly, con-
duction electron density transfers to lower energies and
fills the hybridization gap. That both effects occur on
the same temperature scale in Ce3Bi4Pt3 has been beau-
tifully illustrated by Bucher et al. [60]. In Fig. (6) we
reproduce their analysis and extend it to FeSi.
Fitting the local moment expression, χ(T ) =
NA
3kBT
µeff (T ) exp(− ∆skBT ), to the experimental suscep-
tibility, a temperature-dependent effective moment
µeff (T ) is extracted. At high temperature we recover,
as mentioned before, for both compounds, values that
are close to the respective single ion limit (cf. Section
(I B 2 a)). For Ce3Bi4Pt3: µeff/µB =
√
J(J + 1)gJ =
5.92 as expected for Ce3+ (J = 5/2, gJ = 0.857); for FeSi
µeff/µB =
√
S(S + 1)gs = 2.8 supposing S = 1 (gs =
2). Upon lowering temperature, however, the magnitude
of these effective moments decreases. In Ce3Bi4Pt3 this
observation is associated with the Kondo effect: conduc-
tion electrons begin to screen the f -moment. The con-
comitant gapping of the density of states is heralded by
the loss of optical weight at low energy. The amount
of charge participating in this transfer can be obtained
from the spectral weight integral of Eq. (1). By tracking
the integral for a cut-off frequency Ω that roughly delim-
its the regime in which weight is lost, with respect to a
base temperature T0, we can compute the amount of the
charge transferred away from the Fermi level to energies
above Ω:
∆n(T ) = ∆n(Ω, T, T0) =
2m
~pie2
[F (Ω, T )− F (Ω, T0)]
(3)
Using T0 = 300K and Ω = 37meV for Ce3Bi4Pt3[60],
and Ω = 100meV for FeSi (cf. Fig. (5)), we see that
the amount of charge ∆n(T ) that participates in con-
duction upon heating indeed correlates with the emer-
gence of the effective local moment µeff (T ). Unfortu-
nately, there are no results for the optical conductivity at
high enough temperatures to reach the Curie-Weiss-like
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(a) FeSi (b) Ce3Bi4Pt3
FIG. 6. interplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom. Comparison of the temperature dependence of (i) the effective
fluctuating moment µeff (T ) (red, extracted from the local moment expression Eq. (2)) with (ii) the density ∆n of low-energy
charge carriers that are transferred to higher energies upon cooling below T0 = 300K (blue, determined from the optical spectral
weight integral Eq. (3)). For FeSi (left) we use the optical conductivity data of Damascelli et al. [69] with a cutoff frequency
Ω = 100meV. The susceptibility data are combined from from Jaccarino et al. [12] and Takagi et al. [13]. Also indicated is the
value of µeff = gs
√
S(S + 1)µB = 2
√
2µB expected for local moments with S = 1 (gs = 2). For Ce3Bi4Pt3 (right) data is
reproduced from Bucher et al. [60], using a cutoff Ω = 37meV in Eq. (3). The effective moment µeff (T ) is obtained from the
susceptibility of Hundley et al. [61]. Square symbols are results from neutron measurements of Severing et al. [63]. The dashed
line indicates the moment of isolated Ce3+ (J = 5/2, gJ = 0.857) ions.
regime for FeSi. It would be interesting to see whether
the ferromagnetic-like fluctuations evidenced in magnetic
neutron scattering above 300K[160, 161] induce, for FeSi,
a deviation from the current analysis which is based on
the local moment picture.
In fact, from our (admittedly somewhat arbitrary)
definition of characteristic temperatures for the charge
and spin response, T ∗ρ and T
max
χ , we note a quantita-
tive difference between FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3: In the lat-
ter, the temperature below which Kondo screening sets
in, Tmaxχ , is slightly smaller than the crossover tem-
perature T ∗ρ of the conductivity (cf. Fig. (4)(a-b), Fig.
(5)(b)): Tmaxχ /T
∗
ρ = 75/120 = 0.625. In FeSi, on the
other hand, this ratio evaluates to five times as much:
Tmaxχ /T
∗
ρ = 3.125.
b. Nature of the low-temperature charge and spin gap
and proximity to ordered states. Information about the
nature of the charge gap can be deduced from experi-
mental measurements in which the electronic structure
is perturbed.
Pressure. One such perturbation is external pres-
sure. Commonly, compression increases orbital overlaps,
causes a greater delocalization of charges and thus larger
transfer integrals. In a typical band-insulator, this in-
crease in bandwidths leads to a reduction of the gap.
Also in most correlated systems, hydrostatic pressure is
a control parameter to enhance or even induce metallic-
ity. A famous example is the bandwidth-controlled Mott
metal-insulator transition in V2O3[67, 180].
If, however, the band-gap originates from hybridiza-
FIG. 7. Pressure dependence of the gap. Shown is the
relative evolution of the charge gap of FeSi from Bauer et al.
[172], the spin-gap of FeSi by Koyama et al. [173] (see also
Refs. [174, 175]), the charge gap of FeSb2 from Mani et al.
[176] and Takahashi et al. [177], as well as the charge gap of
Ce3Bi4Pt3 from Thompson et al. [178] and Cooley et al. [179].
tion, i.e., at least one side of the gap consists of
bonding/anti-bonding states, the opposite tendency can
be found. In fact, since also the transfer integrals at
the origin of the bonding/anti-bonding splitting are en-
hanced by pressure, the gap typically increases. This
behaviour is indeed found for, e.g., FeSi[96, 173, 175,
181, 182], FeSb2[176, 177] and Ce3Bi4Pt3[178, 179] as
extracted from the activated behaviour of the resistiv-
ity and the magnetic susceptibility. As depicted in Fig.
15
(7), the increase of the gap scales roughly linearly with
the applied pressure and is notably larger (on a relative
scale) for the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3.
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It would be interesting to extend the above analysis of
charge and spin gap—∆indir, ∆s—to the coherence scale
Tmaxχ : Is the dependence of T
max
χ on the value of the
gap the same in both compounds? Or is the crossover to
Curie-Weiss-like decay in the d-electron compounds dif-
ferent, as it is proposed to be driven by Hund’s rather
than Hubbard physics (cf. Section (II F))? Answering
these questions requires, however, measurements of FeSi
under pressure up to temperatures above Tmaxχ , currently
unavailable.
Isoelectronic substitutions. Another perturba-
tion of the gap is achieved by isoelectronic substitu-
tions. One route is the isoelectronic replacement of
ligands.18 Here, the most prominent example is the
alloy FeSi1−xGex. While the end-member compounds
of this series are isoelectronic as well as isostructural,
their electronic and magnetic properties are very differ-
ent. Contrary to FeSi, which is insulating at low tem-
perature and does not show any signs of magnetic or-
der, FeGe is metallic and shows spin helical long-range
order[188, 189]. The latter roots in the noncentrosym-
metric B20 crystal structure that allows for a chiral spin-
spin Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, which is partic-
ularly strong in FeGe. In fact, FeGe[189] has an or-
dering temperature (TC ≈ 279K) and a helix period
length (λ ≈ 700A˚) that are, both, much larger than in
the prototypical helimagnet MnSi[190] which also crys-
tallizes in the B20 structure. Strong correlation effects
manifest themselves in FeGe by notable effective masses
m∗/me = 3 − 5 extracted from both specific heat mea-
surements (γ ≈ 10mJ/(mol·K2)) [97, 191, 192] and op-
tical spectroscopy[193]. Also, transfers of optical spec-
tral weight occur over an energy range of the order of
1eV[193].
Starting at FeSi, already small concentrations of Ge in
FeSi1−xGex have a large impact on electronic and mag-
16 In view of other Kondo insulating systems, a word of caution
is in order. While for Ce-based compounds, the above rationale
holds, the gap in hole-like Kondo insulators is actually suppressed
under pressure, as shown for SmB6[183] or YbB12[184]. Interest-
ingly, a critical pressure of 6GPa suppresses the gap in SmB6 and
magnetic long-range order with a saturated moment of 0.5µB
develops below 12K[185]. It was suggested that the opposing
trends in, e.g., Ce3Bi4Pt3 and SmB6 are rooted in the different
signs for the change in unit-cell volume upon adding/removing
an electron to the system (ion-size difference of the fn, fn±1
configurations)[186].
17 For a study of doped FeSi under pressure, see Refs. [102, 187].
18 Another route of isoelectronic substitution is the replacment of
the 3d-transition metal(lanthanoid) in FeSi(Ce3Bi4Pt3) by their
homologues one row down in the periodic table. The interesting
case of Fe1−xRuxSi will be discussed in Section (III B 4). Inter-
changing 4f orbitals with 5f ones is unfortunately not possible in
Ce3Bi4Pt3, as the actinoid thorium prefers the 5f06d27s2 rather
than the 5f16d17s2 configuration.
FIG. 8. Composition vs. temperature phase diagram
of FeSi1−xGex. Phases of the isostructural, isoelectronic
substitution series FeSi1−xGex according to Yeo et al. [97] ob-
tained from activation-law fits to the resistivity and magnetic
susceptibility (solid diamonds, solid circles, respectively), the
minima in the resistivity (open squares), the ferromagnetic
ordering temperature (solid triangles). The dashed line fol-
lows the calculation of Schlottmann and Hellberg [194], other
lines are guides to the eye. From Yeo et al. [97].
netic properties. Activation law fits to the resistivity find
a linear decrease of the gap with concentration x, with
the gap vanishing at x = 0.5[96]. More recently, Yeo et
al. [97] established the phase diagram shown in Fig. (8)
based on resistivity (charge gap) and magnetic suscep-
tibility (spin gap) measurements: Both charge and spin
gap decrease with the Ge-concentration and the maxi-
mum in the magnetic susceptibility Tmaxχ moves towards
lower temperature. Interestingly, spin excitations are
moving notably quicker towards gapless behaviour with x
than charge excitations, reminiscent of the above discus-
sion on the non-equivalence of charge and spin gaps. Con-
comitantly, a Pauli-paramagnetic contribution appears in
the magnetic susceptibility[195]. At low temperatures,
the introduction of Ge drives a first order transition from
a non-magnetic semiconductor to a ferromagnetic metal
at x = 0.25. The size of the charge gap in FeSi1−xGex
correlates with the lattice constant[196], suggesting that
the principal origin of the transition is chemical pressure,
i.e., the volume expansion. Indeed, the unit-cell volume
of FeGe 12.5% larger than that of FeSi[197]. Therefore,
the (spin spiral) long-range order can be counteracted by
external pressure: Magnetism in the end compound FeGe
is suppressed by 19GPa, although metallicity is found to
persist[198].
Again, it would be quite valuable to measure the mag-
netic susceptibility of FeSi1−xGex for x ≤ 0.25 up to
higher temperatures so as to extract Tmaxχ as well as
the magnitude of the effective fluctuating moment in the
Curie-Weiss-like regime.
According to Doniach’s phase diagram[135], external
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parameters that reduce the Kondo coupling can drive also
Kondo insulators through a phase transition to a mag-
netic metal. In fact, the quantum criticality associated
with the crossover of dominant Kondo to preponderant
RKKY interaction is a very active field of research[199–
202]. Some examples: Antiferromagnetism in the dense
Kondo system CePdSn is suppressed above 6GPa while
the resistivity develops an insulating slope[184]. A crit-
ical pressure Pc ≈ 6GPa drives the Kondo insulator
SmB6 through a transition (likely to be of first or-
der) into a magnetically ordered metallic state [185].
Electron-doping CeRhSb via substitution of Pd for Rh
drives a crossover from a paramagnetic insulator to an
antiferromagnetic metal[203]. Further, several experi-
ments have found a crossover from an antiferromagnetic
metal to a non-magnetic “insulator” for diverse alloy-
ings in the CeNiSn system, e.g., CeNi1xPtxSn [204–207],
CeNi1−xPdxSn[208] and CeNi1xCuxSn[207].19
Hence, while d-electron-based narrow-gap semiconduc-
tors and Kondo insulators may both exist in proximity to
magnetically ordered phases, the nature of that ordering
is typically different in both cases (FM vs. AF).
Doping. Finally, charge and spin excitations can be
altered by doping. We first discuss non-isoelectronic sub-
stitutions in FeSi. Substituting up to 3% of Fe with Co
causes only a minute reduction of, both, the direct and
indirect charge gap[70].20 Moreover no anomalies in ther-
modynamic and transport quantities have been observed,
pointing towards the persistence of paramagnetism. The
specific heat, however, was found to increase roughly lin-
early with doping, reaching 7.6mJ/(mol K2) at x = 3%.
Assuming as origin an increased density of states at the
Fermi level, Chernikov et al. [70] extracted a surprisingly
large effective mass ratio m∗/me ≈ 30.
Co-concentrations beyond 5% lead to a transition to
a ferromagnetic metallic state[99–102]. This is quite no-
table, since the end compound, CoSi, is a diamagnetic
semimetal. Indeed for x > 0.8, Fe1−xCoxSi becomes
again paramagnetic.21 Lacerda et al. [130] showed that
the magnetic susceptibility of electron doped Fe1−xCoxSi
and FeSi1−xPx are qualitatively akin, prompting the au-
thors to conclude that magnetism in the Co-substituted
samples is not due to the moment of Co. By comparing
Co-doping with Fe1−xRhxSi and Fe1−xRuxSi—which all
become ferromagnetic above a critical doping—Paschen
et al. [98] substantiated that magnetism in Fe1−xCoxSi
does not arise from local moments on Co. Indeed the
19 Yet, CeNiSn is often referred to as a “failed Kondo insulator”. In
fact, the system is thought to be rather a Kondo semimetal[209,
210] owing to an anisotropic hybridization amplitude[211, 212].
20 Other transition metal substitutions that support the B20
crystal-structure (but will not be discussed here) include elec-
tron doping with Ni[213–215], and hole doping by replacing Fe
with Mn[216], or Cr[213, 217].
21 Additional electrons also induce metallic ferromagnetism in
Fe2VAl (see Fig. (48)) and in FeSb2[25, 103].
4d-orbitals orbitals of Rh have too large a radial ex-
tend to allow for local magnetism. That also isoelec-
tronically substituted Fe1−xRuxSi orders ferrromagneti-
cally points to an influence of the unit-cell volume onto
magnetism (as in FeSi1−xGex, see above); that the or-
dered moment for insulating Ru-substituted samples is
the smallest among the considered alloys indicats that
(electron doping-induced) metallicity boosts magnetism
in FeSi[98], further strengthening the itinerant picture.
The effect of the unit-cell volume onto magnetism is cor-
roborated by pressure experiments that see the disap-
pearance of long-range order in doped samples above
a critical pressure[187]; also, epitaxially strained sam-
ples have a largely different critical doping level than the
doped bulk [218]22.
It is crucial to note the influence of cobalt-doping onto
the spin-gap ∆s and the crossover temperature T
max
χ at
which the magnetic susceptibility peaks before assuming
a Curie-Weiss-like decay: The introduction of Co may af-
fect the impurity-derived low-temperature upturn in χ.
Otherwise, the magnetic susceptibility of Fe1−xCoxSi for
concentrations up to 10% looks (above TC) remarkably
similar to that of FeSi, albeit with a constant upwards
shift[130]. This means that both ∆s (as extracted from
an activation-law fit) and, apparently, also Tmaxχ are basi-
cally unaltered by doping. The added carriers only intro-
duce a T -independent Pauli-like contribution, congruent
with the above findings from specific heat measurements.
As will be discussed below, this is a marked difference to
the behaviour of doped Ce3Bi4Pt3.
Alternatively also the ligand can be substituted. Hole
doping can be achieved, e.g., in FeSi1−xAlx[82–85]. Di-
Tusa et al. [83] interpreted their results such that FeSi
is a renormalized realization of silicon, in the same sense
as proposed for Kondo insulators: Doping the system
leads to a (possibly disordered) Fermi liquid ground state,
albeit with largely enhanced effective masses. Indeed,
Al-doping causes the charge gap—as extracted from fit-
ting the resistivity to an activation law above 100K—
to rapidly decrease, while a metallic slope appears at
lower temperatures already above about x = 1%[82, 84].
From the specific heat coefficient, a considerable effective
mass m∗/m = 14 was extracted[83]. Concomitantly, as
in the case of Co-doping, a Pauli-like contribution ap-
pears in the magnetic susceptibility. The electrons in-
troduced by Al affect neither Tmaxχ nor the (impurity-
derived) Curie-Weiss upturn at very low temperatures.
As a consequence, contrary to the charge gap, the spin
gap remains roughly constant up to 10% Al[84], indicat-
ing a non-trivial interplay of charge and spin degrees of
freedom.
Hole-doping the prototypical Kondo insulator
Ce3Bi4Pt3 by substituting La for Ce notably suppresses
22 Note, however, a further complication: these thin films exhibit a
rhombohedral distortion.
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the electrical resistivity[61] and leads to a finite specific
heat at low-temperature[61, 219]. From the latter, much
enhanced effective masses of up to m∗/m ≈ 100 at
x = 30% have been extracted[220]. However, doping
also largely modifies the spin degrees of freedom: In
fact the peak temperature, Tmaxχ , consistently moves
to lower temperatures with increasing doping [61, 220].
Indeed, as expected from, e.g., the Coqblin-Schrieffer
model[221], the linear coefficient of the specific heat
γ scales with 1/Tmaxχ . This dependency is realized in
(Ce1−xLax)3Bi4Pt3 above 25% La [219]: Ce ions then
behave as impurities in a metallic host. In polycrys-
talline samples, additionally, the overall magnitude of χ
decreases [220], contrary to the Pauli-like increase seen
in doped FeSi (see above). Moreover, the spin-gap de-
creases notably with x[222]. As discussed by Kwei et al.
[223], there is a direct correlation between the magnetic
response in the local moment regime and the change
in lattice constant along the (Ce1−xLax)3Bi4Pt3 series:
Indeed the square of the effective moment µ2eff ∝ T · χ
increases linearly with the shrinking lattice constant
towards the Ce (x = 1) end-member. This suggests
that the change in lattice constant tracks the number of
f -electrons. Interestingly, also the metallic f2-compound
Pr3Bi4Pt3 has a larger volume than its Ce cousin[126].
Also in other heavy fermion compounds, e.g., rare-earth
chalcogenides, (mixed) valency and lattice constants are
found to correlate[224]. In Ce3Bi4Pt3 the valency that
realizes Kondo insulating volume coincides with the
lowest equilibrium volume.23
4. Spin-orbit effects.
Lately, it was advocated that Kondo insulators might
harbour topologically non-trivial band-structures[138,
226]. Crucially, Kondo insulators might be systems in
which topological effects—derived from a one-particle
description—are not severely encumbered by strong cor-
relation physics. This is has to be contrasted to Mott-
Hubbard physics, that is able to completely destroy any
topological protection, see Di Sante et al. [227]. In-
deed, the spin-orbit coupling has even been suggested
to play a role in the stabilization of Kondo insulating be-
haviour. Recently, this question has been investigated for
23 Also in some d-electron narrow-gap semiconductors, the small-
est lattice constant is found for insulating phases, see, e.g., Fig.
(48) (top): the lattice constant of Fe2VAl is minimal for perfect
stoichiometry. Deviations cause the volume to expand, while
the system metallizes (see the specific heat in panel (c)) and
develops long-range magnetic order (see panel (b)). In FeSi, off-
stoichiometry Fe1−xSi1−x does not show any significant change
in the lattice parameter for small x [225], while electron doping
via Fe1−xCoxSi increases the lattice[112]. However, in the lat-
ter potential effects of the valency onto the unit-cell volume are
masked by the contraction induced by the smaller atomic radius
of Co.
the prototypical Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3 by Dzsaber
et al. [62]: It was shown that—contrary to all the above
cases—the unit-cell volume in the isoelectronic substitu-
tion series Ce3Bi4(Pt1−xPdx)3 is virtually constant for
all compositions 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Consequently, there are
only two fundamental changes along the series: (i) a re-
duction of the spin-orbit coupling λSOC because Pd is a
much lighter element than Pt, and (ii) a change in the
Ce-4f -to-noble-metal-d hybridization caused by the dif-
ferent radial character of the 4d and 5d orbitals of Pd and
Pt, respectively—an effect no considered in Ref. [62].
Dzsaber et al. [62] found a collapse of the charge gap for
growing x, with the end member Ce3Bi4Pd3 exhibiting
a nearly temperature-independent resistivity. Concomi-
tantly, Tmaxχ , that marks the onset of Kondo screening
(cf. Fig. (4)(b)), vanishes. Excluding antiferromagnetic
ordering, it was suggested that Ce3Bi4Pd3 is a Weyl-
Kondo semimetal[62, 228].
If a Kondo insulator can be destabilized by decreas-
ing the spin-orbit coupling, this would be a large differ-
ence to systems like FeSi, that only involve elements light
enough to safely neglect relativistic effects for all prac-
tical purposes.24 In Section (II B 3) we will discuss the
electronic structure of Ce3Bi4Pt3 from the band-theory
perspective and shed light onto the modifications caused
by the substitution of Pt with Pd. In Section (II D 3) we
further present new realistic many-body calculations for
Ce3Bi4Pt3.
5. Thermoelectricity.
Finally, FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 also exhibit empirical sim-
ilarities in their thermoelectric response. As evident in
Fig. (4)(c) both compounds develop large thermopowers
at low temperatures. Combined with the resistivity data,
Fig. (4)(a), these yield quite notable powerfactors, see ta-
ble (I). This is expected for insulating systems which pos-
sess a significant particle-hole asymmetry. In an asym-
metric, coherent semiconductor the thermopower roughly
behaves as 1/T , cf. Section (III A 3). Effects of inco-
herence or other mechanisms towards metallization will
quench the thermopower. In the photoemission spectra
of FeSi discussed above (cf. Fig. (5)(a)) notable spectral
weight appears at the Fermi level starting at 100K. In
this range, the thermopower is already below 100µV/K.
At T ∗σ (see Section (I B) and, there, Fig. (5)(b)), the ther-
mopower has already become negligible in FeSi. Using
24 While spin-orbit coupling effects are certainly smaller in 3d
transition-metal-based narrow-gap semiconductors, let us men-
tion that also FeSi, RuSi, FeGe, and other compounds crys-
tallizing in the non-symmorphic B20 structure (cf. the discus-
sion of their band-structures in Section (II B 1)) allow for non-
trivial topological effects, such as non-vanishing electronic Berry
phases[229]. Also, see the review by Martins et al. [230] for the
interplay of correlation effects and the spin-orbit coupling in 4d
and 5d systems.
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the same measure, the decay in Ce3Bi4Pt3 is slower: At
its T ∗σ , the thermopower is still about a third of its max-
imum value.
While the insulator-to-metal crossover with rising tem-
perature is antagonistic to a large thermoelectric re-
sponse, it is difficult to assess, on the basis of the ex-
perimental data alone, whether the metallization causes
the quenching of the thermopower. As will be discussed
in Section (III B) (see, in particular, Fig. (38)), theoreti-
cal calculations strongly suggest an affirmative answer.
a. Response of doped samples. Besides the differ-
ence between a metallic and an insulating thermoelec-
tric response, the thermopower—being a measure for
particle-hole asymmetry—is extremely sensitive to dop-
ing. In the case of FeSi, Ce3Bi4Pt3, and other narrow-
gap semiconductors both effects conspire: Introduced
electrons or holes may not only change the character
of preponderant charge carriers but they also suppress
the insulating state. Indeed, the thermopower of the
Kondo insulator Ce3Sb4Pt3 is extremely sensitive to
doping both via ligand alloying (Ce3CuxPt3−xSb4[231]),
as well as lanthanoid substitution (NdxCe3−xPt3[232]).
Both kinds of doping quickly suppress the thermopower.
The same applies to FeSi: As seen in Fig. (39) (taken
from Sakai et al. [233, 234]) stoichiometric FeSi sticks
out as an island of large low-temperature thermopower
among transition metal mono-silicides TMSi (TM=Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co) and their alloys. Also doping FeSi on the
ligand site, e.g., hole-doping via FeSi1−xAlx[84], sup-
presses the thermopower. As will be explained in Sec-
tion (III A 3) electron-doping FeSi is expected to drive
the thermopower S through a sign-change and realize a
negative response of a magnitude comparable to that of
stoichiometric FeSi. Indeed, this is seen when substitut-
ing some Co for Fe, Fig. (39). Realizing electron-doping
on the ligand site might have the advantage of less per-
turbing the low-energy electronic structure in terms of
disorder. Since FeSi1−xPx can be synthesized in the B20
structure[130]25, it would be quite interesting to perform
thermoelectric measurements on it.
6. Summary.
We end this section with a list of empirical similarities
and differences of FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3, as well as some
proposals for future experiments that could extend the
presented comparison.
a. Empirical similarities of FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3.
• absence of long-range order at all T in stoichiomet-
ric samples.
25 FeP has, at ambient conditions, the regular MnP-type structure
(space group Pnma) [235].
• charge and spin excitations are gapped at low-T
with activated behaviour in resistivity and mag-
netic susceptibility.
• spin gap tends to be smaller than the direct charge
gap: ∆s < ∆dir.
• crossover to a metallic state for T  ∆dir/kB ; to-
wards the metallization, the gap does not shrink in
size, but it gets filled by incoherent weight.
• spectral weight transfers in the optical conductivity
over scales much larger than the direct charge gap
∆dir.
• crossover to a Curie-Weiss-like magnetic suscepti-
bility above Tmaxχ . ∆indir, with a magnitude µeff
of fluctuating moments close to the single ion limit.
• pressure increases spin and charge gaps, indicative
of a gap caused by hybridization.
• large thermopowers at low-T when the systems are
coherent and insulating.
• possibility to drive a paramagnetic-insulator to
ferromagnetic-metal transition with magnetic fields
that induce Zeeman-splittings of the order of the
spin gap.
• doping induces metallization; emerging quasi-
particles have substantially enhanced effective
masses m∗.
• proximity to ordered phases that can be reached
by doping, isoelectronic substitutions (volume ex-
pansion and/or change of radial component of or-
bitals), or applied fields.
b. Empirical differences between FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3.
• proximity to different spin-ordered phases: non-
magnetic d-electron narrow-gap semiconductors
have a propensity for nearby ferromagnetic instabil-
ities.26 Long range order is likely of itinerant origin,
with enhancements from the Hund’s-rule coupling
(cf. Refs. [236–239], and the discussion in Section
(II F)), and can be reached under volume expansion
or doping. Some Kondo insulators can instead be
driven to an antiferromagnetic (RKKY-mediated)
instability by (inverse) physical or chemical pres-
sure, changes in the Kondo coupling by isoelec-
tronic substitutions with different radial quantum
number, or doping. Moment-carrying charges tend
to be localized.
26 One exception is Fe1−xCrxSb2 which is an antiferromagnetic
insulator for 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1[66].
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• interplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom un-
der doping: While doping largely changes the acti-
vated behaviour in the conductivity and induces a
conducting state at low-temperatures in both FeSi
and Ce3Bi4Pt3, the effect on the magnetic response
is markedly different. Indeed doping only mildly
affects the spin-gap ∆s and crossover temperature
Tmaxχ in FeSi, while in Ce3Bi4Pt3 both are quite
sensitive to the introduction of holes.
c. Experiments to further the current understanding.
• high temperature optical conductivity measure-
ments of FeSi to access spectral weight transfers:
Does the potentially different microscopic origin of
Curie-Weiss-like decay in the susceptibility (local
vs. itinerant fluctuations) result in a disparate in-
terplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom above
Tmaxχ ?
• dependence of Tmaxχ in FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 un-
der pressure (or FeSi1−xGex): does quasi-particle
coherence follow the same scaling with ∆ in both
materials?
• measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of
Fe1−xCoxSi and FeSi1−xAlx up to Tmaxχ and be-
yond: We stated that Tmaxχ is seemingly unaffected
by doping. However, this was a statement made by
an educated extrapolation. Actual measurements
of χ only extend to 400K, which is still slightly be-
low Tmaxχ .
• electron-doped FeSi1−xPx: It would be interest-
ing to extend the work of Lacerda et al. [130]
to magnetoresistance and thermopower measure-
ments. The former could substantiate the claim of
an itinerant nature of magnetism in Fe1−xCoxSi.
The latter is motivated by the finding that Co-
doping yields a large n-type thermopower[233] in
Fe1−xCoxSi. Does FeSi1−xPx perform better (be-
cause the transition-metal site is less perturbed)?
• dependence of Tmaxχ in Fe1−xRuxSi: Is coherence
controlled by the fundamental gap or the Hund’s
rule coupling? (cf. the discussion of the resistivity
of the substitution series in Section (III B), and the
model Section (II F) on Hund’s physics)
II. THEORIES OF CORRELATED
NARROW-GAP SEMICONDUCTORS
This chapter deals with theoretical efforts to under-
stand the peculiar behaviour of correlated narrow-gap
semiconductors. First (Section (II A)) we will discuss
early phenomenological scenarios that invoke electronic
correlation effects of some sort to explain the experi-
mental observations in the prototypical compounds FeSi
and FeSb2. Next (Section (II B)) we review the merits
and failures of band-theory applied to several classes of
relevant materials, and include new calculations for the
Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3. Based on the insights of
band-theory, solutions of many-body models have shed
light onto the qualitative impact of correlation effects in
these systems. These are recapitulated in Section (II C).
Building on this knowledge, realistic many-body calcula-
tions (Section (II D)) were able to quantitatively repro-
duce, for the prototypical FeSi, the signatures of corre-
lation effects in diverse experimental observables. Im-
portantly, the congruence with experiments allowed for
the deducing of microscopic insights (Section (II D 2)) be-
yond what was included in the reductionist models stud-
ied before. Indeed, the emerging physical picture refutes
some earlier scenarios, while reconciling others. Cru-
cially, the Hund’s rule coupling was identified as a new
key ingredient to the physics observed in FeSi. Further,
new realistic many-body calculations for Ce3Bi4Pt3 (Sec-
tion (II D 3)) are used to discuss potential microscopic
differences between d-based narrow-gap semiconductors
and Kondo insulators. With this insight, we performed
new model calculations (Section (II F)) that will put the
essence of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors into a
wider context. Finally (Section (II G)), is devoted to the
role played by lattice degrees of freedom and effects of
the electron-phonon coupling in systems such as FeSi.
A. Early phenomenological scenarios
The endeavour to deduce a phenomenological scenario
from experimental findings for FeSi was pioneered by Jac-
carino et al. in their seminal work [12]. There, they mod-
elled in particular the intriguing magnetic susceptibility
(see Fig. (4) (b)) with (i) a density-of-states model for
itinerant spin paramagnetism, and (ii) a spin-model of
localized moments. See also the extensive discussion of
Tsujii et al. for FeGa3[240], as well as Petrovic et al.
[128, 129] and Hu et al. [25] for FeSb2.
a. Density-of-states models. A regular semiconduc-
tor has dispersive valence and conduction states, with a
gapped density of states (DOS) D(E) as is schematically
illustrated in Fig. (9) (top). In the one-particle picture,
such a DOS will produce a Pauli spin-susceptibility (f(E)
is the Fermi function and µB is the Bohr magneton)
χ(T ) = 2µ2B
∫
dE
(
−∂f(E)
∂E
)
D(E) (4)
that results in activated behaviour of a form χ(T ) =
2µ2BA(T ) exp(− ∆2kBT ), where ∆ is the band-gap and
A(T ) a function that depends on the details of the elec-
tronic structure.27 Spin excitations are thus governed by
the same energy scale, ∆, as charge excitations, stating
27 For example, A(T ) = 4ρ0 for a constant density of states
ρ() = ρ0[θ( − ∆/2) + θ(− − ∆/2)], and A(T ) = 2
√
pikBTA0
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FIG. 9. Schematics of density-of-states (DOS) models
for FeSi. Regular DOS with dispersive valence and conduc-
tion bands, separated by a gap ∆ (top); narrow-band DOS
(W < ∆) as proposed by Jaccarino et al. [12] (middle); Gaus-
sian DOS model as proposed by Mani [241] (bottom).
that in band-insulators the charge and the spin gap are
equal. Using a constant density of states for the low-
temperature susceptibility of FeSi, we find ∆ = 96meV.
However, the fit is of worse quality than the one shown
in Fig. (4)(b,left) that uses a spin model (see paragraph
below). In order to account for a maximum in χ(T )
at Tmaxχ within the one-particle framework, Jaccarino
et al. [12] and later Mandrus et al. [127] proposed a
strong renormalization of the bandwidth, as schemati-
cally shown in Fig. (9)(middle). Indeed the finite band-
width W can lead to anomalies in thermodynamic and
transport properties. Via Eq. (4) a good fit of the ex-
perimental susceptibility is achieved for ∆ ≈ 80meV
and W = 65meV[127]. Also the electronic contributions
to the specific heat and the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient were faithfully modelled with parameters of similar
magnitude[127]. In this picture, the DOS has to exhibit
features that are narrower than the gap itself, W < ∆, as
for parabolic dispersions in three dimensions (as shown in
Fig. (9) (top)), ρ() = A0[θ( − ∆/2)
√
−∆/2 + θ(− −
∆/2)
√−−∆/2[240].
realized, e.g., for the f -electron density in Kondo insula-
tors. It was however concluded that the renormalization
effects necessary to reach such an electronic structure for
FeSi are largely beyond conventional band-theory [127]
and deemed rather unrealistic[12]. Finally, Mani [241]
proposed a DOS-model with a Gaussian density, see Fig.
(9) (bottom). The Gaussian tails of the excitations are
supposed to describe a finite in-gap density arising from
disorder-derived localized states, but could also, qualita-
tively, account for an incoherence-induced (yet temper-
ature independent) broadening. This model was shown
to yield a reliable fit to the conductivity under pressure
for pristine FeSi, as well as for the FeSi1−xGex data of
Ref. [175], foreshadowing the influence of quasi-particle
incoherence seen in more sophisticated approaches dis-
cussed later in this chapter.
b. Spin models. A scenario opposite to the extended
Bloch band picture is that of localized moments. For an
excited state of spin S separated from the ground state
by a spin gap ∆s, one expects in the limit kBT  ∆s
a magnetic susceptibility χ =
NAg
2
sµB
3kBT
S(S + 1)(2S +
1) exp(− ∆skBT ), where NA is Avogadro’s constant and gs
the gyromagnetic ratio. Using the standard value gs = 2,
Jaccarino et al. [12] found a spin gap ∆S = 69meV=
795K×kB for a spin state S = 1, while the best fit was
achieved for S = 1/2, ∆ = 65meV= 750K×kB , albeit
with an enhanced gs ≈ 4. From the data in Fig. (4)(b)
we find ∆s = 50meV and S(S + 1)(2S + 1)g
2
s = 14.6,
which yields for gs = 2 a value S = 0.8, to give a satis-
factory description. Above 700K, as discussed in Section
(I B 2 a) (see again Fig. (4)(b,left)), a Curie-Weiss law,
χ = NAµ
2
eff/ (3kB(T − θ)), gives a faithful representa-
tion of the experimental data, with a fluctuating moment
µeff = 2.6µB that is actually close to the single-ion limit
of iron for S = 1, where µeff/µB = gs
√
S(S + 1) =
2
√
2 ≈ 2.8 (gs = 2). This good phenomenological de-
scription of the different temperature regimes in the sus-
ceptibility notwithstanding, further insights are needed
to establish a conclusive microscopic picture. In fact the
presented local-moment scenario is at odds with mag-
netism under doping or lattice expansion, established
to be of itinerant origin (see the discussion in Section
(I B 2 b)). Also in the case of FeSb2, inelastic neutron
spectra point towards an itinerant origin of magnetic
fluctuations[242].
c. Other scenarios. Varma [243] stressed the im-
portance of going beyond a description in terms of the
Kondo-lattice model, to include effects of itinerancy and
charge fluctuations for both FeSi and heavy-fermion ma-
terials. He proposed that a temperature-induced mixed
valence could be at the origin of the anomalous behaviour
of FeSi.
Misawa and Tate [244] reproduced the experimental
susceptibility of FeSi in an itinerant model when going
beyond the Pauli expression, Eq. (4), by including a scat-
tering amplitude in the Fermi-liquid picture. The inclu-
sion of scattering effects allowed to employ the model
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density-of-states of Refs. [12, 127] and shown in Fig.
(9)(middle), albeit in a more realistic parameter regime,
namely W > ∆.
Finally, different variants of spin-fluctuation theory
were invoked to explain magnetic and thermal prop-
erties of FeSi: Takahashi and Moriya [245] discussed
FeSi as a nearly itinerant ferromagnetic semiconduc-
tor with a temperature-induced local moment; Evan-
gelou and Edwards [246] moreover included important
effects of a temperature-dependent density-of-states self-
consistently and found qualitative agreement with exper-
iment.
B. Band-structures and many-body perturbation
theory
In this section, we will review applications of ab ini-
tio electronic structure methods to correlated narrow-gap
semiconductors, as well as to the prototypical Kondo in-
sulator Ce3Bi4Pt3. We will discuss results from effective
one-particle theories, such as density functional theory
(DFT[80, 81]), hybrid functionals, and static mean-field
DFT+U [252]. These methods provide very valuable in-
sights into the complexities and chemistry of real ma-
terials, such as the nature of bonding (ionic vs. cova-
lent), crystal-field splittings, multi-orbital effects, as well
as qualitative information on instabilities towards (itin-
erant) magnetism. Such results are instrumental for con-
structing effective low-energy many-body models, that
will be discussed in Section (II C). Going beyond density
functional based methods, we also include here some re-
sults from Hedin’s GW method[253–255], a many-body
perturbation theory, as well as constrained random phase
approximation (cRPA) [256] estimates of local (Hubbard
U , Hund’s J) interactions for use in low-energy many-
body models.
1. FeSi, other B20 compounds, and a comparison to oxides.
FeSi and FeGe as well as their 4d homologues RuSi and
RuGe crystallize in the so-called B20 structure. Despite
being cubic (space group P213) the compounds’ crystal-
structure is quite complex: There are four formula units
per unit-cell, each Ru (Fe) has seven Si (Ge) neigh-
bours, and the absence of inversion symmetry causes
a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya-derived spin spiral structure in
the magnetically ordered phase of FeGe[189]. Indeed
these compounds have the same atomic arrangement
as the prototypical itinerant helimagnet MnSi[190, 257].
As suggested by Mattheiss and Hamann[247], the B20
structure can be seen as a simple cubic rock-salt struc-
ture (space group Fm3m) with a considerable distortion
along the [111] direction. Nonetheless FeSi shows no
signs of any long-range order[258] and is paramagnetic
down to 40mK[132], while RuSi is diamagnetic with a
temperature-independent susceptibility[19, 21].
a. FeSi and FeGe: insights from band theory. The
described distortion is crucial for the insulating ground-
state in the silicides: Indeed, as shown in Fig. (10) (left),
rock-salt FeSi is metallic within DFT. Nonetheless the
density of states (DOS) at low energies is quite small,
as the bands that cross the Fermi level are quite disper-
sive. With increasing distortion the Fermi level cross-
ings are avoided and an indirect gap of 100-130meV is
opened[247, 249, 250, 259]. The atomic displacements of
the distortion conserve the cubic Bravais lattice but re-
duce the point group to tetrahedral. As a consequence
the transition metal 3d-orbitals split into a low-lying z2
and two doublets x2-y2, xy and xz, yz. The latter two
are sufficiently separated in energy so that—for a 3d6
configuration for Fe/Ru—the three lowest orbitals are
completely filled and the paramagnetic DFT solutions
become insulating.
For the silicides, DFT correctly finds this paramag-
netic insulator to be the ground-state. As discussed
by Mazurenko et al. [250] for FeSi, the band-gap does
not primarily originate from crystal-fields, but from
distortion-induced changes in the hybridization between
the iron atoms and their environment. To illustrate this,
we have constructed maximally localized Wannier func-
tions for a subspace consisting of the Fe-3d and Si-3s
and 3p orbitals of a GGA band-structure calculation.
The use of this atom-centred local basis allows to em-
pirically study the influence of inter-atomic hybridiza-
tions onto the electronic structure. Indeed, we can scale
all hybridizations between each iron atom and all other
atoms in the unit-cell with a factor α ≤ 1. Fig. (11)(a)
displays the results: Akin to the (direct gap of the)
periodic Anderson model, the gap in FeSi changes lin-
early with the strength α of the hybridization. In fact,
below α . 0.75 the system becomes metallic. Hence
FeSi can be categorized as a covalent hybridization-gap
semiconductor[247, 250, 260–262]. However, there are
qualitative differences to the case of canonical Kondo
insulators: An individual scaling of inter-atomic hy-
bridizations in FeSi (results not shown) divulges that
the gap is mainly driven by inter-iron hybridization—
as opposed to hybridizations between localized orbitals
and conduction-electron bands as in, e.g., Ce3Bi4Pt3 (see
Section (II B 3)). In fact, Mazurenko et al. [250] investi-
gated the spread of their Wannier functions and found
that the ones centred on the iron atoms have substan-
tial weight at neighbouring iron sites—in stark contrast
to localized f -orbitals in Kondo insulators. As a conse-
quence the highest valence and lowest conduction bands
have different orbital characters. Instead, we will see in
Section (II B 3) that in DFT calculations for Ce3Bi4Pt3,
the dominant character is the same on both sides of the
gap. This distinction between these two systems will be
further discussed in Section (II F) for prototypical many-
body models, and in Section (II E 4) in the context of
realistic many-body calculations.
At this point, we find it instructive to compare the co-
valently bonded hybridization-gap insulator FeSi to the
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FIG. 10. Band structure of FeSi. The B20 crystal structure of FeSi can be viewed as a distortion of a simple cubic rock-salt
structure: The positions of the iron (large red spheres) and silicon (smaller blue spheres) atoms are (u,u,u), ( 1
2
+u, 1
2
−u,1−u),
(1 − u, 1
2
+ u, 1
2
+ u), and ( 1
2
− u,1 − u, 1
2
+ u) with u(Fe)=1/4 and u(Si)=3/4 for the “NaCl” structure, and u(Fe)=0.136 and
u(Si)=0.844 for FeSi[247]. The top panel shows (from left to right) the crystal structures (rendered with Ref. [248]) for 0%,
50%, 75% and 100% of the distortion as measured by a linear interpolation of the u parameters at constant unit-cell volume
(a = 4.488A˚[11]). The lower panel shows the corresponding GGA band-structures (energies in eV with respect to the Fermi
level). Figure adapted from Ref. [249]. See also the discussion in Refs. [250, 251] and Ref. [229] for the relation of the u
parameters to the chirality of the crystal.
oxide LaCoO3. Both compounds share, at first glance,
several empirical similarities, such as the insulator-to-
metal transitions with rising temperature and a strongly
non-monotonous magnetic susceptibility (see Fig. (2)).
Here, we limit the comparison to the ground-state as de-
scribed within band-structure methods. To obtain an in-
sulating Kohn-Sham spectrum for LaCoO3, the inclusion
of exchange effects beyond the LDA or GGA functionals
is required. Fig. (11)(b) displays the band-structure ob-
tained using the mBJ functional[263]. There, the gap,
∆mBJ = 1.9eV vastly overestimates the experimental
finding of 100meV28 (see table (I)). In the shown DFT
solution, the nominal six d-electrons of cobalt fully pop-
ulate the t2g orbitals that are well separated from the
thus empty eg states, resulting in a low-spin configura-
tion. In order to elucidate the dominant origin of the
t2g-eg splitting, we have performed the same analysis as
for FeSi, i.e., we have constructed a local Wannier basis
and scaled down the hybridizations of the cobalt atoms
28 QSGW results (unpublished) exhibit an even larger gap of 2.4eV.
with their environment. Contrary to FeSi, this procedure
causes the gap to in LaCoO3 to increase. Indeed the visi-
ble shrinking of the eg-dispersion trumps the slight down-
shift of its centre-of-mass. Therefore, the gap-formation
in this setup is dominated by local crystal-fields, as pre-
viously observed by Krˇa´pek et al. [264]. For a discus-
sion of how the covalent vs. ionic gap-formation impacts
finite-temperature properties, including electronic corre-
lation effect, see Section (II D 2) for a sequel of the FeSi-
LaCoO3 comparison and Section (II E) for a discussion
of the bigger picture.
We now return to band-theory results for FeSi: In-
corporating Hubbard-U -like interactions via static mean-
field LDA+U calculations, Anisimov et al. [265] proposed
that FeSi could be driven through a first-order transition
to a ferromagnetic metal by applying a magnetic field of
Bc ≈ 170T. The field would induce a low-spin (paramag-
netic insulator) to high-spin (ferromagnetic metal with
a moment of 1µB/Fe) transition. They further argued
that the anomalous behaviour of FeSi in the absence of
any field could be propelled by the proximity (in total
energy) to the critical end point, Tc = 280K, of that
transition. This interpretation gives ab initio support
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(a) FeSi: hybridization gap (b) LaCoO3: crystal-field gap
FIG. 11. Hybridization gap in FeSi vs. crystal-fields in LaCoO3. On the left (right) is shown, in red, the GGA (mBJ)
band-structure of FeSi (LaCoO3) . The band-structures for α < 1 have been obtained by scaling the hybridization of each
transition-metal atom (Fe or Co) to all other atoms with a factor α in a maximally localized Wannier function setup. The local
basis includes the Fe-3d, Si-3p, and Si-3s orbitals for FeSi and the Co-3d and O-2p orbitals for LaCoO3. In the case of FeSi, the
gap is found to decrease linearly with α, suggesting a dominant hybridization-origin of the band-gap—a signature of covalent
bonding. In LaCoO3, reducing the hybridization increases the charge gap, as band-widths shrink. See text for details.
to the early theory that FeSi is a nearly ferromagnetic
system (see Refs. [245, 246] and Section (II A) above).
Subsequently, measurements in ultra-high fields (cf. the
discussion in Section (I B 2 b)) confirmed the existence
of a discontinuous metamagnetic semiconductor-to-metal
transition with Bc ≈ 355T and Tc < 77K[162, 163].
Allowing for spin-polarization, iron germanide, FeGe,
is predicted to be a ferromagnetic metal with an or-
dered moment of ∼ 1µB within DFT[198, 266–268],
DFT+U[269], or hybrid functional methods[267], in con-
gruence with experiment[188, 189, 270]. Also some of the
observations of the substitutional series FeSi1−xGex (see
Section (I B 3) for details of experimental findings) are
qualitatively captured within band-theory: Yamada et al.
[266] found a transition from a non-magnetic-insulator to
ferromagnetic-metal for x ≈ 0.5 in DFT. Using DFT su-
percell calculations, Jarlborg[198] found ferromagnetism
above x = 0.3, suggested to arise from a combination of
an increased volume and substitutional disorder. Within
LDA+U , Anisimov et al. [269] found a first order transi-
tion to a ferromagnetic metal at x = 0.4 for a reasonable
value of U . These findings are in rough agreement with
the experimental critical substitution x ≈ 0.25[97].
If the dominant control parameter in the FeSi1−xGex
series was the unit-cell volume, applying pressure to FeGe
should suppress magnetism and drive the system insu-
lating. Indeed, FeSi has a 12.5% smaller unit-cell than
FeGe, which can roughly be reached at 25GPa[197]. In
experiment[198] the Curie temperature is indeed sup-
pressed at a critical pressure of Pc ≈ 19GPa. How-
ever, even above this pressure a residual conductivity
persists, so that it was suggested to arise from zero-
point motion[198]. Neglecting the latter effect, band
theory finds a pressure-driven phase transition from a
ferromagnetic-metal to a non-magnetic-insulator. The
critical pressure varies however by a factor of at least
four, depending on the functional used in DFT (LDA:
Pc ≤ 10GPa, PW91: Pc = 40GPa) [267]. Best agree-
ment with experiment is found when optimising the crys-
tal structure with GGA and use LDA for the electronic
structure (Pc = 18GPa)[268].
Also some aspects of the non-isoelectronic substitu-
tion series Fe1−xCoxSi[99, 100] are qualitatively captured
within band-theory. Using the virtual crystal approxima-
tion in DFT, Morozumi and Yamada[271] found a tran-
sition to a half-metallic ferromagnet for finite dopings up
to 50%. These results are consistent with the experimen-
tally evidenced linear increase of the magnetic moment
with x up to 30%. Indeed, as was proven experimen-
tally by Paschen et al. [98], the spontaneous moment in
Fe1−xCoxSi does not originate from moments localized
on the Co-dopants, but is of itinerant origin, and thus,
in principle, amenable to band-theory via Stoner physics.
At higher dopings, the theoretical moment[271] in
Fe1−xCoxSi decreases less quickly than the experimen-
tal one[100], probably for lack of treating the random-
ness of the alloy properly. Indeed, the theoretical mag-
netic structure is very sensitive to disorder[272], before
the diamagnetic metallic state of the end member CoSi
is reached.
Finally, other band-structure intricacies of B20-
compounds include the recent findings of Ku¨bler et al.
[229] of a non-vanishing electronic Berry phase in the in-
sulating silicides FeSi, RuSi, and OsSi, corresponding to
a crystalline chirality that heralds the possibility of real-
izing a macroscopic electric polarization in these systems.
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FIG. 12. Angle-resolved photoemission spectrum of
FeSi. (a) left: ARPES intensity obtained from a He-I source
(21.23eV) from the (100) surface at T = 10K; right: DFT
bands (white dashed lines) superimposed on an intensity plot
obtained from fitting a phenomenological self-energy correc-
tion on top of DFT to the experimental data: Σ(ω) =
gh
ω
(ω+iγh)
2 − glω+iγl − i
gl
γl
with gh = 10.5eV
2, γh = 6.5eV,
gl = 0.0093eV
2, γl = 0.1103eV. (b) energy-distribution curve
at k‖ = 0A˚
−1. From Klein et al. [273].
In all, for the discussed properties, band-structure
methods give very valuable information, as well as an of-
ten semi-quantitative description. We now turn to phys-
ical properties where this is not the case.
b. FeSi: failures of band-theory. Standard band-
structure methods work at zero temperature. Therefore,
they cannot access the unusual spectral and magnetic be-
haviour of FeSi at finite temperatures. Yet, we can com-
pare band-theory results to the experimental properties
at low-temperatures.
Spectral properties. While DFT-related methods
in principle only produce an auxiliary Kohn-Sham spec-
trum, it has become common practice to compare the lat-
ter to the excitation spectrum of the solid. In the case of
FeSi, the Kohn-Sham band-gap is notably overestimated,
which is in stark contrast to the usual underestimation
of band-gaps in conventional semiconductors. Indeed
while activation law fits e.g., to the resistivity extract
∆indir = 59meV (see Fig. (4)(a,left)), DFT finds a value
about twice as large: ∆GGAindir = 130meV[247, 249, 250,
259, 260].29
29 Nonetheless, DFT calculations give good estimates for the
change of the gap with the unit-cell volume, d ln ∆/d lnV ≈ −6,
see Refs. [181]. Also note, that there is a non-negligible depen-
dence of the charge gap on the exchange-correlation potential
used, e.g., ∆LDAindir = 85meV, congruent with the gap originating
from hybridization effects, cf. below.
FIG. 13. Comparison of FeSi and RuSi. Shown is the
band-structure of the isostructural and isoelectronic com-
pounds FeSi (red, dashed) and RuSi (dark blue) in the gen-
eralized gradient (GGA) approximation. The indirect charge
gaps are ∆indir = 127meV and ∆indir = 172meV for FeSi
and RuSi, respectively. In RuSi the inclusion of the spin-
orbit coupling leads to a notable splitting of the bands.
Many-body corrections within QSGW (light blue) boost the
gap to ∆indir = 370meV, slightly above the experimental
∆indir = 260− 310meV.
As will be discussed in the theory Section (II D 1),
the discrepancy between band-theory and experiment is
rooted in dynamical electronic correlation effects that
renormalize the excitation spectrum. On an empirical
level, this physics can be particularly well illustrated on
the basis of photoemission[74] and angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES)[73, 75, 77, 273] ex-
periments. Comparing the photoemission intensity with
band-structure results, see Fig. (12), one witnesses (i) a
notable shrinking of the charge gap, and (ii) a narrowing
of the bands near the Fermi level. This renormaliza-
tion of bands has been analysed in terms of phenomeno-
logical self-energies Σ(ω)[73–75, 77, 273] that allow for
a Brinkman-Rice-like bandwidth-narrowing but neglect
orbital- and momentum dependencies. Performing a low-
energy expansion, Σ(ω) = (1 − 1/Z)ω − iγω2 + O(ω3),
of the self-energy form used by Klein et al. [273] yields
at T = 10K a substantially reduced quasi-particle weight
Z = 0.5 and a scattering coefficient γ = 7/eV. Despite
the simplicity of the Ansatz, the resulting effective mass
m∗/mDFT = 1/Z = 2 is quite close to the value found
in realistic many-body approaches (discussed in Section
(II D 1)).
Ground-state properties. Also in the true realm
of DFT, ground-state properties, there are findings that
are at odds with experiment, or are at least quite un-
usual: The equilibrium unit-cell volume of FeSi (exper-
imentally: V0 ≈ 89.6A˚3[275, 276]) comes out slightly
too small in DFT. While overbinding is expected for the
LDA functional (V0 = 84A˚
3[277]), surprisingly also the
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(a) FeSb2. (b) FeAs2.
FIG. 14. Density functional and many-body perturbation theory. Band-structures of FeSb2 and FeAs2 as obtain from
LDA (full lines) and Hedin’s GW approximation (dashed lines). Note that, contrary to LDA, GW correctly finds FeSb2 to be
an insulator. From Ref. [274].
typically underbinding GGA underestimates the volume
(V0 = 88.96A˚
3[277], V0 = 88.1A˚
3[278]). More dramati-
cally are the discrepancies in the bulk modulus: While
DFT yields values above 200GPa (LDA: B0 = 260GPa,
GGA: B0 = 220GPa[277]), the experimental values scat-
ter in the range B0 = 115 − 185GPa[117, 275, 279–281]
with, however, a single outlier of 209GPa[115]. These
findings may be interpreted as arising from electronic
correlation effects that decrease participation of charges
in the bonding. More electron-lattice properties will be
discussed in Section (II G).
c. The 4d homologue: RuSi. The 4d-analogue of
FeSi, RuSi, is a semiconductor with a medium-sized
gap of 260 − 310meV as inferred from resistivity
measurements[18, 21] and ∼ 400meV from optical
spectroscopy[18, 20]. As mentioned in the introduction,
there are no anomalies in the temperature dependence of
spectroscopic or magnetic observables of RuSi.
It is plausible that the extended 4d-orbitals of Ru make
for a less correlated electronic structure that is, then,
more amenable to band-theory. In fact, density func-
tional theory yields a band-structure similar in shape to
FeSi, see Fig. (13) for a comparison within GGA. Yet
the dispersions are enhanced and a larger indirect gap
is present: 230meV[249, 282–284] without, 170meV with
the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. Thus, contrary to
FeSi, the gap is smaller within band theory than in ex-
periment, as is usually the case for uncorrelated semicon-
ductors. The origin of the gap-underestimation is typi-
cally attributed to an insufficient treatment of the ex-
change part[285] of the DFT exchange-correlation func-
tional. An ab initio many-body approach that excels,
among others, at describing band-gaps is Hedin’s GW
method[253–255]. Here, we employ the so-called quasi-
particle self-consistent variant QSGW[286] to RuSi30.
QSGW was shown to yield improved band-gaps[288], par-
ticularly for sp-semiconductors, while it overestimates
gaps in some d-electron systems[288] (see also the discus-
sion of FeSb2 and related materials below). As can be
seen in Fig. (13), the screened exchange self-energy from
the GW indeed widens the band-gap; we find a value of
about 370meV, slightly above experimental values. We
will discuss the thermopower of RuSi and the substitu-
tion series Fe1−xRuxSi in Section (III B). Model calcu-
lations in Section (II F) will be used to rationalize the
different behaviours of FeSi and RuSi.
2. The marcasites: FeSb2, FeAs2 & Co.
The family of FeSb2[30, 65, 289], FeAs2[30],
FeP2[31, 32] , CrSb2[65], their 4d-analogues RuSb2[290],
RuAs2[291], as well as their 5d osmium-based
members[292] crystallize in the regular FeS2 marc-
asite structure (orthorhombic space group Pnnm) with
two formula units per unit cell.
In this structure, the transition metal ions are sur-
rounded by distorted pnictogen octahedra, that share
corners along the c-axis. According to ligand field
theory, the transition metal 3d-orbitals split into the
lower t2g and higher-lying eg orbitals. The existence of
two different transition metal–pnictogen distances causes
the t2g to further split into a lower doublet Λ and a
30 In QSGW a hermitianized self-energy is fed back into the band-
structure code. Here we use a full-potential linearized muffin-tin
orbital (FPLMTO) method[287] so as to eliminate any depen-
dence on the DFT starting point.
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higher single orbital Ξ. In the ionic picture, the tran-
sition metal would be in a 3d4 low-spin configuration,
with an empty Ξ orbital[129, 293]. From this point
of view, a (thermal) population of the Ξ orbital may
cause the metallization[293], as well as—via a spin-
state transition[128, 129]—the enhanced paramagnetism
in FeSb2. As will be briefly discussed in Section (II D 2),
such a scenario was shown to be realized in LaCoO3.
a. Density functional theory. Subsequent band-
structure calculations by Madsen et al. [294], however,
suggested a more covalent rather than ionic picture of
bonding in the marcasites. Indeed a stabilization of those
d-orbitals pointing towards the ligands was evidenced,
which in particular causes a lowering of the eg bands.
As a consequence the transition metal configuration of
all iron-, ruthenium-, and osmium-based marcasites from
above is close to d6 rather than d4 (see also the discussion
surrounding Fig. (25)).
In FeSb2 and RuSb2 the stabilization of the eg orbitals
with respect to ligand field theory occurs to the extent
that density functional theory in fact yields a metallic
ground-state [87, 274, 294, 295], with small electron pock-
ets halfway between the Γ and Z high symmetry points,
and corresponding hole pockets at all corners, R, of the
orthorhombic Brillouin zone, see Fig. (14)(a) for FeSb2.
It is important to notice that these pockets are of dif-
ferent orbital characters[294, 295] (cf. also the discus-
sion for FeSi): In the global coordinate system, the elec-
tron pocket is dominantly of z2 and the hole of x2 − y2
character[295]31.
With FeSb2 and RuSb2 being insulators at low tem-
peratures, band-structure methods fail qualitatively to
give the correct ground-state spectrum (contrary to the
case of FeSi). This shortcoming notwithstanding, con-
ventional band-theory does reproduce some experimental
findings for iron antimonide even on a quantitative level:
The unit-cell volume and bulk-modulus [129] are indeed
well captured[296].
It is instructive to further compare FeSb2 to its
isostructural, isoelectronic relatives FeAs2 and FeP2.
The LDA band-structure of the former is shown in Fig.
Γ [eV−1] FeSb2 FeAs2
ω < 0 0.15 0.08
ω > 0 0.02-0.05 0.02-0.03
TABLE II. GW scattering rates. Particle-hole-asymmetry
of the scattering amplitude Γ within the GW approximation,
as extracted by fitting the average d-orbital self-energy (in
the Kohn-Sham basis) to =Σ(|ω| < 5 eV) = −Γω2. From
Ref. [274].
31 In a local coordinate system in which the local projection of the d-
block of the Hamiltonian is as diagonal as possible (see Ref. [274]
for details), the electron pocket is mainly of dxy character, and
the hole pocket is formed by the now degenerate dxz and dyz
orbitals.
(14)(b), for the latter compound, see Refs. [296, 297].
With respect to FeSb2, the chemical pressure of the larger
As atoms is almost isotropic, and the c/a ratio remains
virtually constant32. Consequently, the bands of FeAs2
are similar to those of FeSb2, albeit a finite gap opens at
the Fermi level. We find ∆indir = 225meV within LDA
and ∆indir = 275meV in GGA[274], only slightly larger
than the experimental 200-220meV[24, 30]. Below, we
will discuss why—in moderately correlated materials—
such good agreement for band-gaps is often fortuitous.
First, however, we will review works in which method-
ologies beyond DFT were employed to yield an insulating
ground-state for FeSb2.
b. DFT+U. Lukoyanov et al. applied the static
mean-field LDA+U scheme to FeSb2 and found strong
similarities to FeSi. In particular, they found the param-
agnetic state to be stable up to a critical U = 2.6eV above
which ferromagnetism with an ordered moment of 1µB
becomes energetically favourable. In analogy to claims
on FeSi[265], these findings may suggest that FeSb2 is
a nearly ferromagnetic semiconductor whose properties
are strongly influenced by the proximity to a critical end
point of a magnetic transition. Weak ferromagnetism was
indeed subsequently found experimentally under doping
in Fe1−xCoxSb2[25, 103].
c. Hybrid functional methods. That band-gaps are
underestimated in DFT methods is owing to an insuf-
ficient treatment of exchange effects. One way to im-
prove upon this, is to include fractions of exact exchange
via so-called hybrid functionals[298]. Using the B3PW91
functional[285] for the d-orbitals of the iron atoms, a
paramagnetic solution with a much too large gap of
600meV (900meV) was found for FeSb2 (FeAs2)[274]. See
also Fig. (45) that shows the electronic structure of FeSb2
in the presence of an antisite defect, using the modified
Becke-Johnson exchange potential[263].
d. GW approximation. To put the latter findings as
well as dynamical effects of electronic correlations into
context, Hedin’s (non-self-consistent) GW approxima-
tion [253] was applied to FeSb2 and FeAs2[274]. The re-
sulting one-particle dispersions—computed from the GW
self-energy Σ via GW ≈ Z
[
LDA + <Σ(LDA)
]
with
Z−1 = 1−∂ω <Σ|ω=LDA—are shown in Fig. (14) in com-
parison to LDA results: In FeSb2 a small gap opens, in
agreement with experiment, while GW mildly increases
the gap in FeAs2, slightly deteriorating the congruence
with experiment.
To analyse the GW band-structures, we note that,
quite generally, there are two competing effects[299] in
electronic structures beyond DFT: (i) the inclusion of ex-
change contributions to the self-energy widens gaps and
bandwidths[253, 285], and (ii) dynamical renormaliza-
32 We use a = 5.3A˚, b = 5.98A˚, c = 2.88A˚[30]; as a function of
external pressure, the c/a ratio slightly decreases[129].
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(a) density of states (b) band-structure
FIG. 15. Comparison of FeSb2, FeAs2, and RuSb2 within QSGW. Panel (a) shows the QSGW DOS for FeSb2 (red),
FeAs2 (green), and RuSb2 (blue). Panel (b) displays the corresponding band-structures.
tions, that (to linear order) give rise to the quasi-particle
weight Z, reduce gaps and band-widths[261, 300].
When applying GW to FeSb2 the competition of both
effects is noticeable: While occupied bands are visibly
narrowed and renormalized towards the Fermi level, un-
occupied states are moved up in energy, resulting in the
opening of a gap. Turning off dynamical renormaliza-
tions, i.e., setting the quasi-particle weight to unity Z =
1, yields a larger gap of about 200meV. From this obser-
vation, one can learn two things: (i) the ab initio screened
exchange (SEX) included in the GW approach yields a
smaller gap-enhancement than the ad hoc admixtures of
bare exchange in hybrid functional approaches; (ii) effects
of dynamical renormalizations substantially shrink the
band-gap[261, 300] with respect to a (screened) Hartree-
Fock-like reference. Within GW, values of Z ≈ 0.5
(Z ≈ 0.6) are found for FeSb2 (FeAs2)[274]. For the
case of FeAs2 one could thus claim that, LDA finds a
good value for the indirect gap merely because of an er-
ror cancellation, namely the joint neglecting of both ex-
change and dynamical correlations.
Concomitant with the linear slope of the real-part giv-
ing rise to Z, also the imaginary part of the self-energy Σ
is Fermi-liquid-like, i.e., quadratic in frequency. Interest-
ingly, however, the scattering rate is notably asymmetric
with respect to the Fermi level, see table (II).
e. QSGW and cRPA. For a more in-depth compar-
ison of FeSb2, FeAs2, and RuSb2 we performed new
QSGW[286] and cRPA[256] calculations. The QSGW
DOS and band-structures are shown in Fig. (15)(a) and
(b), respectively, while Table (III) summarizes key re-
sults. There, we also include estimates for the values of
the Hubbard U and Hund’s J interactions (see caption
for computational details).
In all marcasites studied here, the self-consistency in-
creases the gap with respect to the above one-shot GW
calculations. In FeSb2 ∆indir reaches 150meV—a value
five-times as large as in experiment. Also in the case
of FeAs2, the gap is significantly overestimated, while
QSGW yields a more reasonably sized gap for RuSb2.
The tendency to overestimate band-gaps (see also the
case of RuSi above) is rooted in two deficiencies: (i) in-
sufficient screening of the Coulomb interaction within
RPA[288, 302] (e.g., neglecting particle-hole correla-
tions), (ii) an underestimation of dynamical self-energy
effects in the perturbative (first order) GW approxima-
tion. Both problems can be addressed by combining
GW with dynamical-mean field theory (DMFT)[303, 304]
in so-called GW+DMFT[305] methods (see Refs. [306–
308] for recent reviews, and Ref. [309, 310] for the
QSGW+DMFT variant).
These sources of error notwithstanding, we can still
analyse the trends in our results and speculate about
the reasons why these three materials behave very dif-
ferently in experiment (see Fig. (1) and Fig. (2) for the
resistivities and magnetic susceptibilities, respectively).
FeSb2 FeAs2 RuSb2
∆expindir [meV] 30 200-220 290-330
∆LDAindir [meV] – 220 –
∆QSGWindir [meV] 150 430 430
UcRPA [eV] 3.9 3.4 2.6
JcRPA [eV] 0.63 0.63 0.44
TABLE III. Gaps and interaction of the marcasites.
Tabulated are the indirect charge gaps from experiment (see
table (I) for references), LDA and QSGW. Moreover the Hub-
bard U and Hund’s J for the transition-metal d orbitals are
given. These have been obtained by applying cRPA on top
of the QSGW electronic structure in a maximally-localized
Wannier setup[301] that includes transition metal d and pnic-
togen p-orbitals. Screening has been eliminated in a window
[-3,+3]eV around the Fermi level. Shown are d-orbital aver-
ages.
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To do so, we further compute interaction matrix ele-
ments within cRPA, see table (III). Our estimates for
the Hubbard U and Hund’s J are quite similar for FeSb2
and FeAs2, while significantly smaller for RuSb2.
33 From
the point of view of the charge gap, however, FeAs2 and
RuSb2 can be loosely grouped together, while FeSb2 is
the odd one out.
Therefore it can be speculated that the difference in
physics between FeSb2 and FeAs2 is mainly controlled
by the different sizes of the gaps. This is congruent with
the observation that observables, such as the resistivity
and the magnetic susceptibility, are akin in shape, albeit
their characteristic temperature scales differ by the ra-
tio of the respective gaps, ∆(FeAs2)/∆(FeSb2). In this
scenario one would expect that the activated behaviour
of the magnetic susceptibility of FeAs2[24] crosses over
to a Curie-Weiss-like decay at Tmaxχ ≈ 2200K—which is,
however above the melting point of the material.
The susceptibility of RuSb2, on the other hand, does
not exhibit any signs of activated behaviour[24] (see Fig.
(2)), despite having a gap comparable in size to that of
FeAs2. Here the difference lies in the vastly disparate
interactions. Given the propensity for ferromagnetic or-
der in these systems, one can surmise that the dominant
control parameter of spin-fluctuations is the Hund’s rule
coupling J . Since the latter is smaller by one third in
ruthenium antimonide, the prefactor of the activated be-
haviour is expected to be significantly smaller. Model
calculations presented in Section (II F) substantiate these
claims (see also Section (II D 2) for the influence of the J
onto the mass enhancement of FeSi).
3. The Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3.
The treatment of 4f -states in effective one-particle
theories such as density functional theory is very poor:
strongly localized states contribute too much to the
bonding as their hybridization with valence and con-
duction electrons is largely overestimated. Moreover,
interaction-driven multiplet effects are completely ne-
glected. Nonetheless, even for Ce3Bi4Pt3, we can gain
some interesting qualitative insights from band theory.
Ce3Bi4Pt3 is a cubic intermetallic that crystallizes
in the body-centred Y3Sb4Au3 structure[314] with non-
symmorphic space-group I-43d, two formula units per
33 The bare (i.e., unscreened) interaction is slightly larger in the
arsenide than the antimonide[274], in line with trends of the
Coulomb interaction under external pressure[311, 312]. Indeed
the ionic radius of As is larger than Sb and causes chemical
pressure. The slightly smaller value of U for FeAs2, on the other
hand, is mostly owing to using the same energy window for which
screening is eliminated. Since the band-width of FeAs2 is larger
than that of FeSb2 there are more excitations outside that win-
dow and contribute to the screening. In RuSb2 the dominant
change with respect to the iron compounds is the larger extend of
the 4d-orbitals, resulting in smaller interaction matrix elements.
unit-cell of lattice constant a = 10.051A˚[61, 223]. Ce
atoms sit in the Wyckoff position 12a (3/8, 0, 1/4), Pt oc-
cupies site 12b (7/8, 0, 1/4), and Bi is located at (u,u,u).
Since no value for u has been reported in the literature,
we follow Ref. [313] and use the ideal position, u = 1/12.
Density functional calculations for this compound were
pioneered by Takegahara et al. [313] within the lo-
cal density approximation. This work established that
Ce3Bi4Pt3 has an insulating ground-state within band
theory. In the data shown here, we employed the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) with the PBE
functional, and include (unless otherwise specified) spin-
orbit coupling for all atoms within the wien2k[315] im-
plementation.
As seen from the density of states in Fig. (16) and
the band-structure in Fig. (17), Ce3Bi4Pt3 is insulat-
ing within DFT, with a weakly indirect gap: We find
∆dir = 141meV, ∆indir = 131meV.
34 On the conduction
state side the gap is delimited by a single, rather disper-
sive band that dips down through the bulk of unoccu-
pied f -states around the Γ-point (see also Fig. (18)(b)).
Among the valence states, there is roughly one charge
carrier of 4f -character per Ce-atom. As will be illus-
trated below, in a purely atomic scenario the 4f1 config-
uration would lead to a half-filled level, and thus a metal-
lic band-structure. Hybridizations with other orbitals—
most notably the Pt-5d and Bi-6p (see Fig. (16)(a))—
lead to the formation of dispersive bonding/anti-bonding
states, separated by a hybridization gap. The total num-
ber of valence electrons in Ce3Bi4Pt3 is even and thus
allows for an insulating solution. Indeed, the valence
f -electrons of Ce then reside in the bonding bands fill-
ing them completely, causing the chemical potential to
fall inside the gap. As an illustration, we performed a
calculation in which the 4f1 configuration of each Ce-
atom was moved from the valence into the core sector,
i.e., it was treated as completely localized. As a conse-
quence, the total number of electrons treated as valence
states becomes odd, and the system is necessarily metal-
lic, as shown in Fig. (16)(b). The situation is thus quali-
tatively akin to the generic case of the periodic Anderson
model (PAM, see Section (II F)) with the c-f hybridiza-
tion being finite (Ce3Bi4Pt3 Fig. (16)(a)) and zero (f
1 in
core, Fig. (16)(b)), respectively. Our and previous[313]
DFT results can be interpreted as providing the bare, i.e.,
non-interacting, dispersions of the materials. Including
many-body renormalizations, e.g., via dynamical mean-
field theory in DFT+DMFT[316], strongly decreases the
hybridization and thus the gap by virtue of dynamical
self-energy effects (see Fig. (24) in Section (II D 3) for
the DFT+DMFT spectral function of Ce3Bi4Pt3).
Remaining on the level of DFT, we can comment on
the recent study of Dzsaber et al. [62] who advocate the
34 the gap within LDA is slightly smaller, we find ∆indir =
110meV, while legacy calculations[313] gave only 30meV.
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(a) Ce3Bi4Pt3: an insulator (b) 4f1 removed from valence: a metal
FIG. 16. Density of states (DOS) of Ce3Bi4Pt3. Both panels show the DOS of Ce3Bi4Pt3 within DFT using the GGA-PBE
functional and including spin-orbit coupling as implemented in wien2k. (a) shows the results of the full calculation which is
insulating with a gap ∆ = 140meV. In (b) the occupied 4f1 electron was removed from the valence and transferred into the
core, i.e., it is treated as purely atomic and does no longer participate in the bonding. The unhybridized f -level appears as a
delta peak at the Fermi level. The resulting DOS is metallic, as the number of valence electrons is odd. Since no refined atomic
positions have been reported, we follow Ref. [313] and use for Bi the ideal position (u, u, u) with u = 1/12. Orbital characters
have been obtained from a angular decomposition within atomic spheres of radius 2.5A˚. Other weight is mainly accounted for
by interstitial regions.
FIG. 17. Band structure of Ce3Bi4Pt3. Shown is
the GGA band-structure corresponding to the DOS of Fig.
(16)(a). The charge gap is weakly indirect: ∆dir = 141meV,
∆indir = 131meV. The shade of red indicates the degree of
Ce-4f orbital character; the bands below the Fermi level con-
tain about one Ce-4f -electron.
importance of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) for the sta-
bilization of Kondo insulating behaviour in Ce3Bi4Pt3
(see also Section (I B 4)). Tracking the physical proper-
ties along the isoelectronic, isostructural, and isovolume
substitution series, Ce3Bi4(Pt1−xPdx)3, a Kondo insula-
tor to Kondo semi-metal transition was evidenced[62]. It
was argued that the consequence of replacing Pt with Pd
is a change in the strength of the noble-metal spin-orbit
coupling. Hence the latter was identified as a control
parameter to destabilize Kondo insulating behaviour.
To investigate this from the band-structure perspec-
tive, we show in Fig. (18)(a) the DOS of (1) Ce3Bi4Pt3,
(2) fictitious Ce3Bi4Pt3 where the spin-orbit coupling of
the Pt atoms is turned off, and (3) the fully substituted
compound (x = 1): Ce3Bi4Pd3. These calculations allow
to disentangle the two major changes when substituting
Pd for Pt: (i) the change in mass of the noble metal ion
(which controls the strength of the spin-orbit coupling),
and (ii) the change in the radial character in the iso-
electronic substitution (4d vs. 5d electrons of Pd and Pt,
respectively).
We find that (i) spin-orbit coupling of platinum affects
the valence bands: When turning off the SOC for Pt,
the gap becomes strongly indirect, as the valence band
maximum moves from near the Γ-point to the H-point.
As far as the valence states are concerned the electronic
structure of this fictitious Ce3Bi4Pt3 indeed strongly re-
sembles that of Ce3Bi4Pd3. These considerations identify
the spin-orbit coupling as the major control parameter
for valence states along the Ce3Bi4(Pt1−xPdx)3 series.
Moreover, we find the (bare) hybridization gap—that is
the one-particle ingredient to the Kondo coupling—to be
insensitive to the spin-orbit coupling of Pt.
For conduction electrons the spin-orbit coupling of Pt
plays, however, no appreciable role: The dispersions in
Fig. (18)(b) are virtually the same with or without SOC
on Pt. The conduction bands are however significantly
modified by (ii) the change in the radial character of
the noble-metal d-orbitals (5d for Pt, 4d for Pd): In
fact, the charge gap of Ce3Bi4Pd3, ∆indir = 147meV,
is larger than for Ce3Bi4Pt3 (with or without SOC, cf.
Fig. (18)(b)). Yet, the hybridization gap as seen in the
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(a) density of states (b) band-structure
FIG. 18. Comparison of Ce3Bi4Pt3 and Ce3Bi4Pd3: importance of radial character and spin-orbit coupling. Panel
(a) shows the DOS for (1) Ce3Bi4Pt3 (red), (2) fictitious Ce3Bi4Pt3 with the spin-orbit coupling turned off for Pt (green), and
(3) Ce3Bi4Pd3 (blue). Panel (b) displays the band-structure of Ce3Bi4Pt3 (red) and Ce3Bi4Pd3 (blue). These calculations
illustrate that—on the DFT-level—the change in the spin-orbit coupling along the substitution series mostly affects the valence
states, while important modifications on the conduction side of the hybridization gap results from the change in the radial
character (Pt-5d to Pb-4d). We use the same lattice constant for Ce3Bi4Pt3 and Ce3Bi4Pd3 as motivated in Ref. [62].
DOS, Fig. (18)(a), is dominated by the flat 4f -derived
bands at around 200meV. These states move down for
growing x along the substitution series, engulfing the dis-
persive band that forms the conduction band minimum
in Ce3Bi4Pt3. As a consequence, the edge feature in the
DOS—that is dominated by the Ce-4f and Pt-5d/Pd-
4d—is displaced towards the Fermi level; the gap as ap-
parent in the DOS shrinks, while the actual gap value
increases. The relative stabilization of the noble-metal
d states is mirrored also in their filling: Within atomic
spheres of the same radius (2.5A˚), Pt in Ce3Bi4Pt3 har-
bours 7.6 d-electrons, while in Ce3Bi4Pd3 there are in
fact 8.2. Thus, for conduction states the relevant change
along the substitution series is the radial character of the
noble metal orbitals.
In all, these band-structure considerations suggest
that, the bare (i.e., unrenormalized) electronic structure
in the substitution series Ce3Bi4(Pt1−xPdx)3 is not only
controlled by the spin-orbit coupling but also by the ra-
dial character of ligand orbitals. As far as the d-f hy-
bridization is concerned, the effect of the latter is in fact
dominating and, as a consequence, the Kondo coupling
is not constant along the series. Future many-body stud-
ies for this system therefore need to go beyond model
calculations and include the interplay of both these re-
alistic ingredients. For realistic many-body calculations
for stoichiometric Ce3Bi4Pt3, see Section (II D 3).
C. Many-body models
The above band-structures account for the structural
and multi-orbital complexity of the materials under con-
sideration. From them, one can construct[256, 317,
318]—or at least take inspiration for—reductionist many-
body models that are to be solved with more sophisti-
cated techniques, allowing for a more proper treatment
of electronic correlation effects and finite temperatures.
The models that have hitherto been used to describe
correlation effects in FeSi can be grouped into two classes:
Those based on the periodic Anderson model (PAM), and
those related to Hubbard models.35 We certainly do not
aim for completeness in this section and strictly focus on
studies and parameter regimes that are directly linked to
either FeSi or Ce3Bi4Pt3. Beyond the literature reviewed
here, a contrasting juxtaposition of the two quintessential
models will be presented in Section (II F).
1. Periodic Anderson model (PAM).
The PAM is believed to contain the essence of the
physics relevant in heavy-fermion materials. It describes
a periodic array of atomic levels (f -states) subjected to a
local Coulomb interaction U and a hybridization to a dis-
persive band of non-interacting conduction (c) electrons:
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H =
∑
kσ
kc
†
kσckσ + f
∑
i,σ
nfiσ +
∑
kσ
Vk(c
†
kσfkσ + f
†
kσckσ) + U
∑
i
nfiσn
f
i−σ (5)
Here c†, c (f†, f ) are the creation and annihilation op-
erators of the conduction (atomic) states, and we have
used a mixed representation where k labels the momen-
tum in the Brillouin zone, while i indexes a lattice site;
the spin is denoted by σ; k is the dispersion of the de-
coupled c-electrons, f the location of the f -level, Vk
the hybridization between the two electron species. Fi-
nally, nfiσ = f
†
iσfiσ is the local number operator of the
f -electrons, and U their on-site Coulomb repulsion. In
the non-interacting limit, U = 0, the symmetric PAM
(f = 0, k particle-hole symmetric, e.g., hyper-cubic
lattice with only nearest neighbour hopping, µ = U/2)
with local hybridization Vk = V , is gapped for finite
V . The direct gap is proportional to the hybridization,
∆dir = 2V , while the indirect gap can be much smaller,
one finds ∆indir =
√
D2 + 4V 2 −D, where D is half the
bandwidth of the (unhybridized) c-electron (see Fig. (27)
for a specific case).
In the context of Ce3Bi4Pt3, Riseborough [319] studied
the PAM within mean-field theory and found a renor-
malization of the hybridization V , that leads—in the
symmetric, half-filled case—to a shrinking of the low-
temperature gap. Further he obtained spin suscepti-
bilities in good qualitative agreement with experimental
findings for Ce3Bi4Pt3. Sanchez-Castro et al. [141] used
a slave boson technique in the strong coupling limit, and
applied it to the PAM with a parabolic conduction band.
Owing to the particle-hole asymmetry of their model, the
authors could in particular study the temperature de-
pendence of the thermopower and the Hall coefficient.
It was found that these quantities had opposite signs
at low temperatures, congruent with experimental find-
ings for Ce3Bi4Pt3 (thermopower hole-like[124], Hall co-
efficient electron-like[126]36) as commonly found also in
other heavy-fermion materials, e.g., CeCu2Si2[320].
Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)[303, 304] was
first applied to the symmetric PAM by Jarrell et al.
[321, 322]. They evidenced that spectra, susceptibilities
and thermodynamic quantities behave like heavy-fermion
metals at high temperatures (large masses, Curie-Weiss
law), and like insulators at low temperatures (activated
behaviours). The DMFT approach was in particular
shown to capture the competition between the Kondo ef-
fect and the magnetic RKKY interaction[322]. Indeed,
the DMFT phase-diagram of the half-filled symmetric
PAM on the infinite Bethe lattice (see Sun et al. [323] and
Rozenberg [324]) exhibits antiferromagnetic long-range
35 We shall not discuss the Kondo lattice model that is often in-
voked for heavy-fermion intermetallics, since effects of itinerancy
are certainly of importance in FeSi.
36 See however Ref. [64] where a positive Hall signal was found.
order above a second order critical line given by Uc ∝ V 2c
for large U . These findings extend Doniach’s ideas [135]
for the Kondo lattice to the PAM.
Subsequently, also Rozenberg et al. [79] followed the
Kondo insulator route and interpreted experimental find-
ings for FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 in terms of DMFT cal-
culations for the PAM. They showed that the PAM
yields, for U > 0, the same hierarchy of energy scales,
∆indir < ∆s < ∆dir, that was evidenced for FeSi and
Ce3Bi4Pt3 (see Section (I B)). Rozenberg et al. in partic-
ular modelled the optical conductivity: Congruent with
experiments for both compounds [see Section (5)(b)], the
direct gap ∆dir is virtually independent of temperature,
yet, with rising temperature, it is filled with incoherent
spectral weight as the local moment of the f -states be-
gin to fluctuate freely.37 A similar observation was made
by Mutou and Hirashima [327] for the (f -contribution to
the) spin-excitation spectrum.
Having in mind FeSi, Figueira et al. [328] studied
the PAM with a slave-boson approach and computed
transport observables. The authors found good qual-
itative agreement with experimental measurements at
low temperatures, when using an ad hoc scattering rate.
This finding advocates the presence of sizable many-body
renormalizations for the dispersion near the Fermi level.
That dynamical mean-field theory provides an accu-
rate picture of the symmetric PAM was motivated by
Tanaskovic´ et al.[329]: Employing cellular DMFT, they
demonstrated the absence of non-local (yet short-range)
correlations in regimes sufficiently above the model’s Ne´el
temperature. This dominance of local correlation physics
also serves to motivate the accurateness of, e.g., our re-
alistic calculations for the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3 in
Section (II D 3).
Having in mind anisotropic Kondo insulators, Yamada
and Ono[330] studied the PAM with non-local hybridiza-
tions. They evidenced, among others, that the uniform
and the local magnetic susceptibility virtually coincide
down to Tmaxχ . Further, they studied how interaction
effects suppress fluctuations of charge, while enhancing
spin fluctuations with respect to the spin and charge sus-
ceptibilities that coincide in the non-interacting U = 0
(limit).
A model that goes beyond the PAM in that it allows
for the correlated band to have finite dispersions was in-
troduced by Continentino, Japiassu and Troper [331]. In-
deed the model was designed to encompass both, systems
like Ce3Bi4Pt3 (in which the correlated states are close
37 See also Ref. [325] for optical conductivities, and Ref. [326] for
susceptibilities in the strong coupling limit.
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to atomic-like) and compounds such as FeSi (in which d-
orbital-derived bands have a finite dispersion), through a
scalable hopping amplitude. The model was solved using
an equation-of-motion technique in the strong coupling
limit. The authors found that, contrary to the symmetric
PAM, a critical hybridization was needed to yield an in-
sulating spectrum. It was speculated that this is the rea-
son why covalent insulators are not that common among
d-electron systems.
While the PAM exhibits notable similarities to the
one-band Hubbard model[332, 333], the band-structure
results from the preceding section motivate that narrow-
gap semiconductors, such as FeSi and FeSb2, require a de-
scription in terms of a multi-band Hubbard model. These
are the subject of the next section.
2. Hubbard models.
The first multi-band Hubbard model
H = −
∑
k,L,σ
Lkc
†
kLσckLσ +
L 6=L′∑
kLL′σ
V LL
′
k (c
†
kLσckL′σ + c
†
kL′σckLσ) +
∑
iLL′σσ′
ULL
′
σσ′ niLσniL′σ′ (6)
devised for studying FeSi is owing to Fu and Doniach
[334]. They considered two bands (1k = −2k) on a
hyper-cubic lattice that hybridize locally (Vk = V ). This
setup yields an insulating density of states in the non-
interacting limit with a gap that is direct, ∆dir = 2V .
Turning on the Hubbard U interaction (i) renormalizes
downwards the bare gap and (ii) introduces a scatter-
ing rate. The latter rises with temperature and causes
one-particle excitations to broaden, to the extend that
incoherent spectral weight appears at the Fermi level.
Using an approximate expression for the magnetic sus-
ceptibility, good agreement was found with experiment.
The model of Fu and Doniach [334] contains the minimal
ingredients to describe the essence of correlated narrow-
gap semiconductors.
Using a density-of-states inspired from ab initio cal-
culations, Kunesˇ and Anisimov [261] solved a one-band
Hubbard model with DMFT and stressed the importance
of the covalent nature of the hybridization gap in systems
like FeSi and FeSb2. Further, they computed optical
conductivities and obtained a resistivity that accounts
for the non-monotonous temperature dependence shown
in Fig. (4)(a,left). Finally, the authors also computed
within DMFT the local and uniform magnetic suscepti-
bilities of their model with and without doping. It was
found that susceptibilities were much enhanced with re-
spect to the non-interacting system, with a Curie-Weiss-
like tail emerging at high temperatures, or, in the doped
case, throughout the considered temperature range. In-
terestingly, the effective fluctuating moment was shown
to be notably momentum-dependent—indicating that a
picture of spatially localized moments (which is at the
origin of Curie-Weiss behaviour) is not appropriate in
this setting. Notably, the local susceptibility was found
to be much larger than the uniform one (we will come
back to this point in Section (II D 1)).
Sentef et al. [300] studied within DMFT a half-filled
two-band model similar to that of Doniach and Fu [334]
and investigated the interaction-temperature phase dia-
gram as well as more formal aspects of correlation effects
in covalent insulators. The Hubbard U was found to drive
the system through a first order transition from a corre-
lated covalent insulator to a Mott insulator. The coex-
istence region terminates in a critical end point at finite
temperatures, above which the hybridization insulator
and the Mott insulator are continuously connected via a
crossover through a bad-metal phase. While in the non-
interacting limit, spin and charge gap coincide, their de-
generacy was found to be lifted at finite U , with the spin
gap decreasing faster than the charge gap upon approach-
ing the insulator-to-insulator transition, in congruence
with the experimental gaps of FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 (see
Section (I B)).
The effect of correlation effects on the optical con-
ductivity of FeSi was also studied by Urasaki and Saso
[335] using perturbation theory for a two-band Hubbard
model, finding qualitative agreement with the experimen-
tal temperature-dependence. They also found remark-
able agreement for the thermopower when using a real-
istic density-of-states[336].
Inspired from their band-structure results (see Section
(II B)), Mazurenko et al. [250] constructed an effective
three-band model to mimic FeSi, and performed one-
band DMFT calculations for its density-of-states. In
agreement with previous works and experimental obser-
vations, they found an effective mass enhancement of
about two. In particular, however, Mazurenko et al. stud-
ied the doped system and rationalized the appearance
of ferromagnetism in Fe1−xCoxSi in terms of the Stoner
criterion, arriving at the conclusion that magnetism is
of itinerant origin. Later, Yang et al. [337] solved the
full three-band model of Mazurenko et al., and made the
important observation that the Hund’s rule coupling J
plays a significant role in stabilizing ferromagnetism.38
Thus, as for experimental observables, also the min-
38 For the importance of the Hund’s rule coupling for metallic fer-
romagnetism, see, e.g., Refs. [236–239].
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imal models for FeSi (two-band Hubbard model) and
Ce3Bi4Pt3 (PAM) are exhibiting a quite similar be-
haviour. This begs the questions whether the physics
underlying both the models and the actual compounds
is in fact akin, or whether the microscopic origin can be
distinguished. We will try to answer this question in the
following sections using available and new realistic many-
body calculations.
D. Many-body electronic-structure theory
While many-body models have enlightened our un-
derstanding about many physical phenomena in corre-
lated systems, they cannot account for all the complex-
ity encountered in real materials. This concerns in par-
ticular multi-band effects, such as crystal-fields, mul-
tiplet structures, ligand hybridizations, spin-orbit cou-
pling, etc. Given the enormous sensitivity of even fun-
damental properties of correlated materials, such details
do matter. Hence, at times, it is advantageous to turn
around the usual modus operandi in which reductionist
models are solved before using state-of-the-art methods
for realistic many-body calculations. In fact, realistic cal-
culations could serve instead as a guide to which control
parameters should be included in pertinent many-body
models. Indeed, most model setups for FeSi and oth-
ers have used rather unspecific dispersions, at times even
particle-hole symmetric ones (that result in a vanishing
thermopower). Also for Kondo insulators, the impor-
tance of realistic electronic structures was noted already
early on[338]. In particular, the influence of the Hund’s
rule coupling—a genuine multi-orbital effect—was men-
tioned only in very few works.
In this section we will discuss recent ab initio
DFT+DMFT calculations for FeSi that build on realistic
band-structures and Coulomb interactions. We will first
show (Section (II D 1)) that for a considerable panoply
of physical observables which probe different (yet inter-
linked) degrees of freedom, excellent agreement is found
with respect to experiment. With this validation of the
theoretical setup, the microscopic ingredients of the the-
ory can be analysed (Section (II D 2)), allowing for a
better fundamental understanding of the physics rele-
vant to correlated narrow-gap semiconductors. In Section
(II D 3), we will complement these results for FeSi with
new calculations for Ce3Bi4Pt3 to highlight microscopic
similarities and differences. In Section (II F) the thus
gained insight will be used to go back to model-setups
and scan relevant parameter regimes so as to put FeSi
and Ce3Bi4Pt3 into the wider context of related com-
pounds.
1. Theoretical description of experimental observables of
FeSi.
In this section, we will review results from realis-
tic many-body (DFT+DMFT) calculations for FeSi for
spectral and optical observables, as well as magnetic
susceptibilities[262]. These theoretical findings com-
pare favourably with experimental results from photoe-
mission and optical spectroscopies, as well as neutron
spectroscopy and other magnetic probes. A discussion
of transport observables (resistivity, thermopower, etc.)
can be found in the thermoelectricity chapter in Section
(III B). The methodology employed for the following re-
sults is the realistic extension of DMFT[303, 304], dubbed
DFT+DMFT[316], as implemented by Haule et al. [339].
We refer to the original works[249, 262] for technical de-
tails.
a. Spectral properties. Fig. (19) (top left) displays
the DFT+DMFT spectral function for various tempera-
tures. At low temperatures (blue) FeSi is gapped, with
a charge gap of ∼ 50meV that is narrowed by about a
factor of two as compared to band-theory (cf. Fig. (13)),
in congruence with photoemission spectroscopy (cf. Fig.
(12) and Fig. (5)(a)). As temperature rises, peaks in the
spectral function broaden and incoherent spectral weight
spills into the gap and the system increasingly metal-
lizes. Similar spectra have subsequently been obtained
by Yanagi and Ueda[340] using a perturbative approach.
b. Optical properties. The crossover to a (badly)
metallic state is also quantitatively reproduced in the
optical conductivity, as shown in Fig. (19) (right). As
noted already in Section (I B), the metallic response is not
caused by the gap edges shifting to the Fermi level. In-
deed, the first maximum in the absorption does not move
substantially with temperature.39 Instead the intensity
of that peak diminishes as spectral weight is transferred
to lower energies. This transfer of spectral weight is anal-
ysed in more detail in Fig. (19) (bottom). According to
Eq. (3) ∆n(ω, T, T0) describes the redistribution of spec-
tral weight up to the energy ω with respect to a base
temperature T0 < T . A positive value of ∆n(ω, T, T0)
thus indicates that, for T > T0, there is a net trans-
fer of spectral weight to energies lower than ω. An in-
tersection of ∆n with the x-axis would correspond to a
full recovery of spectral weight as imposed by the f -sum
rule, Eq. (1). First, we note that the theoretical results
closely trace the experimental temperature dependence.
Second, there are several isosbectic points[341] in the op-
tical conductivity—∂/∂Tσ(ω) = 0—which translate into
extrema in ∆n. The first of these peaks is at 80meV, the
scale of the semiconducting gap, above which spectral
39 We note, however, that the trend in experiment and theory is op-
posite: The peak moves up with T in theory, while it moves down
in experiment. We attribute this the expansion of the lattice with
increasing temperature, which tends to reduce the hybridization
gap. The calculations were done at constant volume.
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FIG. 19. FeSi within DFT+DMFT: spectral, optical, and magnetic properties. Local spectral function for different
temperatures (top left). There, the minimum in the spectral function with respect to the Fermi level is depicted (10x magnified)
by ωmin. The inset shows the local DMFT spin susceptibility and (30x magnified) the Pauli susceptibility according to Eq.
(4). Optical spectra (top right) are shown in comparison to the experimental data of Refs. [16, 69]. Optical spectral weight
transfers (bottom left) according to Eq. (3) and compared to experimental data of Ref. [16]. Adapted from Ref. [262].
weight aggregates at low temperatures. The first mini-
mum in ∆n(ω) occurs at the second isosbectic point of
σ(ω) at ∼ 180meV. There, the theoretical curve reaches
a compensation of only ∼ 35% of the excess carriers
from the first feature. In fact, ∆n(ω) does not vanish
up to 4eV, indicating that a total compensation accord-
ing to the sum-rule is not achieved below the scale of the
screened Coulomb repulsion of U = 5eV used here.
c. Magnetic properties. The inset of Fig. (19) (top
left) shows a comparison of the local spin-susceptibility
as obtained from DFT+DMFT and the Pauli suscep-
tibility according to Eq. (4). The local susceptibil-
ity has the expected characteristic temperature depen-
dence as seen in experiment (growing with T at low-T ,
Curie-Weiss-like decay above 500K, cf. Fig. (4)(b)). The
Pauli expression, as computed from the DFT+DMFT
spectral function is very low in magnitude40 and is,
moreover, a monotonously increasing function of tem-
perature, and thus does not account for the observed
physics. We further note, that the local susceptibil-
ity has a magnitude smaller by a factor of ∼ 10 as
compared to the measured uniform magnetic suscepti-
bility (cf. Fig. (4)(b)). To make things worse, previ-
ous (one-band) model calculations[261] found that the
40 note that the latter has been multiplied by a factor of 30.
local susceptibility is actually larger than the uniform
susceptibility, potentially aggravating congruency with
experiment. In the periodic Anderson model, the lo-
cal and uniform susceptibility coincide above Tmaxχ [330].
This impasse is solved as follows: (i) experimentally:
As mentioned before, magnetic neutron spectroscopy
experiments[160, 161] evidenced a ferromagnetic-like sus-
ceptibility, i.e., a χ(q, ω → 0) that is peaked at q = 0
and equivalent points.41 This finding strongly suggests
that the uniform susceptibility should instead be much
larger than the q-averaged (=local) susceptibility. (ii)
theoretically: Using the formalism of Park et al. [343],
we compute the structure factor S(q, ω → 0) from our
DFT+DMFT data.42 The agreement with the experi-
mental neutron results as shown in Fig. (20) is excel-
lent and clearly evidences an enhancement of the sus-
ceptibility at ferromagnetic wavevectors. Krannich et
al. [345] analysed the shown elastic structure factor of
Tajima et al. [161] with a phenomenological paramag-
41 Interestingly, extracted fluctuating moments and linewidths
of FeSi are reminiscent of results for the metallic ferro-
magnetic Heusler compound Pd2MnSn well above its Curie
temperature[342].
42 Details will be published elsewhere. Note that the same for-
malism has recently also been successfully applied to another
intermediate valence compound, namely CePd3[344].
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netic scattering function, S(q, ω = 0) = kBT~
χ0/γ
(1+(qξ)2)2
,
with the static susceptibility χ0, a damping factor γ,
and a correlation length ξ. Our theoretical simulation
reproduces their finding of ξ ≈ 3.6A˚. This is a quite re-
markable result, since the correlation length is therewith
larger than the distance 2.75A˚ between neighbouring iron
atoms. This ferromagnetic enhancement in particular im-
plies a uniform susceptibility that is significantly larger
than the local one. This qualitative change as compared
to previous single-band calculations (see Section (II C))
advocates the importance of genuine multi-band effects
in FeSi. It is in particular the influence of the Hund’s
rule coupling that favours tendencies towards ferromag-
netism.
Indeed, using realistic many-body setups solved with a
perturbative technique, Yanagi and Ueda[340] discussed
the different magnetic ground-states of the isostructural
and isoelectronic Fesi and FeGe (cf. Section (II B 1)). In
particular they evidenced a strong dependence of the
magnetic ordering temperature and moment in FeGe on
the strength of the Hund’s rule coupling J . The impor-
tant influence of J for spectral properties is discussed in
the next paragraph.
2. A microscopic understanding: spin fluctuations and
Hund’s physics
Having validated the theoretical setup through quanti-
tative congruence with experiments, one can take a step
back, and analyze the microscopic origin of the evidenced
behaviour.
a. The self-energy and the Hund’s rule coupling. As
evident from the spectral function and the optical con-
ductivity, the metallization crossover in FeSi within
DFT+DMFT is not caused by a temperature-induced
narrowing of the charge gap. Instead the latter is filled
with incoherent weight as spectral features broaden sub-
stantially with increasing temperature. Information on
the coherence of one-particle excitations is encoded in
the imaginary parts of the self-energy. As displayed in
Fig. (21), =Σ(ω = 0) follows—for orbital components
that account for the majority of spectral weight near the
Fermi level—a Fermi liquid-like T 2 behaviour. While the
overall magnitude of the scattering rate remains small
in comparison e.g., to some metallic transition metal
oxides[346, 347], it reaches values of ∼ 30meV that are
comparable to half the size of the charge gap at around
400K. Indeed at this temperature only a pseudo gap re-
mains in the spectral function (Fig. (19)(a)) and spec-
tral weight at the Fermi level is finite. The fact that
such moderate correlation effects play a significant role
in FeSi is thus rooted in the proximity of energy scales:
−=Σ ∼ ∆ ∼ kBT .
What controls the strength of quasi-particle incoher-
ence in FeSi? In the many-body model of Fu and
Doniach[334] and others, see Section (II C), the local
Coulomb interaction—the Hubbard U—was identified
as the driving force behind the metallization crossover.
In the realistic calculations (that use U = 5eV and
J = 0.7eV43.), however, changes in U do not yield sub-
stantial modifications of the spectral function. Indeed,
the large bandwidth (& 10eV) of the Fe-3d and Si-3s,3p
conglomerate dominates the Hubbard U for reasonable
values of the latter. However, a significant dependence
of many-body renormalizations on the Hund’s coupling
J was evidenced[262]: As seen in Fig. (22)(a) the scat-
tering rate at T = 116K dramatically changes with J . In
fact, when going from the realistic value J = 0.7eV of
iron compounds[349] up to only J = 0.8eV, =Σ(ω = 0)
more than doubles. Decreasing J to 0.6eV, on the other
hand, causes =Σ(ω = 0) to almost vanish.
Concomitantly, also renormalizations encoded in the
real-parts of the self-energy strongly depend on J : The
mass enhancement—in DMFT: m∗/m = 1/Z—increases
notably with J , see Fig. (22)(b), while remaining at a
moderate magnitude (< 2).44 Combined, the effects of J
in the self-energy cause largely different spectra: As seen
in panel (c) of Fig. (22) both the width of the pseudogap
at T = 116K as well as the amount of spectral weight
at the Fermi level is drastically dependent on the Hund’s
rule coupling.
What is the origin of this sensitivity? First, in
FeSi there is no direct competition between the Hund’s
coupling J ∼ 0.7eV and crystal-field splittings δ =
O(0.3eV). That J > δ indicates that a high-spin state is
always favoured. This clear hierarchy also rules out that
a spin-state transition is at the origin of FeSi’s anomalous
behaviour (see also below). Second, such a strong im-
pact of J was previously found also for other iron-based
materials[351–353], adatoms[354], as well as for some 4d-
systems[355] (see also the recent Refs. [356, 357]). The
general mechanism is investigated in Refs.[352, 355, 358–
362]: A large Hund’s J constrains electrons in different
orbitals towards having the same spin, therewith “or-
bitally blocking”[352] the Kondo interaction. As a con-
sequence the coherence temperature is shown to be sup-
pressed exponentially[358], resulting in a larger =Σ at a
given temperature. For these systems the name Hund’s
metal has been coined[352]. Besides the effective mass
enhancement, also spin- and charge fluctuations in these
Hund’s systems have genuine characteristics, as discussed
for FeSi in the next section.
b. The spin and charge state. Above, we have dis-
cussed the momentum-structure of the magnetic suscep-
tibility, and explained the reasons why the local compo-
nent is smaller than the measured uniform susceptibility.
Besides the differentiation in momentum-space, the spin
response also has an interesting structure in the time
domain: The static local spin susceptibility, χloc(ω =
0) ∼ 1β
∫
dτ〈Sz(τ)Sz(0)〉, displays, as discussed above,
43 in rough accordance with constrained DFT results[348]
44 The mass enhancement is albeit larger than in other Fe-Si binary
compounds, e.g., metallic α-FeSi2[350].
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FIG. 20. FeSi: Neutron spectroscopy. Magnetic (quasi) elastic structure factor displaying scattering near the q-points
(1 + ξ, 1 + ξ, 0) and (1 + ξ, 1 + ξ, 1 + ξ). Experimental data from Shirane et al. [160] and Tajima et al. [161] obtained at 300K
with 41meV neutrons at ∆ω = 0. Theory : LDA+DMFT ∆ω = 2meV at 290K. Note that the intensities have been arbitrarily
scaled.
a strong and non-monotonous temperature dependence
(see inset of Fig. (19) top left). χloc(ω = 0) describes
the time-averaged response. Complementarity, we can
compute the instantaneous response limτ→0〈S(τ)S(0)〉.
Interestingly, the latter is found to be virtually indepen-
dent of temperature: It yields, for all temperatures, an
effective moment µeff =
√
S(S + 1)gs ≈ 3 (gs = 2),
which is consistent with the Curie-Weiss-like decay man-
ifest in the experimental uniform susceptibility at high
temperatures. Indeed we find good agreement with χ =
NAµ
2
eff/[3kB(T − θ)] for µeff = 2.6µB which is close to
the single-ion limit in case of a S = 1 configuration (see
discussion in Section (I B)).
We can analyse this in more detail: Fig. (23) shows
the quantum Monte Carlo histogram[363, 364] for the
DFT+DMFT calculation at low (left) and high (right)
temperature. The bars indicate the probability distri-
bution of the many-body wave-function for being in an
eigenstate of the effective iron atom, decomposed into the
number of particles N and the spin state S. We observe
FIG. 21. FeSi: Coherence of excitations. Shown is the
imaginary part of the DFT+DMFT self-energy at zero fre-
quency, =ΣL(ω = 0), as a function of temperature. For the
orbital components L = x2-y2, xy, xz, yz, the inverse lifetime
scales with T 2. Adapted from Ref. [262].
that:
1. the decomposition onto N and S is almost in-
dependent of temperature. The scenario of a
temperature-induced moment[160] is hence not re-
alized in our theory. Also, as anticipated above,
a spin-state-transition does not occur. This situ-
ation has to be contrasted with systems in which
the crystal-field splitting and the Hund’s rule cou-
pling are of comparable size[364]: For example,
spin-state crossovers have been identified to un-
derlie the pressure-induced (low-spin)insulator-to-
(high-spin)metal transition in (the B8 phase of)
MnO[365], or the anomalous behaviour in the mag-
netic susceptibility of LaCoO3[264, 366–369] (see
Fig. (2) or Refs. [56, 58]). Indeed, in LaCoO3
X-ray absorption spectroscopy estimates a crystal-
field splitting between (at low-T fully occupied) t2g
and (empty) eg orbitals of δ ≈ 0.7eV. This value
corresponds to typical estimates of the Hund’s J
in transition-metal based compounds. In LaCoO3,
the competition between δ and J is tipped by a
thermal activation of the high-spin state (in coop-
eration with the expansion of the lattice). As shown
by Krˇa´pek et al. [264] this leads to a pronounced
temperature-dependence of the DMFT histogram
for both charge- and spin-resolved probabilities—in
qualitative difference to the case of FeSi. An impor-
tant factor that distinguishes FeSi from LaCoO3—
the degree of ionic vs. covalent bonding—will be
discussed in a broader context in Section (II E).
2. the iron valence of 〈N〉 ≈ 6.2 is consistent with the
covalent band-picture of Section (II B 1) (see also
Fig. (25)).
3. the spin state S = 1 has the overall largest proba-
bility at all temperatures, consistent with the above
discussed effective moment.
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FIG. 22. FeSi: Influence of the Hund’s rule coupling J. (a) scattering rate =Σ(ω = 0), (b) effective mass m∗/m, (c)
spectral function for different Hund’s J at constant Hubbard U = 5.0eV at T = 116K, using only density-density interactions.
Adapted from Ref. [262].
(a) T = 116K (b) T = 1161K
FIG. 23. FeSi: DMFT histograms. The bar-charts display the probability distribution of the system being in an eigenstate
of the effective iron atom, resolved into states of occupation N and spin-state S for (a) T = 116K and (b) T = 1161K. Adapted
from Ref. [249].
4. the probability distribution is not dominated by
only few configurations of N and S. This indi-
cates strong fluctuations at short time-scales. In
fact, the system has a strongly intermediate va-
lence, as the charge variance is of order 1 : δN =
〈(N − 〈N〉)2〉 ≈ 0.93. However, as the variance
is insensitive to temperature, a thermally induced
mixed valence [243] can be excluded. Also spin fluc-
tuations at short time-scales, δS = 〈(S − 〈S〉)2〉 ≈
0.33, are large.
The above analysis shows that the physics of corre-
lations in FeSi is very different from the Mott-Hubbard
physics in, say, transition metal oxides[67]. There, the
Hubbard U quenches charge fluctuations and reduces the
time-scale associated with them, while the time averaged
local spin susceptibility is strongly enhanced. In fact,
in a Mott insulator, charge fluctuations are basically ab-
sent, while the local moment of charge carriers fluctuates
freely, giving rise to a Curie-Weiss susceptibility. In FeSi,
on the contrary, spin fluctuations are short-lived: The
(time-averaged) local spin susceptibility is only moderate
enhanced, while the short-time (energy-averaged) fluctu-
ating magnetic moment is strongly enhanced. Contrary
to Mott insulators, fluctuating magnetic moments in sys-
tems like FeSi do not require the quenching of charge fluc-
tuations. This is indeed a hallmark of Hund’s metals (see
the preceding section). Still, FeSi is an example where the
Hund’s metal concept exists for an only poorly metallic
state, in which the hybridization of the iron atoms with
their surrounding is weak (see also the discussion of the
DMFT hybridization function in Section (II D 3)).
c. The physical picture. With the above details of
the realistic many-body simulations, one can address the
fundamental picture of FeSi: (a) What is the microscopic
origin of the crossover in the magnetic susceptibility? (b)
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How is the latter linked to the emergence of incoherent
spectral weight. In other words, what is the relation
between the crossovers for the spin and charge degrees
of freedom? (c) What is the difference, if any, to the
physics of Kondo insulators?
At low temperatures, FeSi is a band-like semiconduc-
tor: The band gap in the one-particle spectrum inhibits,
both, spin and charge fluctuations at finite time-scales.
This results in (i) a small, activated (uniform) spin sus-
ceptibility, and (ii) a lack of phase-space available for
electronic scattering, resulting in only a small imaginary
part of the self-energy. As such, the system can be ap-
proximately described by an effective one-particle Hamil-
tonian that is diagonalizable in momentum space, stating
that k is a good quantum number.
With increasing temperature (beyond Tmaxχ ) a fluc-
tuating moment develops at the iron sites, which is a
manifestation of the single-ion physics that dominates
at large temperatures when spatial correlations become
short-ranged[370]. In this limit, the index conjugate to
the momentum, the lattice site i, becomes a good quan-
tum number. The fluctuating moment thus provides a
link to the real-space lattice, and the description in terms
of Bloch-bands breaks down as k is no longer a good
quantum number. As a consequence, the one-particle
spectrum decomposes over many momenta, or, equiva-
lently acquires a finite lifetime for a given momentum.
This lifetime is encoded in the imaginary parts of the self-
energy and leads to the appearance of incoherent spectral
weight that eventually fills the gap. We stress that de-
spite the notion of locality of the moments on the iron
sites, magnetic fluctuations are ferromagnetic (see Fig.
(20)) due to the strong on-site Hund’s rule coupling.
This scenario qualitatively reconciles the behaviour
seen for spectral properties in the pioneering model of Fu
and Doniach[334] with the seminal spin-fluctuation the-
ory of Takahashi and Moriya[245]: In the DFT+DMFT
picture, the crossovers in the spin and charge response
in FeSi are intimately linked to each other. In the
microscopic details, however, the realistic many-body
calculations[249, 262] revealed notable differences to pre-
vious model calculations[250, 261, 334]. It is likely that
the scenario for FeSi reviewed here is also relevant for
other narrow-gap intermetallics. For example, it can
be expected that—once issues related to exchange con-
tributions to the self-energy (see Section (II B 2)) are
overcome—the microscopic behaviour of FeSb2 is qual-
itatively akin to that of FeSi.
The above discussions answers the first two questions,
(a) and (b), raised at the beginning of this paragraph. In
order to answer—in Section (II E)—the third question,
(c), we performed realistic many-body calculations for
Ce3Bi4Pt3 that are discussed below.
FIG. 24. Ce3Bi4Pt3: spectral functions. Shown is the
DFT+DMFT local spectral function of Ce3Bi4Pt3 for differ-
ent temperatures. Clearly visible is the opening of a gap of
about 10meV (indicated by the grey-shaded area) when cool-
ing below ∼ 100K.
3. Realistic many-body calculations for Ce3Bi4Pt3.
For a direct comparison of FeSi to heavy-fermion-based
Kondo insulators, we performed DFT+DMFT calcula-
tions for the prototypical compound Ce3Bi4Pt3.
45 Fig.
(24) displays the spectral function obtained for different
temperatures. As was the case in FeSi, lowering tempera-
ture results in a depletion of spectral weight at the Fermi
level. The width of the emerging gap, ∆ . 10meV, is
consistent with the experimental indirect charge gap of
8-12meV (see Fig. (4)(a), Fig. (5)(a), and table (I)). With
respect to band-structure results (see Section (II B 3)) the
renormalization of the gap corresponds to an effective
mass-enhancement of about a factor of 10. Also the tem-
perature scale, . 100K, around which the metallization
occurs in the spectral function is congruent with both
photoemission [139] and optical spectra [60] (see Fig.
(5)). This coherence-incoherence crossover is encoded in
the imaginary parts of the self-energy (not shown). As
was the case for FeSi (see Fig. (21)), =Σ(ω = 0) ∝ T 2
for orbitals relevant for spectral weight near the Fermi
level. These changes in spectral properties are accompa-
nied by a rearrangement of the spin degrees of freedom.
Indeed, an analysis of the DMFT magnetic susceptibility
(not shown) is compatible with the standard picture of
the unlocking of local moments above a coherence tem-
perature Tmaxχ .
The next section will put these results into a
broader context by discussing differences between FeSi,
45 We employed DFT+DMFT with a CTQMC solver as imple-
mented in Ref. [339] with rotationally invariant interactions
parametrized by U = 5.5eV and J = 0.68eV (similar to what
was used previously for elemental Ce[339, 371–373] and other
Ce-based compounds[6, 339, 344]), spin-orbit coupling, charge
self-consistency, and nominal double-counting. Details will be
published elsewhere.
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Ce3Bi4Pt3, and LaCoO3. E. Kondo insulators, transition-metal
intermetallics and oxides: A categorization
1. The DMFT perspective on insulators
In order to illustrate qualitative differences in narrow-
gap semiconductors with partially-filled correlated or-
bitals, it is convenient to take a look under hood of the
DMFT method[303, 304]. There, the periodic solid is
mapped onto an effective (e.g., iron or cerium) atom
(called an “impurity”) which is coupled to a reservoir
(“bath”) with which it can exchange particles. Trans-
lational invariance is restored through a self-consistency
condition which identifies the impurity Green’s function
with the local Green’s function of the lattice for the sub-
set “d” of correlated orbitals, Glocdd (ω)
!
= Gimp(ω), i.e.,
[∑
k
[ω + µ−H(k)− Σ(ω)]−1
]
dd
=
[
ω + µ−H locdd −∆(ω)− Σimp(ω)
]−1
(7)
Here, µ the chemical potential, H(k) the one-particle
Hamiltonian, and H locdd its local (k-summed) component
in the correlated d-subspace that encodes local crystal-
fields. Σ is the lattice self-energy which is approximated
as the impurity self-energy Σimp in the d-subspace, Σdd =
Σimp, and is zero otherwise. Finally, ∆(ω) is the so-called
hybridization function that describes the coupling of the
effective correlated atom to the bath.
Using Eq. (7), we can characterize the origin of an
insulating state, i.e., a vanishing of Gloc(ω = 0), through
its manifestations in H(k), Σ(ω), H locdd , and ∆(ω). In
this DMFT perspective, we can distinguish:46
Three prototypes of paramagnetic insulators
(see also table (IV))
1. Mott insulators: Σ diverges at low ener-
gies (at least for some orbitals), while H(k) is
metallic. This is the Brinkmann-Rice[374] sce-
nario of a Mott insulator: spectral weight is de-
stroyed (Z → 0) by diverging effective masses,
as realized e.g., in YTiO3[375], V2O3[346, 376],
or thin films of SrVO3[4].
2. (ionic) band insulators: Here, both =Σ and
=∆ vanish at the Fermi level at low T , while
H locdd + <∆(0) + <Σ(0) − µ is finite for all or-
bitals. In other words, it is local crystal-fields
46 Note that, here, we limit the discussion to paramagnetic insula-
tors without spin, charge, or structural orders.
encoded in H locdd (possibly enhanced by the
static renormalizations <Σ(0), <∆(0)) that are
responsible for the gapping. This is the case of
LaCoO3 where the chemical potential falls be-
tween the (at low temperatures) filled t2g and
the empty eg orbitals (see Section (II B 1) and
below). Also the dimerized M1 phase of VO2,
a correlation-enhanced Peierls insulator[377],
will fall into this category.
3. Kondo insulators (covalent band insula-
tors): In these systems ∆ diverges at low en-
ergies to suppress spectral weight, while Σ is
benign and crystal-fields in H locdd are mostly ir-
relevant for realizing the insulator. This is the
case of Ce3Bi4Pt3, see below.
Since at least the last two scenarios do not exclude
each-other, it may be difficult to provide a clean-cut cat-
egorization for a given material. Before looking at ab ini-
tio results for FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3, let us thus illustrate
some characteristics of Kondo insulators, as well as the
grey area between purely covalent and ionic insulators
first for a toy model, then from the DFT perspective.
2. A toy-model.
Let us first focus on the left side of Eq. (7): From
the lattice point of view the difference between ionic and
covalent insulators is hidden in H(k). This is seen in a
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type / property H(k) −=Σ ∆Hloc −=∆ examples
band insulator gapped 0 large 0 LaCoO3, FeSi (dz2 ,dxz,dyz)
Kondo insulator gapped 0 small ∞ Ce3Bi4Pt3, FeSi (dx2−y2 ,dxy)
Mott insulator metallic ∞ small 0 YTiO3, thin films SrVO3
TABLE IV. Different types of insulators. Typical properties of the one-particle Hamiltonian H(k), and the low-temperature
and low-energy behaviour of the imaginary parts of the self-energy =Σ and the hybridization function =∆, and local crystal-field
splittings ∆Hloc encoded in Hlocdd (e.g., ∆H
loc = Hloceg −Hloct2g ) for different kinds of paramagnetic insulators with partially filled
d- or f -shells.
simple toy model in the quasi-particle picture. Consider:
H(k) =
[
dk V
V ∗ pk
]
, Σ(ω) =
[
Σ(ω) 0
0 0
]
. (8)
i.e., one correlated band dk coupled to a ligand state 
p
k
via a hybridization V , that for simplicity we have as-
sumed to be local. Many-body renormalizations are de-
scribed by a self-energy, for which we take a Fermi-liquid-
like form Σ(ω) = (1− 1/Z)ω− i0+ that neglects lifetime
effects.
The first goal is to illustrate generic behaviours of the
hybridization function for Kondo insulators. To this end,
we consider a setup in the spirit of the periodic Ander-
son model to mimic Ce3Bi4Pt3: 
d
k = 0 is an atomic-
like f -level, renormalized by Z, and pk = k are the
non-interacting conduction electrons of atoms other than
Ce. Assuming particle-hole symmetry yields µ = 0 and∑
k k = 0, implying the absence of any crystal-fields.
The bare one-particle spectrum is then gapped, with the
direct gap determined by 2V . The interacting disper-
sions are then given by ωk = k/2 ±
√
2k/4 + Z|V |2,
stating that only the inter-atomic hybridization (hence
also the direct gap) is renormalized by electron-electron
interactions. Equivalently, this can be seen in the hy-
bridization function ∆(ω) = ω − (Gloc,dd(ω))−1 − Σ(ω):
For the left side of Eq. (7) we have Gloc,dd =
∑
k Z/(ω−
Z∆k(ω) + i0
+) with a momentum-dependent quantity
∆k(ω) =
|V |2
ω−k+i0+ . ∆k(ω) in particular diverges at
the conduction-electron positions. In order to match the
right-hand side of Eq. (7), Gimp(ω) = Z/(ω − Z∆(ω) +
i0+), the DMFT hybridization function ∆(ω) has to di-
verge, here—because of particle-hole symmetry—at the
Fermi level. Consequently, the divergence of ∆ is a pure
one-particle effect. Instead of being a signature of the
Kondo effect, ∆ here merely encodes inter-atomic hy-
bridizations that couple the effective correlated site to the
DMFT bath. From this band-structure perspective, the
influence of many-body effects is to renormalize down the
strength of hybridization ∆ → Z∆. Further, effects of
incoherence (neglected here) will, when iterating to self-
consistency, mitigate the divergence above a coherence
temperature (see the ab initio results in Section (II E 4)).
The model can also shed some insights onto the dif-
ferences of FeSi and LaCoO3. We model both com-
pounds by two decoupled copies of the above model:
the first copy describes a high-lying valence d-band dk =
+(k + δ/2) and a ligand band 
p
k = −(k + δ/2) lowered
by a crystal-field δ, both of which are coupled via a local
hybridization V . In the second copy, dk and 
p
k switch
places, e.g., dk = −(k + δ/2) describes a correlated con-
duction band. Then, not the individual but the sum of
both systems is particle-hole symmetric for µ = 0. For
the first copy, we then obtain for the left side of Eq. (7)
Gloc,dd(ω) =
∑
k Z/(ω−Z(k+δ/2)−Z∆k(ω)+i0+) with
∆k(ω) =
|V |2
ω+k+δ/2+i0+
. Now, there are two degrees of
freedom that can cause insulating behaviour: For small
crystal-fields, δ, insulating behaviour requires the same
mechanism as in the above model for Ce3Bi4Pt3: a pole-
like structure in ∆k (and, correspondingly, in the DMFT
hybridization function ∆). Indeed, for δ = 0 the band-
gap is proportional to V (at least for Z = 1). Empirically
this situation corresponds to FeSi within DFT, as illus-
trated by Fig. (11)(a). In the opposite limit, i.e., a van-
ishing hybridization V = 0, insulating behaviour requires
that the crystal-field δ/2 exceeds the half-bandwidth of
k. This is the prevailing mechanism in LaCoO3, as
shown within DFT in Fig. (11)(b). From this point of
view, one can call LaCoO3 a mainly ionic insulator, and
FeSi a dominantly covalent, i.e., Kondo-like insulator.
Naturally, there exists a continuous spectrum between
the pure prototypes of Kondo-like and (ionic) band insu-
lators. Also, the hybridization function of an ionic sys-
tem can still be strongly peaked outside the charge-gap,
encoding charge-fluctuations at higher energies.
3. a DFT-based proxy to distinguish ionic from covalent
insulators.
As motivated by the preceding model as well as Sec-
tion (II B), interesting insights can be gained from one-
particle band-structures even in the case of Kondo sys-
tems. Indeed, DFT-based hybridization functions ∆(ω)
can divulge trends in gap-sizes or Kondo temperatures
among families of compounds. For a recent discussion
of band-structure-derived hybridization functions for Ce-
compounds, see Ref. [378].
Here, we are interested in determining—without per-
forming costly many-body calculations—whether an in-
sulating material is rather a Kondo or a (ionic) band
insulator. For paramagnetic insulators with partially
filled d/f -shells we propose—as a crude indicator for
Kondo insulating behaviour—the relative deviation of
DFT-occupancies with respect to nominal expectations
in a purely ionic picture: (nDFTd − nionicd )/nDFTd . This
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FIG. 25. Ionic vs. covalent bonding. Shown is a collection of materials distinguished by the degree of covalent bonding for
their partially-filled correlated orbitals (3/4d or 4f). As a rough measure, we use the relative deviation of the DFT-occupation
of these orbitals, nDFTd , from the expectation in the purely ionic picture, n
ionic
d . For some materials different ionic states are
indicated. The gapping of correlated electrons in materials on the right (left) are dominated by hybridizations ∆(ω) (local
crystal-fields Hlocdd ), respectively. Using this proxy, Kondo-insulating characteristics prevail in compounds on the right and
become less pronounced towards the left. DFT occupations were determined from a character projection inside the muffin-tin
spheres (of typical radii) using wien2k. The dependence on the exchange-correlation potential (LDA, PBE, mBJ) is negligible
for all practical purposes. The y-axis shows the experimental (indirect) charge gap (see table (I)).
proxy can hence be seen as a measure for charges of corre-
lated orbitals to participate in covalent bonding. In Fig.
(25) we have collected a number of relevant compounds.
The Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3 appears on the right-
most side, as it does not donate all of its Ce-4f1 electron
to more electronegative atoms. The oxide LaCoO3, on
the other hand, is found much towards the left. Indeed
the Co-valence within DFT is rather close to that of a
Co3+ ion. The intermetallic semiconductors FeSi and
FeSb2 rank in the middle of the diagram, pointing to the
influence of, both, covalent and ionic characteristics.
4. Comparison of the ab initio results of FeSi and
Ce3Bi4Pt3.
We are now in the position to analyse and compare the
realistic many-body simulations for FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3:
Fig. (26) (a) & (b) display the respective DFT+DMFT
spectral functions, A(ω), at low temperatures, resolved
into relevant orbital contributions. Panels (c) & (d) show
how the imaginary parts of the corresponding hybridiza-
tion functions, ∆(ω), evolve with temperature.
In the local spectral function, we see a pronounced dif-
ference between Ce3Bi4Pt3 (left) and FeSi (right): In the
heavy-fermion material, there is no orbital polarization.
Indeed, both, the valence and the conduction side of the
low-temperature gap are dominated by the correlated 4f -
orbitals. Furthermore, the J = 5/2 multiplets are basi-
cally degenerate in what concerns the gap-formation. In
particular, all of them have their centre of mass above
the Fermi level. The gapping thus occurs similarly for all
J = 5/2 multiplets.
From the DMFT perspective, this situation is de-
scribed by the development of a strong peak in the hy-
bridization function for the J = 5/2 components. In the
many-body language, this is the building up of the Kondo
effect. It restores band-like coherence below a character-
istic temperature through the formation of singlet states
between 4f -electrons of the effective Ce-atom and con-
duction electrons from its surrounding. Seen from the
low temperature (band-structure) perspective, the large
∆(ω) is merely a way to encode—within the single-site
impurity construction—the effect of inter-atomic (i.e.,
out-of-impurity) hybridizations, that, with growing tem-
perature, are rendered ineffective through the emergence
of local spin-fluctuations. Note that, unlike for the simple
model in Section (II E 2), the enhancement of ∆(ω) oc-
curs at the lower edge of the charge gap since Ce3Bi4Pt3
is strongly particle-hole asymmetric.
Contrary to Ce3Bi4Pt3, the orbital character of the
valence and conduction states are not the same in FeSi.
Indeed, the occupied spectrum is dominated by the Fe-
3dx2−y2 + 3dxy orbitals, while unoccupied states derive
mainly from Fe-3dxz +3dyz weight. Still, all orbital com-
ponents are individually gapped. We can analyse the ori-
gin of for the different orbitals from the DMFT perspec-
tive: We see that insulating behaviour of the 3dxz + 3dyz
components is realized by a hybridization function that
increasingly vanishes inside the gap: There is (averaged
over time) no spontaneous exchange of particles of these
orbitals with the surrounding of the effective iron atom.
Feature in ∆(ω) that mark charge fluctuations only ap-
pear for energies well above gap. In the categorization of
Section (II E 1), these orbitals are hence trivially band-
insulating.
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(a) Ce3Bi4Pt3: spectral function (29K) (b) FeSi: spectral function (116K)
(c) Ce3Bi4Pt3: hybridization function (d) FeSi: hybridization function
FIG. 26. Ce3Bi4Pt3 (left) and FeSi (right) within DFT+DMFT. (a) & (b) spectral functions: For Ce3Bi4Pt3 we show
the total spectral function at 29K, resolved into the contributions of the Ce-4f (and its 5/2-multiplets) and the conduction
electron (spd) states. For FeSi we show the spectrum resolved into its Fe-3d components. In both panels, we have marked in
red the spectral contributions that are gapped via the Kondo insulator mechanism. (c) & (d) temperature dependence of the
hybridization functions: Shown are the imaginary parts =∆(ω) for relevant orbital components and different temperatures. In
panel (a) components with the same |Jz| have been averaged; in panel (c) components have been averaged over Jz. For clarity,
the sign of the dz2 hybridization function has been inverted in panel (d).
The situation for the 3dx2−y2 + 3dxy components that
account for most of the valence electrons, as well as the
dz2 components is more intricate. In fact, upon lowering
temperature, a feature emerges in =∆(ω) just outside the
upper edge of the charge gap for both these kind of or-
bitals. It can be shown, that the dz2 orbitals are gapped
out, meaning that the denominator of the dz2 impurity
Greens function, ω + µ − H locdd − <∆(ω) − <Σ(ω), is fi-
nite for energies inside the gap (see Figure S1B in the
supplementary material of Ref. [262]). While hybridiza-
tions gain coherence upon cooling, they are not respon-
sible for the gap formation. According to our classifi-
cation, Section (II E 1), also the dz2-orbitals are hence
band-insulating. The 3dx2−y2 , 3dxy components, how-
ever, bear all the marks of a Kondo-insulator, as seen in
Ce3Bi4Pt3: These orbitals’ spectral weight accumulates
to the most part of one side of the Fermi-level, while
on the other side a sharp low-energy feature develops in
∆(ω) that suppresses states and opens a gap. In conclu-
sion, we can call FeSi an orbital-selective Kondo insula-
tor.
In the light of this discussion, there are three main
differences between FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3: (1) the low-
temperature gap in Ce3Bi4Pt3 is purely of Kondo-
insulating nature, whereas in FeSi the origin of the gap-
ping depends on the orbital character. (2) for orbitals
in FeSi that suppress quantum fluctuations through the
Kondo effect, the relevant non-local hybridization dom-
inantly links these orbitals to other iron atoms. In
Ce3Bi4Pt3, the gap-inducing hybridization connects the
“impurity” Ce-4f -5/2 orbitals to uncorrelated, dispersive
states of Bi and Pt. (3) in the case of FeSi, the origin of
the destruction of asymptotic freedom with rising tem-
perature has multi-orbital (Hund’s rule) characteristics.
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F. Covalent insulators vs. Kondo insulators:
Hubbard vs. Anderson
The above discussed ab initio many-body results for
prototype materials of correlated narrow-gap semicon-
ductors and Kondo insulators allowed for a quantita-
tive description of diverse experimental observables, and
helped elucidating the microscopic origin of the observed
anomalous behaviour, and identified crucial parameters
that control the prominence of electronic correlation ef-
fects in these system. Here, we shall briefly return to
the realm of reductionist models, with the goal to put
the obtained realistic results for individual compounds
into a wider perspective. We will focus the discussion
on a single issue, namely the crossover temperature in
the susceptibility Tmaxχ . We want to answer the ques-
tion why, among correlated intermetallic semiconductors
only FeSi, FeSb2, and CrSb2 display a crossover from ac-
tivated behaviour to a Curie-Weiss-like decay at exper-
imentally accessible temperatures. In Section (II B) we
already surmised why closely related compounds such as
FeAs2 or RuSb2 and RuSi display less or no signatures
of correlation effects. Here, we will put this analysis on
a firmer footing, by studying the tendencies in both the
crossover temperature Tmaxχ and the peak value χ(T
max
χ )
of the susceptibility for varying parameters. The models
we consider are (i) a variant of a 2-band Hubbard model,
and (ii) the periodic Anderson model.
1. The model Hamiltonians
a. (i) the 2-band Hubbard model. We employ the
Hamiltonian
H =
∑
k,σ
(k + δ/2)(c
†
k1σck1σ − c†k2σck2σ) +
∑
kσ
(
Vkc
†
k2σck1′σ + V
∗
k c
†
k1σck2′σ
)
+
∑
iLL′σ
ULL
′
niLσniL′−σ +
L 6=L′∑
iLL′σ
(ULL
′ − J)niLσniL′σ (9)
at half-filling, using a cubic lattice with nearest neigh-
bour hopping, k = −2t
∑3
i=1 cos(kia), a local crystal-
field δ, and a purely non-local inter-band hybridization
Vk = ηk, η ∈ R. The interaction is limited to density-
density terms, and we use the cubic parametrization
ULL′ = U − 2J(1 − δLL′) with the Hubbard U and the
Hund’s rule coupling J . In the non-interacting limit (U =
0) the system has a direct charge gap ∆0 = δ η√
1+η2
: See
Fig. (27)(a-b,right) for the dispersion and the density of
states, respectively. We note that the orbital characters
of the valence and conductions states at a given momen-
tum are different, as was found for FeSi and FeSb2 within
band-theory, see Section (II B).47
b. (ii) the periodic Anderson model. We study the
PAM, Eq. (5), in its particle-hole symmetric (f = 0)
48
variant with local hybridization, Vk = V :
H =
∑
kσ
kc
†
kσckσ+V
∑
kσ
(c†kσfkσ+f
†
kσckσ)+U
∑
i
nfiσn
f
i−σ
(10)
on the 3d cubic lattice, k = −2t
∑3
i=1 cos(kia), at half-
filling. The non-interacting dispersion and density of
states are displayed in Fig. (27)(a-b, left), for a choice of
47 See, e.g., Refs. [379, 380] for related two-band Hubbard models
that explore topological effects via the inclusion of effective spin-
orbit couplings.
48 For the interesting physics of incoherence in the asymmetric PAM
see, e.g., Ref. [381].
parameters as indicated in the caption. While the bare
direct gap is given by ∆0dir = 2V , the bare indirect gap
is much smaller, ∆0indir =
√
D2 − 4V 2 −D, with D = 6t
the half-bandwidth of the (unhybridized) c-electrons.
Note that the orbitally resolved DOS of the above
defined Hubbard (periodic Anderson) model neatly
captures the qualitative aspects of the gap in FeSi
(Ce3Bi4Pt3). As in Ce3Bi4Pt3, both, valence and con-
duction states in the PAM are dominated by the f -
contribution. In the 2-band Hubbard model, valence and
conduction bands are instead of different orbital charac-
ter, akin to FeSi—compare Fig. (27)(a) to Fig. (26) (a,b).
2. Dynamical mean-field theory results.
We solve both models within DMFT, using the
w2dynamics package[382]. Here, we do not allow for
any long-range order, and leave the study of ordered
phase for future work. As a proxy for the experimental
crossover in the spin response, we consider the maximum,
Tmaxχ , in the local (DMFT) susceptibility χ
ω=0
loc (T ) =
g2
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
LL′
〈
SLz (τ)S
L′
z (0)
〉
49. We limit the sum over
49 In the PAM the uniform and the local magnetic susceptibility
practically coincide down to Tmaxχ [330]. For a discussion of local
vs. uniform susceptibility for the Hubbard model, see Section
(II C) and Section (II D 1).
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periodic Anderson model 2-band Hubbard model
(a) Non-interacting band-structure. dispersion along the diagonal (k, k, k)-direction. Insets show a zoom to a low-energy
window [−150 : 150]meV.
(b) density of states.
FIG. 27. Non-interacting electronic structure of the models Eq. (9), Eq. (10). Shown are (a) the dispersions and (b)
the DOS of the 2-band Hubbard model (right), Eq. (9), and the periodic Anderson model (left), Eq. (10), in the non-interacting
limit (U = 0). Hubbard model: t = V = 0.25eV (η = 1), ∆0dir = 50meV. PAM: t = 0.25eV, V = 0.3eV. The Fermi level
corresponds to zero energy.
indices L, L′ to correlated orbitals and use g = 2. Fig.
(28) displays (a) Tmaxχ and (b) χ(T
max
χ ) as a function
of the Hubbard U interaction for the PAM (left) and
the Hubbard model (right), for different values of the
bare gap ∆0. For both models, Tmaxχ quickly becomes
inaccessibly high to experiments as the gap size grows.
This rationalizes, why enhanced susceptibilities cannot
be seen in experiments for, e.g., FeAs2 (∆FeAs2 ∼ 200meV ∆FeSb2 ∼ 30meV).
As to the influence of an increased Hubbard U onto the
crossover temperature, it grows slightly for the Hubbard
model, while it decreases strongly for the PAM. In the
Hubbard model, also the peak values of the susceptibil-
ity are quite insensitive to the Hubbard U , as well as to
the gap size. In the PAM, on the other hand, χ(Tmaxχ )
strongly depends on both U and ∆0indir. This finding is
congruent with the observation that the physics of Kondo
insulators is more sensitive to external pressures than
that of correlated narrow-gap semiconductors (see Fig.
(7)). Further, as was the case in the comparison between
FeSi and Ce3Bi4Pt3 in Fig. (4)(b), the susceptibility of
the f -levels of the PAM is much larger than for the Hub-
bard model. Note, however, the propensity of correlated
narrow-gap semiconductors to exhibit ferromagnetic fluc-
tuations rather than local-moment behaviour implying a
uniform susceptibility larger than the local one (see, e.g.,
the discussion in Section (II D 1)).
For the case of FeSi, realistic many-body
calculations[262] evidenced, as discussed in Section
(II D 2), a strong dependence of the effective mass and
the lifetime of excitations on the Hund’s rule coupling
J . Here we study—in the Hubbard model context—the
dependence of the magnetic response on J . As displayed
in Fig. (29), both the crossover temperature Tmaxχ and
the peak value of the (local) susceptibility strongly
depend on the Hund’s coupling. Indeed the sensitivity
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periodic Anderson model 2-band Hubbard model
(a) dependence of Tmaxχ on the Hubbard U .
(b) dependence of χ(Tmaxχ ) on the Hubbard U .
FIG. 28. Dependence of magnetic fluctuations on the (bare) gap ∆0 and the strength of interactions U . Tmaxχ
and χ(Tmaxχ ) for the periodic Anderson model (left) and the 2-band Hubbard model (right). In all cases t = 0.25eV. Results
for the 2-band Hubbard model use a Hund’s coupling J = 0.
FIG. 29. Impact of the Hund’s rule coupling J on the magnetic response of the 2-band Hubbard model Eq. (9).
t = 0.25eV and U = 2eV.
on J is notably more pronounced than the dependence
on U (see above). The role of the Hund’s coupling is
to strongly enhance the susceptibility and to push the
Curie-Weiss-like decay to much lower temperatures.
This tendency explains that while strong signatures
of correlation effects are visible in the 3d-compound
FeSi, the 4d-compounds RuSi and RuSb2 with their
much smaller Hund’s rule J (see table (III)), exhibit
neither enhanced paramagnetism, nor Curie-Weiss-like
behaviour.
Interestingly, in the Hubbard model, the magnitude
(but not the crossover temperature) depends strongly on
the strength of the hybridization: For a constant gap
∆0 = δ ·η/
√
1 + η2, χ(Tmaxχ ) is larger for smaller η (and
thus larger δ), i.e., for weaker (and less dispersive) hy-
bridizations. This is congruent with the observation that
χloc is much larger in the case of the PAM than for the
2-band Hubbard model.
In all, strong signatures of correlation effects in
the magnetic response of narrow-gap semiconductors is
favoured by a small gap, weak hybridizations, and a large
Hund’s rule coupling. These prerequisites may explain
why the discussed anomalous paramagnetic response is
relatively rare. Indeed, contrary to, e.g., ubiquitous mass
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FIG. 30. Temperature dependence of Raman/optical
linewidths. The symbols indicate the linewidth of the “E”
mode (at ∼ 22meV) for FeSi and CoSi and the damping of
the infrared B1u mode (at ∼ 24meV) of FeSb2; note that
10cm−1 ≈ 1.2meV. From Racu et al. [383].
enhancements, the occurrence of Curie-Weiss-like suscep-
tibilities in 3d-electron based semiconductors has so far
only been established for FeSi, FeSb2, and CrSb2.
G. Electron-lattice effects
The realistic many-body calculations reviewed in the
preceding sections were based on the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, i.e., there was no interplay between elec-
tronic and phononic degrees of freedom. Computations
were even done for a fixed, temperature-independent lat-
tice constant. Given the sensitivity of correlated mate-
rials to minute changes in conditions, accounting for the
volume expansion in FeSi [276] might have noticeable re-
sults. In fact, its omission was blamed for slight discrep-
ancies between the experimental and theoretical optical
conductivity (see Section (II D 1)). This section is de-
voted to such electron-lattice effects: We will review ex-
perimental evidence for large electron-phonon couplings
in FeSi and FeSb2, discuss proposals for the consequences
thereof for the electronic and phononic subsystems, as
well as parse related ab initio calculations. The influence
of phonons onto the thermopower via the phonon-drag
effect will be discussed in Section (III C) for the case of
FeSb2. Let us also note in passing that phononic prop-
erties in their own right are quite interesting for some of
the systems considered here[384].
1. Thermal conductivity.
Let us briefly discuss the thermal conductivity κ of
FeSi[17, 132, 385, 386] and FeSb2[23, 24, 387, 388], both
of which—according to a Wiedemann-Franz analysis—
are dominated by the lattice contribution for all mea-
FIG. 31. Phonon density of states. The phonon DOS for
FeSi and CoSi were extracted from inelastic neutron spectra
on powder samples. Note the large softening of phonons in
FeSi. From Delaire et al. [394].
sured temperatures (T < 300K). Interestingly, ab ini-
tio lattice dynamics calculations of the stoichiometric
materials largely overestimate the thermal conductivity
for, both, FeSb2[389] and FeSi, while simulations for
semimetallic CoSi[390] compare well to experiments[390,
391]. Even more striking is the observation that in
FeSi the thermal conductivity is larger in polycrystalline
samples than for single crystals by a factor of two be-
low 100K. This is rather counter-intuitive, considering
that boundary scattering is expected to suppress phonon-
driven heat-conduction. Finding smaller carrier densi-
ties in polycrystalline samples, Sales et al. [17] suggested
that strong electron-phonon scattering is at the origin
of the suppression of thermal conduction in single crys-
tals. In the case of FeSb2, the behaviour is more conven-
tional with thermal conduction significantly increasing
for larger granularities[392, 393] or sample sizes[27], see
also Fig. (42).
2. Phonon structure and electron-phonon coupling.
Some lattice properties such as the bulk modulus have
already been discussed in conjunction with failures of
band-theory for FeSi in Section (II B 1 b). In that com-
pound, unusual behaviour is also seen in other static lat-
tice properties, such as elastic constants that exhibit an
anomalous softening above ∼ 100K[395].
We now turn to dynamical lattice properties. Individ-
ual phonon modes can be studied by Raman and infrared
spectroscopy. Results for FeSi[16, 69, 383, 396–398] and
FeSb2[383] indicate a notable softening of phonon modes
and a strongly increasing phonon-linewidth (shown in
Fig. (30)) upon heating above ∼ 100K. These effects
were interpreted as arising—via the electron-phonon
coupling—from the metallization of FeSi above ∼ 100K.
This crossover provides for electron-phonon scattering
events—absent in an insulator—and reduce the lifetime
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of phonons. An analysis of the phonon lineshapes in
Raman spectra by Racu et al. [397] indeed pinpointed
electron-phonon and not phonon-phonon interactions to
be at the origin of the temperature-induced broadening.
The phonon density of states can be accessed from
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and nuclear resonant
inelastic scattering (NRIS) experiments. In a seminal
work[394], Delaire et al. presented a comprehensive INS
study for FeSi in comparison to CoSi: They found that
the phonon softening in the metallic CoSi, which is of
moderate 4% (in the range of 10-750K), can be fully ac-
counted for by the temperature-induced volume expan-
sion. Indeed, using experimental thermal expansion data,
the experimental softening is congruent with computa-
tions in the quasi-harmonic approximation, and more
sophisticated ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
give similar results. In the case of FeSi, an inspection
of the thermal expansion would suggest a phonon soft-
ening of a magnitude, 5%, comparable to CoSi. Instead,
Delaire et al.[394] found in FeSi a softening three times
as large: 14%. At low temperatures, the phonon dis-
persions of FeSi are in reasonable agreement with DFT
calculations [17, 394]. Above ∼ 100K, molecular dynam-
ics simulations still give a good description, while the
quasi-harmonic approximation now fails to account for
the observed softening of phononic dispersions, strongly
suggesting a mechanism linked to the electronic degrees
of freedom.
Parshin et al. [399] used the NRIS technique and re-
solved the fine structure of the partial phonon DOS asso-
ciated with the vibration of iron atoms. Moreover, they
were able to extract phonon linewidths: Congruent with
the Raman and optical spectroscopy, these increase no-
tably above 150K.
The empirical connection between phonon energies and
temperature-induced changes in the electronic dispersion
has been illustrated by Delaire et al., see Fig. (32):
1. If there is no notable rearrangement of the elec-
tronic density of states at the Fermi level, phonon
energies are modified only through the thermal vol-
ume expansion, and the quasi-harmonic (QH) ap-
proximation captures the associated mode soften-
ing.
2. If the system evolves from a gapped electronic
spectrum at low temperature to a state with fi-
nite weight at the Fermi level at high T , an
anomalous softening beyond the QH approxima-
tion occurs, in conjunction with a broadening
of phonon linewidths. The former is caused
by electronic screening of inter-atomic poten-
tials, while the latter originates from electron-
phonon scattering. This behaviour is seen in
FeSi (see above) and FeSb2[400], as well as
Nb3Sn where the low-temperature gap is owing to
superconductivity[401]. Similar effects are also seen
when metallizing FeSi through doping[402].
3. Conversely, if the electronic density at the Fermi
level decreases with temperature, e.g., as a conse-
quence of a (heavy) Fermi liquid losing coherence, a
stiffening of phonons is expected as force constants
get unscreened. This phenomenon was indeed ob-
served in V-based A15 compounds [403], as well as
bcc V-based alloys[404].
3. Influence of vibrations onto the electronic structure.
While these scenarios suggest a large influence of the
electronic structure onto the phonons, lattice vibrations
may conversely modify the electronic structure. Indeed,
via the electron-phonon coupling, the thermal activa-
tion of phonons provides scattering channels that may
decrease the lifetime of electronic excitations. Given
that FeSi metallizes through the occurrence of incoherent
spectral weight at the Fermi level, lattice vibrations can
at least accelerate the crossover to the metallic state.
Looking at the literature of FeSi, the interplay of elec-
trons and phonons could be interpreted as a chicken-and-
egg questions: Does the phonon system merely react to
the (correlation-induced) evolution of the electronic and
magnetic degrees of freedom, or are lattice vibrations
themselves a major driver of the metallization? Both
standpoints have been forwarded on the basis of experi-
mental and theoretical studies:
a. Thermal disorder. Jarlborg [260, 405–407] pio-
neered the view that lattice properties are predominantly
responsible for the insulator-to-metal crossover in FeSi.50
Using a static supercell approach with a Gaussian dis-
tribution of atomic displacements, he evidenced a gap
closure at around 300K, found an increasing magnetic
susceptibility of reasonable magnitude (at least when in-
cluding exchange enhancement factors of 3.5-6), a sensi-
ble specific heat, as well as spectral weight transfers in
the optical conductivity over a range of more than 3.5eV.
This thermal disorder picture was later supported by the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Delaire et al.
[394]. Moreover, investigating the effect of thermal dis-
order on inter-atomic force constants, Stern and Madsen
[278] concluded that thermal disorder in conjunction with
the thermal expansion can explain most of the anomalous
softening of acoustic phonon branches.
A few comments are in order: (i) in the MD
calculations[394] FeSi metallizes only for temperatures
reaching the order of kBT ≈ ∆DFT /2, congruent with
the mean-square average of atomic displacements being
controlled by kBT . Experimentally, FeSi already metal-
lizes for temperatures corresponding to a much smaller
fraction of the gap. (ii) the thermal disorder induces
changes in the electronic structure on all energy scales,
50 The metallization of a Kondo insulator via the electron-phonon
coupling was studied theoretically e.g., in the Holstein-Kondo
lattice model by Nourafkan and Nafari[408].
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FIG. 32. Impact of changes in the electronic struc-
ture onto phonon dispersions. On the left three possible
situations for temperature-induced changes in the electronic
structure are shown: (A) no notable changes between low and
high temperatures, (B) crossover from a narrow-gap semicon-
ductor at low temperature to a metallic state at high temper-
ature, (C) a crossover from a coherent metal to an incoherent
metal with rising temperature. On the right are shown the
expected implications for the phonon dispersions in the pres-
ence of electron-phonon coupling: (A) the softening of modes
is governed by thermal expansion of the lattice and is well
described by the quasi-harmonic (QH) approximation. (B)
the increased coupling between electrons and phonons induces
an anomalous softening, (C) the decreased coupling between
electrons and phonons leads to a hardening of modes. From
Delaire et al. [394].
explaining why, in this scenario, optical weight is redis-
tributed over large energy scales. However, the optical
spectral weight redistribution ∆n (cf. Section (II D 1))
is, in the thermal disorder picture, a monotonously in-
creasing function of energy up to 3.5eV[406], contrary to
experimental findings (cf. Fig. (19)).51 (iii) the thermal
disorder picture is unlikely to explain the occurrence of
the Curie-Weiss-like decay in the magnetic susceptibility
at high temperatures.
b. Magneto-elastic coupling. An interesting pro-
posal comes from Krannich et al. [345]: Using inelas-
tic neutron and neutron resonant spin-echo spectroscopy,
the authors evidence that in FeSi the relative change
with temperature of both the phonon linewidth and the
phonon intensity neatly tracks the relative evolution of
3kBT · χ(T ), with χ(T ) being the uniform magnetic sus-
ceptibility. The latter can be interpreted—in a local mo-
ment picture—as the square of an effective fluctuating
magnetic moment µeff (T ) (cf. the discussion in Section
51 See also Ref. [155] for a system with large electron-phonon cou-
pling, where optical spectral weight transfers have been quanti-
tatively described without accounting for thermal disorder.
(I B 2 a) and Section (II A 0 b)). This empirical observa-
tion strongly suggests a direct link between the emer-
gence of (ferro)magnetic fluctuations and the phonon
self-energy.52 Using density functional perturbation the-
ory in conjunction with a phenomenological broadening
of the electronic DOS to mimic an incoherence-driven
metallization the authors computed phonon linewidths.
Finding a significantly too small scattering rates (1meV
vs. the experimental 3-5meV), they concluded that a
metallization in the absence of magnetic fluctuations can-
not account for the observed phonon line-broadening. As
far as the phonon energies are concerned, Krannich et
al. [345] found that the softening (of phonons at the R
point in the phonon Brillouin zone) can be grouped into
three temperature regimes: (i) at low temperatures the
quasi-harmonic approximation applies, (ii) above 100K
a regime of substantially increased softening occurs, (iii)
above 300K the softening resumes a rate similar to regime
(i). This behaviour is shown schematically in Fig. (32)
(B, right) and suggestively coincides with the insulat-
ing, crossover, and metallic regime witnessed in spec-
troscopies probing charge degrees of freedom as well as
transport properties.
c. The phonon spectator picture. Parshin et al. [411,
412] performed nuclear inelastic scattering experiments
of FeSi as a function of temperature and under pressure.
The rational behind this experiment is to disentangle the
effects of (i) an increasing amplitude of atomic vibrations
with raising temperature from (ii) the thermally induced
volume expansion. Loosely speaking, pressure is used to
reduce the volume to a value that is otherwise realized
at lower temperatures.
As previously evidenced [412] the lowest peak in the
phonon DOS has a sudden increase when heating above
Tc ∼ 180K. Parshin et al. interpret Tc as the critical
temperature of the electronic subsystem, i.e., the char-
acteristic scale for which the metallization occurs. Ap-
plying pressure to FeSi at room temperature, a phonon
DOS comparable to that at Tc ∼ 180K (and ambient
pressure) is obtained at Pc ∼ 2GPa[411]. Comparing the
two cases—(i) T = 180K, P ∼ 0GPa and (ii) T = 300K,
P ∼ 2GPa—the crucial observation is that what is sim-
ilar at both conditions is the unit-cell volume, while
the mean-square amplitude of atomic vibrations, 〈u〉, is
largely different. This finding has led Parshin et al. to
dismiss the thermal disorder picture (which is driven by
〈u〉) and to assign the change in unit-cell volume (in-
stead of the phonons) as the dominant lattice contribu-
tion to the insulator-to-metal crossover in FeSi. In that
sense, the influence of the lattice is a static one, while
52 Note that also in the Kondo insulator YbB12 a coupling be-
tween magnetic and phononic properties was suggested[409, 410]:
While no perceptible phonon softening occurs above the system’s
coherence temperature T ∗ ≈ 50K, the phonon intensity of modes
(whose symmetry is thought to be commensurate with that of rel-
evant magnetic excitations[410]) significantly drops around T ∗.
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phonons are mere spectators, not actors, to the met-
allization crossover. It should be noted, however, that
the electronic degrees of freedom in the cases (i) and (ii)
are not quite identical: While pressure reduces the mag-
netic susceptibility, it is unlikely that the value of χ at
T = 180K and ambient pressure is reached by apply-
ing 2GPa at T = 300K[173]. Moreover, while pressure
increases the gap in activation-law fits[172, 175], pres-
sure does not undo the effects of increasing temperature
from 180 to 300K in the resistivity[175]. Also, it should
be noted that from the electronic point of view (see the
optical conductivity in Fig. (5)(b)), as well as the Ra-
man linewidth (see Fig. (30)), the reference temperature
TC = 180K is already far above the metallization thresh-
old.
d. Synthesis. In most of this chapter we have de-
scribed theories that focus on the aspect of electronic
correlation effects to describe the anomalous electronic,
optical and magnetic properties of certain narrow-gap
semiconductors. In this section we have instead reviewed
experimental evidence, as well as some theoretical inves-
tigations that point to strong signatures of the electronic
crossover in the phonon subsystem. To which degree the
changes in the lattice degrees of freedom are a conse-
quence of the electronic crossover, or vice versa, is an
unresolved issue. It is the author’s opinion that effects
of electronic correlations and the electron-phonon cou-
pling, to an extent, conspire in causing the insulator-to-
metal crossover. Yet, the anomalous magnetic behaviour
in FeSi and related systems may signal that the prevailing
role is played by electronic correlation effects. A full de-
scription of the coupled electron-phonon system is, how-
ever, still lacking. Indeed the interplay of electronic cor-
relations and lattice degrees of freedom beyond the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation is a challenging avenue for
future research.
Theories of correlated narrow-gap semicon-
ductors: key points
• signatures of correlation effects in diverse ob-
servables can be quantitatively captured with
realistic many-body simulations.
• insulator-to-metal crossovers are linked to in-
coherence induced by (ferromagnetic) spin fluc-
tuations.
• lifetimes and effective masses in d-electron-
based insulators are propelled by Hund’s
physics.
• Kondo-insulating (covalent) behaviour can co-
exist with the suppression of quantum fluctua-
tions by local crystal-field (ionic) physics. In-
deed, we propose an orbital-selective Kondo in-
sulator scenario for FeSi.
• important interplay of electronic and lattice
degrees of freedom.
III. THERMOELECTRICITY
The topic of this chapter is thermoelectricity in cor-
related narrow-gap semiconductors. We begin Section
(III A) with a brief general introduction into the field
of thermoelectrics: We introduce relevant quantities,
and review in Section (III A 1) current efforts to im-
prove thermoelectric performance. More details can be
found in excellent books, e.g., Refs. [413, 414], or re-
view articles[415–421]. section (III A 2) then gives an
overview over potential impacts of electronic correlations
onto thermoelectricity. To explore the effects of simple
many-body renormalizations onto the thermopower of a
semiconductors, Section (III A 3) discusses an instructive
analytical model. As a by product of the latter, it is reca-
pitulated that the thermopower owing to electronic dif-
fusion has an upper bound in a coherent semiconductor.
Including effects of incoherence—ubiquitous in correlated
materials—is shown to dramatically change transport
properties, to the effect that semi-classical Boltzmann
approaches fail to describe them, as discussed in Section
(III A 4).
This prelude sets the stage for the discussion of ther-
moelectric effects in the material classes that are the sub-
ject of this review. As in the previous chapters, we shall
pick representative materials for each class and review
experimental findings and theoretical efforts to describe
them. Each subsection will discuss and highlight differ-
ent aspects of electronic correlations and their impact on
thermoelectricity:
• Silicides, Section (III B): effects of incoherence
and effective masses onto the thermopower.
• Marcasites, Section (III C): limits of a purely
electronic picture of thermoelectricity, the
phonon-drag effect, couplings of phonons to
charge carriers with large effective masses.
• Skutterudites, Section (III D): large conse-
quences of unreliable electronic structure cal-
culations.
• Heuslers, Section (III E): materials on the
verge of thermoelectric particle-hole symmetry,
impact of defects and disorder.
Besides the materials discussed here, there are nu-
merous other classes of compounds that are of inter-
est from the thermoelectric point of view, while at the
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same time probably hosting at least moderate correlation
effects. Among these materials are half-Heuslers[422],
other 4d transition-metal intermetallics, pnictides, and
chalcogenides[423] not covered here, complex oxides, sul-
fides, and selenides[424].
A. General considerations
Thermoelectricity is the effect of a voltage drop ∆V
occurring across a sample that is subjected to a tem-
perature gradient ∆T—or vice versa. The most com-
mon mechanism of thermoelectricity is the net diffusion
of electrons (or holes) from the hot toward the cold re-
gions of the sample. The displaced charges build up
an electrical field that counteracts the diffusion, which
defines, at equilibrium, the Seebeck coefficient S =
∆V/∆T , also known as the thermopower. The mate-
rials’ properties that govern the efficiency of a thermo-
electric conversion process—leading to electricity genera-
tion, or refrigeration—can be gathered into the so-called
dimensionless figure of merit ZT = S2σT/κ. Besides
the thermopower S, relevant quantities are the conduc-
tivity σ = 1/ρ and the thermal conductivity κ.53 As a
rough guide, ZT needs to be above unity—roughly cor-
responding to a conversion efficiency of 10-15% at high
temperatures—to be of any technological interest. The
combination S2σ that enters ZT is referred to as the
power factor. It is apparent that an optimization of
the latter requires satisfying conflicting demands. This
dilemma is illustrated in Fig. (33) where we display the
typical dependency of relevant quantities on the carrier
concentration: The thermopower is typically large in in-
sulators (S ∝ ∆/T with the gap ∆, see also below, Eq.
(17)) and small in metals (where, at low T, S ∝ T ).
The conductivity, on the other hand, is large in metals
and exponentially suppressed in insulators. Hence, the
power factor S2σ is largest in between, at densities cor-
responding to degenerate semiconductors. The thermal
conductivity, κ = κe + κph, consists of an electronic and
a phononic part. While in metals the electronic contribu-
tion is preponderant, in the doped semiconductor regime
the lattice contribution by far dominates the detrimental
thermal conduction and severely limits ZT .
The conductivity and the thermopower can be ex-
pressed, e.g., in the Kubo linear response formalism. One
finds[274, 426–428]
Sαβ = −kB|e|
A1
A0
, σαβ =
2pie2
~
A0 (11)
53 The minimal realization of an actual thermoelectric device con-
sists of a thermocouple made of two materials. Then the overall
figure of merit becomes ZT¯ =
(S1−S2)2T¯
(
√
ρ1κ1+
√
ρ2κ2)
2 for the average
temperature T¯ [425]. Nonetheless, an individual material’s ZT
still gives a good indication as to its potential thermoelectric
performance.
FIG. 33. Optimizing thermoelectric performance.
Shown is the typical carrier -density dependence of quantities
relevant for thermoelectric devices at a given temperature:
the conductivity σ, the thermopower S, the powerfactor S2σ,
the thermal conductivity κ, and the thermoelectric figure of
merit ZT .
where54 the response functions are
An =
∫
dωβn(ω−µ)n
(
−∂f
∂ω
)∑
k
Tr
[
vαkAk(ω)v
β
kAk(ω)
]
(12)
Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, β = 1/(kBT ) the
inverse temperature, f(ω) the Fermi function, and µ the
chemical potential. The trace goes over orbital indices
L and the Fermi velocities, vαk , and the spectral func-
tions, Ak(ω), are matrices in orbital space. Further, v
α
k
has an orientational α-dependence, which turns both σ
and S into tensors, whose elements depend on the Carte-
sian directions α, β of the temperature gradient and the
electrical field, respectively.
1. Optimizing thermoelectric performance.
To increase thermoelectric efficiencies two main av-
enues are currently pursued[429–432]:55
a. Phonon engineering. Following the “phonon-
glass, electron crystal” paradigm[435], the dominant
lattice thermal conduction is sought to be limited
by disordered unit-cells[430], structuring samples on
the nano[415, 429] and the mesoscale[436], introduc-
ing geometric constraints via superlattices [437–440] or
nanowires[441, 442], or including loosely bound “rat-
tling” atoms/modes[443–447]. The global rationale is
to introduce phonon scattering channels on length scales
54 if neglecting electron-hole interactions, so-called vertex-
corrections.
55 For interesting proposals that are beyond this classification see,
e.g., the recent Refs. [433, 434].
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that are long compared to the electronic mean-free path.
Therewith, while reducing detrimental thermal conduc-
tion, the electronic powerfactor ideally is unhampered.
This strategy of phonon engineering is bounded by the
physics of the amorphous limit, yet it has led to signifi-
cant progress, yielding ZT values in excess of 2. A further
route to reduce κ are enhanced phonon-phonon scatter-
ings owing to anharmonicities[448, 449] linked to, e.g.,
ferroelectric lattice instabilities[450–453].
b. Band engineering. The second major strategy is
the enhancement of the power factor, i.e., an optimiza-
tion of the electronic degrees of freedom.56 Besides reach-
ing an optimal compromise between the thermopower
and the conductivity (see Fig. (33)), the crucial observa-
tion is that the thermopower (somewhat akin to the Hall
coefficient) is sensitive to the type of charge carriers. In-
deed S vanishes for particle-hole symmetric systems and
increases the more asymmetric the electronic spectrum
is. A large particle-hole asymmetry can be achieved by
a variety of mechanisms, e.g.,
• impurity levels that introduce sharp (=high-mass)
density-of-states peaks on one side of the Fermi
level[456, 457].
• band convergence, i.e., a high degeneracy of selec-
tive excitations [42, 458–460].
• low-dimensional bands in three-dimensional
crystals[461, 462] that lead to large effective
masses. This paradigm achieves the ideas of
Hicks and Dresselhaus[463] without the need
for electronic confinement via quantum-well
structures.
• “pudding mold” band-structures as proposed by
Kuroki and Arita [464] (see also Refs. [465, 466]).
Here, the thermopower is enhanced by a large
particle-hole asymmetry in the Fermi velocities.
The first three points advocate a large asymmetry of
the excitation spectrum Ak(ω), while the latter empha-
sizes the role of transition matrix elements vk. In the
simplest picture there is, however, a compensation be-
tween the spectral and the velocity route towards large
S2σ: Commonly the Fermi velocity is approximated by
the group velocity, v(k) = 1/~∂k(k)57. Then it is appar-
ent that flat bands, that create sharp spectral features,
have a small velocity (at least in some direction), which
in turn hampers the response functions (in that direc-
tion).58
56 See, however, Section (III C) and e.g., Refs. [454, 455] for a
phonon-mediated contribution to the thermopower.
57 this is known as the Peierls approximation, see, e.g., Refs. [155,
467].
58 As a nice illustration let us mention the red pigments α-HgS
(vermillion) and CeSF. While the good absorption properties of
The above mechanisms have been evidenced and/or
studied for current state-of-the-art thermoelectrics, all
of which are doped intermetallic narrow-gap semicon-
ductors, such as Pb(Se,Te), Sn(Se,Te), and Bi2Te3.
These materials combine good powerfactors S2σ with
reasonably low thermal conductivities κ to reach a
favourable thermoelectric conversion efficiency. More-
over, the intrinsically low thermal conduction in, e.g.,
lead telluride[450] alloys[468] could be combined with
the above mentioned band-convergence [458], mesoscale
phonon engineering [436], as well as with impurity states
[456].
2. Electronic correlations and thermoelectricity: friends or
foes?
The propensity of correlated materials to exhibit
large response functions begs the question whether elec-
tronic correlation effects could provide means to im-
prove upon the conventional thermoelectric materials
just mentioned—all of which are uncorrelated narrow-gap
semiconductors. Several scenarios suggest an affirmative
answer[413, 424]:
On a model level [426, 428, 469–472], as well as for re-
alistic calculations of metallic compounds[473–476], cor-
relation effects were shown to enhance the thermopower.
In fact, the low-temperature thermopower in correlated
metals is boosted by 1/Z, with the quasi-particle weight
Z < 1[477]. However, since the conductivity scales with
Z2[274], the powerfactor is actually independent of Z.59
Noting that the thermopower is a measure for the en-
tropy per carrier[425, 426, 471, 476, 478, 479], there are
further sources of a large thermoelectric response: In-
deed, in the limit of large temperatures, the thermopower
is entirely determined by the number of possible mi-
crostates (degeneracy) g,
S
T→∞−−−−→ 1
e
(
∂s
∂N
)
E,V
= −kB|e|
∂ log g
∂N
(13)
where s is the entropy of the system, N the number of
particles, and E and V indicate that the derivative is
taken at constant energy and volume. Eq. (13) is called
Heikes formula [480]. In correlated materials, the degen-
eracy is enhanced by the typically large number of spin-
and orbital degrees of freedom. In fact, the large ther-
mopower in cobaltates has been proposed to originate
from such entropic contributions[481, 482]. Heikes-type
formulae were demonstrated to also hold for other oxides
[483].
the former owe to transitions of large amplitude between disper-
sive bands, in the latter relevant transitions have low transition
matrix elements but large non-dispersive spectral weight to tran-
sition into[6].
59 In fact, this is different from the semi-classical picture, where
σ ∝ m∗−1, i.e., σ ∝ Z for a momentum-independent self-energy.
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Large effects of entropy are also expected near phase
transitions. Indeed, large thermopower enhancements
have been evidenced near structural instabilities. The
prime example is copper selenide, Cu2Se, a com-
pound whose transition from a low-temperature semi-
conducting α-phase to a superionic β-phase is accom-
panied by a lambda-shaped thermopower anomaly [484,
485]. Similar effects have been evidenced also in other
semiconductors with mixed ionic and electronic conduc-
tion, e.g., Ag10Te4Br3[486] or AgCuS [487], where struc-
tural phase transitions induce sudden changes in the
ionic mobility. In this context let us highlight the re-
cent work of Sun et al. [433], who evidenced that a large
temperature-dependence in electronic mobilities induces
pronounced features in the thermopower as well as in the
Nernst coefficient. A strong variation of the electronic
mobility could be engineered by fabricating a junction
between materials of vastly different mobilities. Large
mobility gradients could, however, also be realized in
individual correlated materials in the vicinity of order-
ing instabilities, metal-insulator transitions or other phe-
nomena that cause abrupt changes in electronic relax-
ation rates. This mechanism of mobility gradients was
suggested to be active for Ni-doped skutterudite CoSb3
[433] (cf. Section (III D)), as well as heavy-fermion com-
pounds such as CeRu2Al10[433] and CeCu2Si2[320]. Also
the recent observation of colossal thermopower anomalies
in doped double perovskites[488] could be interpreted in
this vein. Whether critical phenomena in the multifari-
ous structural, magnetic, and electronic phase transitions
in correlated materials may lead more generally to useful
behaviours in the thermopower is yet an open question.
Further, large thermopowers occur when the excitation
spectrum is strongly peaked. Indeed as suggested by Ma-
han and Sofo [489], “the best thermoelectric” has a very
narrow peak within a couple of kBT around the Fermi
level. Besides the paths of band-structure engineering on
the one-particle level mentioned above, weakly disper-
sive, narrow features can be generated by many-body
enhancements of effective masses. Particle-hole selec-
tive renormalizations can moreover result in an increased
asymmetry, benefiting thermoelectricity, as suggested by
Haule and Kotliar [474]. See, e.g., table (15) for the no-
table particle-hole asymmetric scattering rate in FeSb2
and FeAs2.
Many correlated narrow-gap semiconductors do indeed
exhibit large thermoelectric effects: FeSi, FeSb2, CrSb2,
and Fe2VAl all have intrinsically large thermopowers and
powerfactors (see table (I)). Yet, being insulators, this
large response occurs at rather low temperatures (cf. the
next section). The same applies to Kondo insulators,
(cf. Section (I B)). Although the undoped materials are
hence unsuited for standard thermoelectric applications,
such as waste-heat recovery at elevated temperatures or
Peltier refrigeration down from ambient conditions, they
do have potential for cooling applications or sensors at
cryogenic temperatures[111], and could significantly re-
duce the need for liquid helium. The figure of merit of
correlated narrow-gap semiconductors and Kondo insu-
lators, are however minuscules, because of their strong
lattice thermal conductivity. To address this issue, it has
been suggested[490] to combine the aspect of correlation
effects with that of geometric constraints mentioned ear-
lier.
Conventional thermoelectrics are degenerate narrow-
gap semiconductors. For correlated narrow-gap semicon-
ductors, however, doping typically does not help achiev-
ing high powerfactors at larger, more generally useful
temperatures (see however sections III D, III E). A likely
reason for this drawback are the reduced electronic life-
times that accompany the beneficial mass enhancements.
In fact, the scattering rate Γ = −=Σ(ω = 0) is often not
small compared to the gap, Γ/∆ ∼ 1. Ss discussed in
Section (II D 1) for FeSi, this leads to an incoherence-
induced metallization at intermediate temperatures, and
doping yields a full metal rather than a degenerate semi-
conductors.
3. Limits of a purely electronic picture of thermoelectricity.
We find it instructive to discuss here a simple analyt-
ical model[274] of a correlated but coherent narrow-gap
semiconductor. By this we mean a system in which effec-
tive masses are renormalized and quasi-particle weights
reduced, while excitations remain coherent (scattering
rate Γ  1). The model serves several purposes: (i)
it provides a minimal understanding of the coherent low-
temperature regimes of systems such as FeSi, (ii) it shows
the limits of applicability of band-like transport calcu-
lations, and (iii) it establishes an upper bound for the
purely electronic thermopower in insulators.
Our starting point is Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). We
consider a half-filled system of two bands, whose non-
interacting dispersions are electron gas-like (quadratic
in three dimensions), kc,v = ±∆0/2 ± ~
2k2
2m0c,v
, for
both (v)alence and (c)onduction states, and sepa-
rated by a crystal-field gap ∆0. Using the Peierls
approximation[155, 467] yields Fermi velocities vk =
1
~∂kk. Correlation effects shall be encoded in
a momentum-independent self-energy of the form
Σc,v(ω) = <Σv,c(0) + (1 − 1/Zc,v)ω − iΓc,v. Then the
interacting dispersions will be given by
ξkc,v = ±∆/2±
~2k2
2m∗c,v
(14)
where ∆ = Z∆0 is the renormalized charge gap,
m∗/m0 = 1/Z the effective mass of the carriers, and
the origin of the chemical potential is chosen as the mid-
gap point. Each excitation carries the reduced spectral
weight Zc,v, and has an inverse lifetime/scattering rate
Γc,v.
In the limit of a coherent system (Γ  1) and a large
gap (β |∆/2− µ|  1), Eq. (12) can be solved analyti-
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FIG. 34. Understanding the thermopower of large gap
coherent semi-conductors. Shown is the coefficient µ −
∆δλ/2 of the 1/T order of the thermopower of a coherent
semiconductor as a function of the chemical potential within
the gap, −∆/2 ≤ µ ≤ ∆/2, for different temperatures. The
coefficient vanishes in the particle-hole symmetric case (light
green) at µ = 0. Particle-hole asymmetry, here created by
different effective masses for valence m∗v and conduction m
∗
c
carriers, lead to enhanced thermopowers. Note that since
|δλ| ≤ 1 is bounded, the maximally possible thermopower is
|S| < ∆/(|e|T ) + 5/2kB , see Eq. (19).
cally to give
Ac/vn = (±1)n
3λ√
2pi5β3
e−β∆/2
{
[β(±µ−∆/2)]n − 5
2
n
}
(15)
where all carrier specific parameters have been collected
in
λc,v =
Z2
Γ
m
5/2
∗
m20
e±βµ (16)
Then, the thermopower acquires the form
S =
1
|e|T
(
µ− ∆
2
δλ
)
− 5
2
kB
|e| δλ (17)
where we have defined the asymmetry parameter δλ by
δλ =
λc − λv
λc + λv
(18)
which itself depends on T and µ. Hence, a large ther-
mopower is achieved by an interplay of the gap, ∆, the
chemical potential, µ, and the particle-hole asymmetry,
δλ. The latter is itself influenced by the bare masses
(m0c,v), the chemical potential (µ), and by the many-body
effects of encoded in mass enhancements (m∗c,v), scatter-
ing amplitudes (Γc,v), and quasiparticle weights (Zc,v).
a. Low-temperature behaviour. Let us have a look
at the typical behaviour at low temperatures, where in
systems such as FeSi or FeSb2, coherent transport is ex-
pected. In Fig. (34) we display the coefficient of the
1/(|e|T ) term, namely µ − ∆δλ/2, as a function of the
chemical potential inside the gap, −∆/2 ≤ µ ≤ ∆/2, for
different temperatures T .
In the particle-hole symmetric case, parameters for
the valence and the conduction band are equal, i.e.,
m∗c = m
∗
v, and the asymmetry parameter becomes δλ =
tanh(βµ). Then, the thermopower vanishes for all tem-
peratures, since µ = 0. However, small deviations from
particle-hole symmetry, that could, e.g., be caused by
impurity states pinning the chemical potential, can re-
sult in large thermopowers. In fact, the thermopower in
narrow-gap semiconductors is quite sensitive to defects
or off-stoichiometries, as also indicated by oftentimes no-
table sample dependencies (cf., e.g., sections III D and
III E).
Larger thermopowers are possible in case the electronic
structure is strongly particle-hole asymmetric. Fig. (34)
displays a case, where the effective mass of the conduc-
tion electrons is much higher than that of holes in the
valence band. Then, a large positive thermopower is at-
tainable. This situation is for example realized in FeSi.
Doping the system with electrons—i.e., moving µ to the
right in Fig. (34)—will drive the system through a sign
change in S, to realize a negative thermopower albeit of
smaller absolute magnitude. Experimentally this is seen,
e.g., for Co-doped FeSi, see Fig. (39). There, undoped
(x = 0, red) FeSi has a large positive thermopower at low
temperatures. Adding electrons (x = 0.05, blue) switches
the sign and yields an overall smaller S.
As seen in Fig. (36) and Fig. (39)(right), the ther-
mopower falls off quicker than 1/T above its peak value.
This is potentially indicative of a breakdown of the sim-
plifications made in the current, simple model. Most
notably, assuming the scattering rate to be vanishingly
small might no longer be a viable approximation. This
issue will be discussed more in the next Section (III A 4),
as well as for FeSi in Section (III B).
b. An upper bound for the diffusive thermopower in
semiconductors. Within the framework considered here,
the thermopower cannot be arbitrarily large. Indeed, the
asymmetry parameter in Eq. (18) is bounded: |δλ| ≤
1. With the further constraint of the chemical potential
remaining inside the gap, |µ| < ∆/2, the thermopower of
the coherent semiconductor thus obeys
|S(T )e| ≤ ∆/T + 5/2kB . (19)
In the coherent regime, correlation effects can hence
enhance the thermopower by selective renormalizations
(of, e.g., the effective mass). The fundamental limit Eq.
(19), which simply corresponds to fully eliminating ei-
ther the electron or hole contribution to thermoelectric
transport, can, however, not be surmounted. While de-
rived for a two-band model, also effects of degeneracies
cannot change this fact. Through similar considerations,
Goldschmid and Sharp[491] actually suggested that the
charge gap of an insulating system could be read off from
the peak value Smax = S(Tmax) of the thermopower for
which they assessed: Smax ≈ ∆/(2eTmax).
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In Section (III C) (see in particular Fig. (41)) we will
encounter systems that violate the upper bound Eq. (19).
As discussed there, it is believed that in these materials a
major part of the thermopower comes from the so-called
phonon-drag effect that allows to circumvent the bound
of the purely electronic thermopower considered here.
4. Electronic correlations: a challenge for ab initio
transport methodologies.
In currently used thermoelectric materials electronic
correlations do not play a significant role.60 This al-
lowed the successful use of band-structure methods to de-
scribe their electronic structure, and Boltzmann-derived
methodologies[492] to compute their transport proper-
ties. Applications of Boltzmann codes—such as those
of Refs. [493, 494]—are diverse and include theoreti-
cal studies of individual materials[495–497], theoretical
support for experimental studies[498, 499], and even
high-throughput studies for thermoelectrics[459, 500–
505]. These simulations indeed reach predictive charac-
ter: It was, e.g., suggested that PbSe could be a low-
cost alternative to the commonly used, but expensive
PbTe[506]. This proposal was supported by subsequent
experiments[507].
In materials with sizable electronic correlation effects,
however, both band-theory and the standard Boltzmann
approach become inaccurate. While we discussed the im-
plications of many-body effects onto the electronic struc-
ture in Section (II), we focus here on the challenges that
correlation effects pose for transport methodologies. For
this, we compare the Kubo approach (see Eq. (11)) with
the commonly used semi-classical Boltzmann approach
in the relaxation time approximation. The latter can
be obtained from the Kubo formalism in the limit of a
vanishing scattering rate, Γ −→ 0. Then, e.g., the con-
ductivity and the thermopower of Eq. (11) simplify to
σαβ =
e2
Γ
∑
kL
(
−∂f
∂ω
)
ω=kL
vαkLv
β
kL (20)
and
Sαβ =
e
T
∑
kL (kL − µ)
(
− ∂f∂ω
)
ω=kL
vαkLv
β
kL∑
kL
(
− ∂f∂ω
)
ω=kL
vαkLv
β
kL
(21)
where, for simplicity, we assumed a momentum- and
band-independent scattering rate ΓkL = Γ and have
omitted inter-band contributions. Then, the Boltzmann
thermopower becomes independent of the scattering rate
Γ.
60 This does not mean that all these materials are well-described
by DFT. Indeed band-gaps in the undoped parent compounds
are consistently underestimated.
As an illustration of the importance of finite lifetime
effects, we show in Fig. (35) a comparison for a generic
case of a renormalized narrow-gap semiconductor supple-
mented with a temperature-independent scattering rate.
At large temperature the Kubo and the Boltzmann ap-
proach yield similar resistivities, that follow activation
laws, characteristic of coherent insulators. However, al-
ready below 200-400K (for the given parameters), strong
deviations between the two approaches occur: While the
Boltzmann resistivities continue to grow exponentially,
the rise in the Kubo result slows down and ρ tends to
level off. Trends toward resistivity saturation are com-
monly witnessed experimentally in correlated narrow-gap
semiconductors (see Fig. (1) for some examples). Usually
this situation is interpreted as indicative of impurity or
defect derived in-gap states. Here, we propose that a
finite (residual) scattering rate for intrinsic charge carri-
ers provides an alternative scenario for resistivity satura-
tion in semiconductors.61 This suggestion is supported
by experimental results for Ru-substituted FeSi: Indeed,
Paschen et al. [98] found the resistivity of Fe0.9Ru0.1Si
to be similar to that of pristine FeSi[11], saturating, in
particular, to approximately the same value at low tem-
peratures. The authors interpret this finding as strong
evidence for an intrinsic origin of resistivity saturation
in FeSi. Moreover, in FeSi, nuclear magnetic resonance
measurements[509] do not show (at least down to 50K)
any clear characteristics that would be expected from in-
gap states (contrary to the cases of FeSb2 and FeGa3, cf.
Section (III C 7)).62
Turning to the thermopowers of the model, Fig.
(35)(middle), we see large differences between the two
approaches: The Boltzmann result is independent of the
scattering rate, see Eq. (21), and diverges inverse propor-
tional to T , as expected for a fully coherent semiconduc-
tor (see also Section (III A 3)). The Kubo result, on the
other hand, largely depends on the scattering rate. To-
wards absolute zero, S vanishes as required by the third
law of thermodynamics. At intermediate temperatures,
the thermopower is non-monotonous in temperature and
assumes a shape common to that seen in experiments, see
Fig. (3). Interestingly, for some temperatures, the Kubo
thermopower can be larger than the Boltzmann result.
Peak values of the thermopower, however, increase with
growing coherence (smaller scattering rate Γ).
The resulting powerfactors are shown in Fig.
(35)(right). While S2σ is larger for small scattering
rates, it is interesting to note that properly account-
ing for effects of finite lifetimes via the Kubo formalism
yields larger values than the semi-classical Boltzmann ap-
proach.
This model calculations thus show: (i) a quantitative
61 In Kondo insulators, resistivity saturation has been suggested to
be linked to topological effects[508].
62 See, however, the discussion of possible donor levels in Ref. [11],
as well as their interpretation in terms of spin polarons[510, 511].
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FIG. 35. Transport properties of a narrow-gap semiconductor model. Resistivity (left), thermopower (middle) and
powerfactor (middle) of a model of a narrow-gap semiconductor consisting of two bands on a cubic lattice with nearest neighbour
hopping tv = 0.5eV, tc = 0.167eV for (v)alence and (c)conduction states, respectively (i.e., an effective mass ratio mv/mc = 3),
separated by a crystal-field gap ∆ = 60meV= 700K×kB , with two electrons per site (half-filling), and two different scattering
rates Γ, solved with the Kubo (Eq. (11), red solid) and the semi-classical Boltzmann (Eq. (20), Eq. (21), blue dashed) formalism.
The only many-body effect here is the scattering rate Γ; no renormalization of the quasi-particle weight is accounted for (Z = 1).
Γ = 10−4eV corresponds to the theoretical scattering rate of FeSi at 70K, see Fig. (21).
description of transport properties in regimes of non-
negligible lifetime effect requires going beyond the Boltz-
mann approach (for metallic systems in which accounting
for correlation effects proved crucial, see, e.g., Refs. [475,
476, 512, 513]), (ii) finite lifetime effects can actually yield
a better thermoelectric performance than would be an-
ticipated from semi-classical approaches. Consequently,
high-throughput screenings[500–504] based on DFT and
Boltzmann approaches might overlook promising ther-
moelectric materials.
Impact of many-body renormalizations on
transport quantities
• (selective) mass enhancements can boost ther-
mopowers.
• in a coherent regime, the thermopower of a
semiconductor has ∆/T as upper bound.
• describing incoherent transport is beyond
semi-classical Boltzmann theory.
• residual scattering of intrinsic charge carriers
can cause a saturation of the resistivity at low
T , and causes a decay of the thermopower for
T → 0.
B. Silicides: FeSi, RuSi and their alloys.
The electronic structure of the prototypical correlated
narrow-gap semiconductor FeSi was discussed in Section
(II), and its properties compared to Kondo insulators in
Section (I B). Here, we focus on the thermopower of the
material, that was already shown in Fig. (3) and Fig.
(4)(c). In Fig. (36) we again display the experimental
results, now in comparison to theoretical simulations.
1. Simulations of the thermopower.
At temperatures below 100K, i.e., when FeSi is in its
coherent regime (cf. Section (II D 1)), its thermopower
can be reproduced by a slightly hole-doped and renor-
malized band-structure. This is illustrated in Fig. (36),
where we plot a thermopower obtained from band-theory
doped with 0.1% holes per iron (see also the work of Jarl-
borg [260]),63 and supplementing the dispersions with an
effective mass of two so as to narrow the band-gap to
the experimental value (cf. Section (II D 1)). The agree-
ment of this band-theory-derived thermopower with ex-
periment, however, worsens significantly when tempera-
ture rises. Indeed, above 100K the experimental ther-
mopower decreases quickly in absolute magnitude and
changes sign twice. Good agreement with experimen-
tal results is found, when computing the thermopower of
FeSi within Kubo’s linear response formalism (see Sec-
tion (III A 4)) from the realistic many-body electronic
structure discussed in Section (II D 1). In particular, the
sign changes as a function of temperature, which indi-
cate the transition between hole (S > 0) and electron
(S < 0) dominated transport, are captured. This non-
monotonousness in the thermopower was already her-
alded by the moving of the chemical potential, as seen
in the right inset of Fig. (19) (top left): Starting from
low temperatures, the chemical potential moves down,
therewith reducing the hole contributions to the ther-
mopower, before passing, at around 120K, the point of
thermoelectric particle-hole symmetry, below which the
thermopower becomes negative. At higher temperatures
yet, the trend reverses and the thermopower changes sign
again. Besides the thermopower, also for the resistivity,
63 That tiny amounts of holes improves congruence might not be
a question of introducing charge, but simply of changing the
particle-hole asymmetry.
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and the powerfactor derived from both of them, there
is good agreement between experiment and the many-
body simulations, see Fig. (37). Whether the many-body
picture for FeSi[262] also accounts for the compound’s
Hall[26, 84, 514] and its intriguing Nernst coefficient[26],
is an open question.
2. Influence of correlation-induced incoherence.
Having validated the accuracy of transport simulation
in the many-body framework, we can elucidate the origin
of the quenching of the thermopower above 100K. Is it a
consequence of the chemical potential moving, or does the
onset of incoherent conduction destroy the voltage drop
across the sample? In Fig. (38) we therefore compare
the original DFT+DMFT thermopower (from Fig. (36))
with a calculation in which lifetime effects, i.e., =Σ(ω),
are frozen to their values at T = 77K. We see that the
resulting thermopower still switches sign, but remains
much larger on an absolute scale. Hence, the moving of
the chemical potential has a large influence on what is
the dominant type of carriers (electrons or holes), but it
is the onset of incoherent spectral weight at the Fermi
level above 100K (cf. the spectral function in Fig. (5)(a))
that is the main culprit for the substantial decrease in the
thermoelectric signal. In that sense, short lifetimes, i.e.,
a substantial =Σ(ω), are antagonistic to thermoelectric
performance in semiconductors.
3. Doped FeSi.
If incoherent spectral weight at the Fermi level kills
the thermopower, than so does doping. Indeed, while
the thermopower of FeSi is robust with respect to differ-
ent samples and preparation techniques, any disturbance
away from stoichiometry vastly decreases the response.
The uniqueness of pure FeSi was impressively illus-
trated by Sakai et al. [233] who studied the thermopower
of monosilicides and their alloys: In the continuous
phase-diagram of temperature vs. composition, see Fig.
(39), FeSi sticks out as an island of largely enhanced ther-
moelectricity. The above discussed effects of incoherence
explain why the narrow (red) strip of large and positive
thermopower is restricted to low temperatures. Its con-
finement with respect to doping (the chemical potential)
can be understood from the simple model, presented in
Section (III A 3): Indeed, in an insulator with conduc-
tion electrons heavier than valence holes, large positive
thermopowers are possible, as indicated in Fig. (34) that
shows the coefficient of the 1/T behaviour. Moving the
chemical potential to the left (hole doping) continuously
decreases the thermopower which, however, remains pos-
itive. A trend similar to that shown here for Fe1−xMnxSi,
is realized in ligand-substituted FeSi1−xAlx [84, 515].
Increasing µ (electron doping) beyond the maximum in
Fig. (34) causes the thermopower to decrease abruptly,
change sign, and realize negative values of smaller magni-
tude. This is indeed, what is found experimentally, as can
be inferred from Fig. (39) and Refs. [386] for Co-doping,
and is seen in Ref. [110] also for Ir-doping.
4. A comparison of FeSi with RuSi.
We find it instructive to compare FeSi to its isostruc-
tural and isoelectronic 4d homologue RuSi, and discuss
the series Fe1−xRuxSi in view of its thermopower64. As
discussed in Section (II B 1) in conjunction with band-
structure results, ruthenium silicide, RuSi, is a semi-
conductor with an indirect gap of 260 − 310meV (ob-
tained from resistivity measurements[18, 21]) and an op-
tical gap of ∼ 400meV[18, 20]. Interestingly, the trend in
the size of the gap in the alloy series Fe1−xRuxSi is not
monotonous with x [518], see Fig. (40): In fact up to a
ruthenium concentration of 6% the charge gap is found
to decrease with respect to FeSi. At higher concentra-
tions the gap then starts to grow, passes the initial value
of FeSi at around 15% ruthenium, and augments further
up to the value of stoichiometric RuSi.
With the insight into FeSi (Section (II D 1), Fig. (38),
and Section (II F)), this behaviour was understood as
follows[249]. In fact, there are, in Fe1−xRuxSi, two op-
posing tendencies: (i) ruthenium has a larger atomic ra-
dius than iron. Thus, with increasing Ru content, the
hybridization gap will shrink as the lattice expands. This
effect is immediate[518], and wins for low ruthenium con-
centrations. (ii) with x there is a crossover in the domi-
nant orbital character of low-energy excitations, namely
from a 3d to a 4d radial distribution (cf. also the dis-
cussion in Ce3Bi4Pt3−xPdx in Section (II B 3)). As a
consequence of the greater extension of the latter, inter-
action matrix elements, such as the Hubbard U and the
Hund’s J , will have smaller values (see Refs. [311, 312],
as well as the comparison of U and J of FeSb2 and RuSb2
in table (III) in Section (II B)). As discussed in Section
(II D 1), and elaborated on in the model calculations of
Section (II F), the Hund’s rule coupling drives the strong
correlation physics in FeSi. This is the reason why cor-
relation effects are near absent in RuSi, in congruence
with the fact that band-structure theory underestimates
its gap—instead of the large overestimation for FeSi, cf.
Section (II B 1). The effect of diluting the Hund’s rule
coupling in Fe1−xRuxSi with growing x becomes prepon-
derant for larger ruthenium concentrations, diminishes
effects of band-narrowings, and, thus, causes the gap to
increase.
The thermopower of RuSi, see Fig. (36), while not
achieving the very large values of FeSi at low temper-
atures, is noteworthy in size over an extended tempera-
64 For a comparison of the related couple FeSb2 and RuSb2, see
Refs. [24, 516, 517], and for the pair FeGa3 and RuGa3, see
Ref. [36].
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FIG. 36. Thermopower of FeSi and RuSi. Shown are theoretical simulations of the thermopower: The “band-theory”
results (FeSi: red dashed, RuSi: green dashed) correspond to DFT results that have been slightly hole-doped (FeSi: 0.1% holes
per iron, RuSi: 0.25% holes per Ru), and, in the case of FeSi, supplemented with an effective mass of two, in order to narrow
the band-gap (cf. Section (II D 1)). In both cases a scattering rate of 1meV was used. Many-body results for FeSi [262] (red
circles, connecting line is a mere guide to the eye) agree well with experimental results. Also indicated are the fundamental
limits (cf. Section (III A 3)) of the thermopower in a purely electronic picture: ∆FeSi/T and ∆RuSi/T . Experimental data from
Wolfe et al. [14], Sales et al. [17], and Hohl et al. [21]. Note the change in scale above 40µV/K. Figure adapted from Ref. [249].
FIG. 37. Resistivity and powerfactor of FeSi. Many-body DFT+DMFT resistivity (left) and powerfactor (right) [262] in
comparison to experimental results from Wolfe et al. [14], Bocelli et al. [10], Paschen et al. [11], and Sales et al. [17]. Adapted
from Ref. [262].
ture regime, with S ∼ 250µV/K from 100 to 500K: As
discussed in Section (III A 3), the thermopower of a co-
herent insulator is controlled by the size of the gap ∆
and the particle-hole asymmetry, while it cannot exceed
∆/T . RuSi, having a larger gap than FeSi, exhibits a
thermopower that indeed surpasses the envelope func-
tion, ∆FeSi/T , of FeSi, for 200K ≤ T ≤ 500K, as indi-
cated in Fig. (36). However, RuSi obeys its own bound-
ary, ∆RuSi/T , and the distance between the largest pos-
sible and the actual thermopower is in fact much larger
than is the case for FeSi. Hence, the particle-hole asym-
metry (called δλ in Section (III A 3)) is smaller in the 4d
compound.
The dilution of the Hund’s rule coupling upon replac-
ing Fe with Ru will, besides the decrease in effective
masses, also diminish effects of incoherence. This should
push the quenching of the thermopower (cf. Fig. (38))
to higher temperatures. Therefore, isovalent, yet non-
isoazimuthal and non-isovolume substitutions in corre-
lated narrow-gap semiconductors might produce larger
thermopowers in the temperature regime of 100 to 300K.
Besides the greater coherence, the loss of thermoelectric
particle-hole asymmetry (δλ) when departing from pure
FeSi, is partly compensated by the enlarged gap ∆ (for
x ≥ 0.15). While the power factor S2σ of stoichiometric
FeSi reaches favourable 40 µW/(K2cm) at around 60K,
see Fig. (37), a notable improvement beyond 100K can
be expected in Fe1−xRuxSi for x > 0. Finally, the sub-
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FIG. 38. Thermopower of FeSi: influence of incoher-
ence. Shown is the thermopower of FeSi within DFT+DMFT
(red, see also Fig. (36)), and the thermopower obtained
from the same calculation if fixing the degree of incoherence,
=Σ(ω), to that corresponding to 77K (blue). The comparison
shows that the increase in lifetime effects (see also Fig. (21))
quenches the thermopower.
stitution will also reduce the thermal lattice conductivity
κ, yielding a better figure of merit. Nonetheless, it is un-
likely that Ru-substitution alone will result in a useful
ZT , let alone a good price-performance ratio.
FeSi: lessons for thermoelectricity
• effective masses enhance peak thermopowers at
low T : correlations beneficial
• incoherence (finite lifetimes) quenches the ther-
mopower: correlations detrimental
• in the presence of lifetime effects transport
properties cannot be captured with semi-
classical Boltzmann approaches
• potential path to extend regime of large ther-
mopowers: partial isoelectronic substitution of
4d for 3d transition metals (dilution of Hund’s
rule coupling)
C. Marcasite di-Antimonides: FeSb2, CrSb2 & Co.
The material that has particularly fuelled the interest
in thermoelectric effects in correlated narrow-gap semi-
conductors is FeSb2. Indeed, its thermopower has rightly
been called “colossal” by Bentien et al. [23], who found
values up to -45mV/K at around 10K, and the powerfac-
tor is the largest ever measured65 with up to 8mW/K2cm
at 28K[28]. While basic transport, optical and magnetic
properties of FeSb2 have been discussed in Section (I A)
and its electronic structure in Section (II B 2), we here
make the connection to its thermoelectric properties, and
review works that try to explain the unusual behaviour.
Here, one has to make a clear distinction between poly-
crystalline samples and single crystals. Indeed, while the
temperature dependence of the thermopower is qualita-
tively similar for both cases, the colossal magnitude of
S occurs only in single crystals. The thermopower mea-
sured for polycrystalline samples[86, 87, 520, 521] instead
never exceeds 1mV/K, see, e.g., Fig. (42) (left).
1. Polycrystalline samples—physics akin to FeSi?
Where it peaks, the thermopower of FeSb2 is negative,
indicative of preponderant contributions from electrons.
This is opposite to the hole-like, positive thermopower
of FeSi, discussed above. This finding is in line with the
particle-hole asymmetry evidenced in electronic structure
calculations (see, e.g., the DOS in Fig. (15)). Indeed
spectral features are much sharper and of higher density
for states below the Fermi level than above it. When
described in terms of an effective model in the spirit of
Section (III A 3), this asymmetry translates into effective
masses that are larger for valence than for conduction
bands. Assuming long electronic lifetimes at low tem-
peratures, the qualitative behaviour of the thermopower
of FeSb2 can be discussed in terms of Fig. (34). There,
to account for the hierarchy of masses, m∗v  m∗c instead
of the shown m∗v  m∗c , the figure needs to be mirrored
with respect to both, the x- and the y-axis. Then it is
expected that electron-doping leads to a gradual decrease
of the thermopower that however remains negative. This
is indeed what is found experimentally, see, e.g., the case
of FeSb2−xTex in Refs. [86, 388]. Hole-doping, on the
other hand, quenches the thermopower more rapidly and
leads to a sign change already at very low doping, see,
e.g., Ref. [87] for the case of FeSb2−xSnx. A quantita-
tive simulation of thermoelectric effects in polycrystalline
samples of FeSb2 is still outstanding. However, it can be
expected that once the obstacles to describe the elec-
tronic structure of the compound (discussed in Section
(II B 2)) are overcome, a computation of (intrinsic) trans-
port properties will come into reach.
65 With the possible exception of elemental bismuth, where, when
combining results from different experiments (see data compiled
in Ref. [519]), S2σ can reach spectacular 81mW/K2cm at 3K.
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FIG. 39. Thermopower of monosilicides. The thermopower of the 3d monosilicides and their alloys is shown as colour code
in the phase-diagram spanned by composition and temperature (left). For two vertical cuts, corresponding to stoichiometric
FeSi and Fe0.95Co0.05Si, the thermopower is shown as a function of temperature (right). The behaviour at low-temperatures
is congruent with the simple model shown in Fig. (34). Used with permission from Sakai et al. [233]. c© 2007 The Physical
Society of Japan (J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 76, 093601).
FIG. 40. Gap in the alloy Fe1−xRuxSi. Shown is the evo-
lution of the indirect gap as extracted from the resistivity via
an activation-law fit, ∆act (squares), and a fit using a density-
of-states a` la Fig. (9)(middle), ∆DOS (circles). Adapted from
Mani et al. [518].
2. Single crystals—do correlations cause the large
thermopower?
It is in single crystals[23, 27, 28, 387] that the ther-
mopower of FeSb2 was found to be unusually large, in-
deed “colossal”, with, however, notable variations on the
quality[157] and size[27, 393] of samples (see also below).
Given the pronounced effects of electronic correlation ef-
fects in this system (discussed in Section (I A)), it was
proposed that also the thermoelectric response owes to
many-body effects.
Indeed, extending the comparison of FeSb2 with its
isostructural homologues FeAs2 and RuSb2 (see the
discussion in Section (II B 2) and also Section (II F))
to thermoelectric properties, one notes that only the
FIG. 41. Thermopower of binary intermetallics scaled
with their charge gap ∆. FeSi (∆ = 60meV): Sales et
al. [17], RuSi (∆ = 215meV): Hohl et al. [21], FeSb2 (∆ =
35meV), FeAs2 (∆ = 200meV): Sun et al. [26], CrSb2 (∆ =
50meV): Sales et al. [33], FeGa3 (∆ = 400meV): Wagner et al.
[41]. The (grey) shaded area indicates the regime in which S
violates the fundamental limit of the thermopower of purely
electronic origin (cf. Section (III A 3)).
strongly correlated FeSb2 boosts an unusually large
thermopower[24, 387, 522]. Also, the thermoelec-
tric properties of doped FeSb2, e.g., the mentioned
FeSb2−xTex are indeed that of a correlated metal, i.e.,
the low-temperature thermopower is linear in T , with
an enhancement factor, via the effective mass, of the
order of 15 [387]. Moreover, the shape of the ther-
mopower of FeSb2 can actually be modelled[28, 522] with
phenomenological expressions that include many-body
renormalizations[274]. However, the modelling failed to
account for the colossal magnitude of the thermopower.
Here, it is instructive to examine the experimental re-
sults in terms of the model that was discussed in Section
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(III A 3). Since, at low temperatures, FeSb2 is a coherent
semiconductor (cf. Section (I A)), the conditions to ap-
ply the band-like model are met. In this coherent, purely
electronic picture—which, on top, neglects so-called ver-
tex corrections—the thermopower cannot exceed ∆/T ,
where ∆ is the charge gap. In Fig. (41) we plot the
experimental thermopowers of several narrow-gap semi-
conductors, scaled with T/∆. Any value of |S|T/∆ in
excess of unity indicates a violation of the theoretical up-
per bound of the thermopower. The antimonides FeSb2
and CrSb2, subject of this section, indeed defy the con-
straint. In the case of FeSb2 the violation amounts to
almost one order of magnitude.66 Hence, to explain the
large thermopower in the antimonides, either the omit-
ted vertex corrections (describing, e.g., excitonic effects)
somehow strongly boost the response, or, alternatively,
an additional not electron-diffusive mechanism is at work
in these materials.
3. Empirical evidence for a phonon-drag thermopower.
As a potential candidate the so-called phonon-drag
effect[523, 524] has been suggested for FeSb2[274]. This
electron-phonon scattering mediated enhanced electron-
drift has been evidenced in pure, conventional semi-
conductors, such as p-type Germanium[525], or Indium
Antimonide[526], but also in pure metals and dilute
alloys[527]. In the following we will summarize empirical
evidence that motivates the presence of the phonon-drag
in FeSb2 and hints at why it is negligible in FeAs2 which
obeys the ∆/T -rule.
When cooling FeSb2 below its insulator-to-metal
crossover, optical spectroscopy witnesses a large change
in phonon lifetimes, suggesting an important electron-
lattice coupling [22, 71] (cf. the discussion for FeSi in
Section (II G)). Also polarized Raman scattering ex-
periments indicate notable electron-phonon couplings,
that are strongly temperature dependent below 40K[528]
(see Fig. (30)). Further, we note that, as can be
expected for a non-electronic mechanism of the ther-
mopower, the magneto-thermopower of FeSb2, MT =
[S(B) − S(0)]/S(0) is very low for samples with large
S(B = 0) [23]. Interestingly, the large low-temperature
thermopower in FeSb2 is also accompanied by a notable
increase in the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate[529].
Also, the mentioned dependence of the thermopower
onto the type of samples can be consistently inter-
preted in favour of the phonon-drag scenario. In-
deed, a decrease in the phonon mean-free path by scat-
terings of non-electronic origin is expected to lower
phonon-drag contributions to the thermopower, as well
as lattice contributions to the thermal conductivity.
66 Note that in Fig. (41) we have used the thermopower from
Ref. [26], where the peak-value is -18meV/K, which is less than
half of the record -45meV/K found in Ref. [23].
This naturally explains why the low-temperature ther-
mopower found in polycrystalline samples [87], polycrys-
talline thin films [520] and nano-particular samples[530]
is significantly lower than in single crystals. That all
types of samples yield a comparable response at higher
temperatures[529] suggests that the phonon-drag contri-
bution to the thermopower decreases with the emergence
of phonon-phonon or umklapp scattering, as does the lat-
tice thermal conductivity (cf. Fig. (42)).
The trend of the thermopower with the phonon mean-
free path has been put onto a much firmer footing by
studies in which the granularity or size of samples was
varied in a controlled fashion: Pokharel et al. [393]
found that the thermopower of nano-composites roughly
grows logarithmically with the average grain size. Taka-
hashi et al. [27] studied rod-shaped single crystals of
varying dimension, see Fig. (42). They established
a clear proportionality between the phonon mean-free
path extracted from the thermal conductivity and that
determined from the thermopower—assuming a simple
phonon-drag model[524].
4. Comparison to FeAs2
At first glance, phonon related properties, including
the phonon-drag effect, might be expected to be impor-
tant also for the isoelectronic and isostructural FeAs2.
Indeed, the thermal conductivity is found to be even
larger in the arsenide[24]. Yet, the maximal thermopower
of FeAs2 is much smaller than that of Fesb2, and, in par-
ticular, compatible with a purely electronic picture (cf.
Fig. (41)). The following might explain this disparity:
The thermopower is a measure for the entropy per carrier.
Hence the phonon contribution Sph to the thermopower
will roughly scale with the lattice specific heat CV times
the electron-phonon coupling constant g, divided by the
electron density: Sph ∝ gCV /n. With Debye tempera-
tures of 348 K for FeSb2[24, 87], and 510 K for FeAs2[24],
the specific heat of FeSb2 will be larger than that of
FeAs2. The charge carrier concentration at temperatures
where the thermopower is maximal, on the other hand,
is larger for FeSb2, n ∼ 8 · 1014/cm3 for the sample with
largest S in Ref. [387], whereas n ∼ 5 · 1014/cm3 for
FeAs2. Also the electron-phonon coupling—the least ac-
cessible quantity (see Diakhate et al. [531] for a compu-
tational study) is likely to be larger in the antimonide:
The electronic contribution to the specific heat of FeSb2
exhibits a notable feature below 50K[24].67 That there is
67 However, the unlocking of spins in FeSb2 becomes appreciable
only beyond this regime at around 150K, where the entropy
reaches R log 2, owing to a second and larger hump in the specific
heat, and in congruity with the susceptibility[92, 128]. Indeed
FeSb2 becomes paramagnetic above 100K [128], and a Curie-like
downturn appears at temperatures above 350K [92], whereas the
susceptibility of FeAs2 is flat up to 350K[24].
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FIG. 42. Thermopower and thermal conductivity of FeSb2: Influence of sample dimensions. Shown are ther-
mopower S (left) and thermal conductivity κ (right) of FeSb2 as obtained by Takahashi et al. [27] for single crystalline
samples of different dimensions: S1: 250µm×245µm×2.5mm S2: 210µm×205µm×2.3mm S3: 80µm×160µm×1.8mm S4:
270µm×250µm×3.3mm S5: 130µm×150µm×2.9mm. The inset on the left displays the thermopower of polycrystalline samples.
From Takahashi et al. [27].
no analogue in the spin response, may indicate that the
features’s contribution to the entropy is associated with
either the charge degrees of freedom (excitonic or charge
ordering effects) or is, indeed, an electron-phonon effect.
No such feature appears in the specific heat of FeAs2.
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Together, this suggests a much smaller phonon-drag ef-
fect in FeAs2.
Comparing the thermopower of the antimonide and
the arsenide (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [24]) one notes, however,
that the Seebeck coefficient of FeAs2 becomes larger than
that of FeSb2 above 35K. This might indicate—if the
phonon-drag picture holds—that the effective electron-
phonon coupling in FeSb2 has sufficiently decreased (by
umklapp and phonon-phonon scattering) so that the
thermopower is now dominated by the electronic de-
grees of freedom, i.e., the larger gap in FeAs2 causes a
larger response. Indeed, an approximate simulation[274]
of purely electron-diffusive contributions to the ther-
mopower yielded good results for FeAs2 above 15K, and,
for FeSb2, in the interval 35-50K which is high enough
for phonon-contributions to have decayed and low enough
to not cross the insulator-to-metal transition of the com-
pound.
5. Constraints to a theory of FeSb2: correlation of features
in transport observables.
For the development of a microscopic understanding, it
is paramount to establish as many empirical constraints
as possible, against which a candidate theory can be
tested. In the case of FeSb2 the comprehensive work of
Sun et al. [26, 522] demonstrated that there is a striking
inter-dependence of diverse transport observables. As de-
picted in Fig. (43), there are (at least) three temperatures
68 P. Sun, private communication.
FIG. 43. Correlation of features in transport observ-
ables of FeSb2. From top to bottom: resistivity ρ, ther-
mopower S, Hall coefficient RH , and Nernst coefficient ν of
FeSb2. Vertical lines indicate characteristic temperatures that
are common to all shown observables. Data compiled from
Sun et al. [26].
at which the resistivity, the thermopower, and the Hall
and Nernst coefficient display distinct features: Inflection
points in the thermopower coincide with extrema in the
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Nernst coefficient, while the thermopower is maximal for
inflection points in both the resistivity and the Nernst co-
efficient. Likewise, at these characteristic temperatures
features appear in the Hall coefficient, as well as the mag-
netoresistance (see Fig. (44)(d)). This intimate linkage
between electrical, magnetic, and thermoelectric quan-
tities is a harbinger for a common microscopic origin,
posing severe constraints on possible explanations of the
colossal thermopower.
6. Modelling the phonon-drag in FeSb2: evidence for
important role of in-gap states.
Realizing that the characteristic temperatures just
mentioned all lie far below the insulator to metal
crossover in FeSb2, it is reasonable to assume elec-
tronic lifetimes to be long. In that case, one may at-
tempt to describe transport properties within the semi-
classical Boltzmann approach (cf. the discussion in Sec-
tion (III A 4)).
Battiato et al. [454] recently investigated transport
properties of FeSb2 by fitting experimental data to Boltz-
mann expressions for different microscopic scenarios:
Consistent with earlier findings[274], a purely electronic
setting was found unable to account for the large am-
plitude of thermoelectric quantities, and, moreover, did
not produce the characteristic temperature scales. In-
deed, considering that both the Hall coefficient and the
thermopower are anti-symmetric under particle-hole in-
version, one would expect the two quantities to exhibit a
somewhat similar behaviour. Remarkably, the Hall coef-
ficient’s profile is instead more similar to the Nernst coef-
ficient. Also, a conventional phonon-drag mechanism—in
which momentum is transferred to valence and/or con-
duction state carriers—did not result in the correct tem-
perature profiles of observables. Finally, Battiato et al.
[454] proposed a new, unconventional phonon-drag sce-
nario: Assuming the presence of in-gap excitations and
a phonon-drag that couples to their density of states, a
quantitative description of all major transport functions
was achieved, see Fig. (44).
The congruence of the temperature profile can be ex-
plained by the fact that in this scenario, the thermopower
and the Nernst coefficient have the opposite symme-
try under a particle-hole transformation when compared
to their usual purely electronic counterparts: In the
phonon-drag scenario the Seebeck coefficient is even,
while the Nernst coefficient is odd, see table (V).69
69 It should further be stressed that in the modelling of Ref. [454]
the positions and linewidths of features in the transport observ-
ables could not (within reason) be tuned with parameters such
as the lifetimes and effective masses, but are determined solely
by the positions Ei of the in-gap states. Further, it was shown
that capturing the large magnitude of the thermopower and the
Nernst coefficient, required a momentum transfer of phonons into
transport kernel σ RH S N MR
electronic
phonon-drag - - -
TABLE V. Symmetry of transport kernels. The
curves show the schematic shape (even: blue, odd: red)
of the kernel (=integrands) of the transport functions:
conductivity, Hall coefficient, thermopower, Nernst coeffi-
cient and magnetoresistance. E.g., for the conductivity,
σ ∝ ∫ dω (− ∂f
∂w
)∑
k Tr
[
vαkAk(ω)v
β
kAk(ω)
]
, the integrand is
even, i.e., the sign of contributions is positive for both elec-
trons (ω > 0) and holes (ω < 0), cf. Eq. (12). The even/odd
character of the thermopower and the Nernst coefficient swap
when going from the electron diffusive to the phonon-drag
scenario. Reproduced from Battiato et al. [454].
In the Nernst coefficient, the proposed phonon-
coupling to the density of in-gap states circumvents
Sondheimer cancellation[532], without requiring multi-
band effects. Previously, it had been proposed that a
strongly energy-dependent scattering rate Γ() causes the
colossal Nernst signal[26]. For a scattering rate of the
form Γ(ω) ∝ ωr, the exponent can be determined by
r = −e/kB × ν/(RHσ). The phonon-drag formalism for-
mally yields a large exponent r = −229.2, in reasonable
agreement with Ref. [26], albeit in the absence of strongly
dynamical electronic correlation effects.
7. Existence and possible origin of in-gap states.
To strengthen the unconventional phonon-drag pic-
ture, we here review experimental findings regarding in-
gap states and their nature in FeSb2, as well as mention
attempts to pinpoint their origin using realistic electronic
structure calculations.
In-gap states in FeSb2 have been held responsi-
ble for activation-law regimes with distinct energies in
the material’s resistivity[23, 30], as well as the low-
temperature upturn in the magnetic susceptibility[92].
Using pressure-dependent magneto-transport measure-
ments, Takahashi et al. [177], disentangled the band-gap
energies and found strong evidence for the smallest gap
to originate from an impurity band.
Contrary to FeSi[509], also low-temperature nuclear
magnetic resonance measurements of both FeSb2 and
RuSb2 (as well as FeGa3[533]) by Gippius et al. [529, 534]
show clear indications of localized in-gap states, sug-
gested to be located slightly below the conduction band
and to be of S = 1/2 character. This finding is consistent
with the strong reaction of the in-gap states to magnetic
the electronic system that is small enough to have no apparent
signature onto the thermal conductivity. Indeed, the experimen-
tal thermal conductivity is dominated by phonon-crystal bound-
ary scatterings [23].
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FIG. 44. Boltzmann modelling of transport functions of FeSb2. (a) electronic structure consisting of a valence band
(VB), a conduction band (CB), and three in-gap states (B.1-B.3) at energies Ei = 11.4, 19.8, 24.3 meV. The black line indicates
the temperature dependence of the chemical potential. (b) conductivity σ including contributions from all states. (c) phonon-
drag thermopower owing to an injection of momentum into the in-gap states. (d) conductivity contributions of the in-gap
states in comparison to the magneto resistance MR. (e) the Hall coefficient, (f) the phonon-drag Nernst coefficient. The grey
vertical lines are guides to the eye indicating maxima in the MR. From Battiato et al. [454], with experimental data from Sun
et al. [26].
FIG. 45. Antisite defects in FeSb2. Band-structure of
Fe25Sb47, mimicking Fe1+xSb2−x. Hues of green indicate or-
bital admixtures originating from the extra iron atom. Inset:
density of states of pure (black) and Fe-rich (green) FeSb2.
This calculation uses the modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ)[263]
exchange potential to account for the insulating nature of
FeSb2. From Ref. [454].
fields (see the magnetoresistance in Fig. (44)(d)). Also,
Storchak et al. [535] interpreted their muon spin rotation
spectra as showing the presence of in-gap states, pro-
posed to be of spin-polaron nature.
Modelling several defect and impurity scenarios from
first principles, Battiato et al. [454] found the off-
stoichiometry Fe1+xSb2−x to be a likely candidate for
the emergence of in-gap states. Only for this sub-
stitution, electronic states were found to emerge in-
side the fundamental gap. Fig. (45) shows a simula-
tion of a single anti-site defect: Fe25Sb47. Indeed two
impurity bands appear close to the conduction states.
The size of the supercell corresponds to x ≈ 0.04 in
Fe1+xSb2−x. This concentration is, however, much larger
than the estimated number of defect, x ≈ 4.5 · 10−5,
that is needed to account for the phonon-drag ampli-
tude. Using Curie’s law, it was shown[454] that the ex-
pected magnetic signature of the required excess iron is
consistent with the experimental magnetic susceptibil-
ity, which shows a low-temperature upturn of less than
5 · 10−5emu/mol[24, 25, 92, 128, 129, 242, 387] for all
accessed temperatures. The proposed origin of in-gap
states is further supported by the binary Fe-Sb phase
diagram[536] that may suggest Fe-richness. Moreover,
Fuccillo et al. [517] demonstrated that even the smallest
iron concentrations in Ru1−xFexSb2 causes the appear-
ance of the low temperature characteristics of FeSb2, sug-
gesting a possible link to the transition-metal stoichiom-
etry. Finally, recent transport measurements of Sanchala
et al. [537] showed that excess iron (or, equivalently, Sb-
deficiency) has a large impact onto the peak value of the
thermopower.
8. Outlook.
At first glance, the phonon-drag scenario for FeSb2 ap-
pears a disappointment on several levels. However, a
closer inspection actually reveals new paths for future
research:
(i) phonon engineering. The phonon-drag contribution
to the thermopower Sph and the thermal lattice conduc-
tivity κ are inter-linked, see, e.g., Fig. (42). Maximizing
the first while minimizing the latter hence means sat-
isfying antagonistic effects. The usual electron-crystal–
phonon-glass paradigm is therefore likely to be unsuit-
able: An undifferentiated decrease in the phonon mean-
free path to lower κ will equally diminish the phonon-
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drag effect. Any attempt at phonon engineering has
therefore to be selective. It is a priori uncertain whether
a separation between the phonon modes that dominate
the phonon-drag and those propelling thermal conduc-
tion is possible, let alone whether they can be indepen-
dently manipulated. In a pioneering work, Zhou et al.
[455] demonstrated the feasibility of a phonon filter that
achieves just that. The authors showed that in the case
of silicon the phonon-drag induced figure of merit, ZT ,
could be boosted by more than one order of magnitude.
The key observation is that phonon modes contribut-
ing to the phonon-drag have typically a larger mean-
free path, as well as notably lower energies than modes
dominating thermal conduction. It is then proposed that
nano-clusters can be used as impurities to preferentially
scatter high-energy phonons, thus acting as a low-pass
filter[455]. These findings provide a new path for op-
timizing the phonon-drag mechanism in thermoelectric
materials for applications at temperatures up to some
fraction of their Debye temperatures.
(ii) occurrence in other materials. The phonon-drag
scenario proposed for FeSb2 relies on an unconventional
mechanism, in which momentum is transferred to in-gap
states. However, defect states are notoriously difficult to
control (cf. the large sample dependence of S). There-
fore it could be expected that technical applications are
cumbersome to realize for this system and that the micro-
scopic mechanism might be non-universal, i.e., not found
in other materials. Yet, despite the large variation in
the thermopower, the signatures of a narrow band in-
side the fundamental gap is consistently found around
the same energy, not just in other transport and spec-
troscopic probes, but also in the electronic specific heat.
This may indicate that the impurity band is an intrinsic
feature of the FeSb2 compound or crystal structure. The
magnitude of the phonon-drag thermopower will, how-
ever, depend on minute details, and the interplay of posi-
tion of in-gap states, the fundamental gap, the electron-
phonon coupling, as well as phonon energies. It seems
plausible that the inter-period substitutions Ru for Fe,
or As for Sb, thus sufficiently perturb the phonon sys-
tem (in addition to changes in the electronic structure,
see Section (II B 2)), so as to destroy the conditions for
a large phonon drag in FeAs2 and RuSb2. A substitu-
tion that changes the mass-balances much less is replac-
ing Fe with Cr. Interestingly, the isostructural CrSb2—
despite its quite different electronic structure (d4 con-
figuration in antiferromagnetic CrSb2 vs. d
6 in paramag-
netic FeSb2)—also violates the upper bound of electronic
diffusive thermoelectricity[33], see Fig. (41). Therefore
it is tempting to propose that the material realizes the
same phonon-drag mechanism as in FeSb2. Indeed, also
in CrSb2 the existence of a donor impurity band below
the conduction states has been suggested[33]. A fur-
ther system could be FeGa3[41]. As mentioned before,
nuclear magnetic resonance measurements evidenced in-
gap states there as well[533]. Also, more recent ther-
mopower data[41], while not violating ∆/T , do exhibit
a characteristically sharp peak of up to -15meV/K at
12K, as well as a pronounced sample, and interestingly,
polarization-dependence in the thermoelectric response.
In conclusion, the phonon-drag effect in intermetallic
narrow-gap semiconductors with open d-electron shells
might be more prevalent than initially thought. Fur-
ther experimental investigations, in particular magne-
toresistance and Nernst effect measurements for CrSb2
and FeGa3 are called for.
(iii) correlation effects. In the scenario for FeSb2 elec-
tronic correlation effects do not seem to play any role.
Indeed, the phonon-drag mechanism does not inject mo-
mentum into the correlation-effects hosting valence and
conduction carriers. Instead phonons couple to in-gap
states. As remarked by Takahashi et al. [27], this, in fact,
makes the phonon-drag effect particularly large: Indeed,
according to the phenomenological treatment due to Her-
ring [524], the phonon-drag contribution to the ther-
mopower reads Sph = ±α τphv
2
ph
µT . Here, τph and vph are
the phonon lifetime and velocity, respectively, and α a pa-
rameter related to the electron-phonon coupling strength
that determines the fraction of the phonon momentum-
loss/transfer. Crucially, the Sph is inversely proportional
to the mobility of the electrons (−) or holes (+) that
dominate the regular electron diffusive thermopower. In
the semi-classical picture, µ = eτ/m∗, where τ is the elec-
tronic lifetime and m∗ the charge carriers’ effective mass.
Hence, large effective masses enhance the phonon-drag.
From cyclotron resonance spectra, a mass m∗ = 5.4me
was indeed extracted for the impurity states in FeSb2[27].
Masses of this order of magnitude are, however, not at all
uncommon for intrinsic carriers in correlated materials.
This suggests that strongly correlated electrons may ac-
tually lead to enhanced thermopowers and powerfactors
also in semiconductors—with a little help of phonons.
Hence, instead of wrapping up and shelving the FeSb2
puzzle, the reviewed recent theoretical and experimental
insights actually open up new directions in the field of
thermoelectrics. While most likely not relevant to ther-
moelectricity in FeSb2, studying its colossal thermopower
may have led to the unravelling of a new paradigm:
the combination of the time-honoured phonon-drag ef-
fect and the physics of strongly correlated electrons.
Lessons from FeSb2: colossal thermopower
caused by unconventional phonon-drag
• FeSb2 and CrSb2 violate upper bound Eq. (19)
of purely diffusive thermopower.
• correlation of features (extrema, inflection
points) in diverse transport observables con-
strain microscopic modelling.
• phonon-drag coupling to extrinsic in-gap states
gives a consistent description of all transport
quantities.
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• potential path for large thermopowers: cou-
pling phonons to correlated electrons with
large effective masses: enhanced phonon-drag
thermopowers; advanced phonon-engineering
to reduce detrimental thermal conduction
while leaving beneficial phonon-drag intact.
D. Skutterudite Antimonides: a focus on CoSb3.
Skutterudites are the prototypical compounds in which
the phonon-glass, electron-crystal paradigm[435] can be
realized[445]. These materials crystallize in the CoAs3-
structure (cubic space-group Im3¯) harbouring four for-
mula units. Crucially, the structure has voids at the 2a
Wyckoff positions, that can be filled with rare earth, al-
kali metal, alkaline earth, or other elements, that are
only weakly bound to the skutterudite host. As a con-
sequence, the localized fillers exhibit large anharmonic
vibrations that diminish the propagation of phonons,
and thus heat.70 Besides the possibility to reach low
thermal conductivities, skutterudite systems exhibit no-
tably large powerfactors. For example, S2σ of CoSb3
reaches 9.5µW/(K2cm) at 625K[46] (see table (I)). Over
the years, this led to a continuous optimization of the
thermoelectric figure of merit. ZT ∼ 1 at 800K was
achieved in the year 2000[539], multiple fillings boosted
the value to ∼ 1.6 in 2011[540], and ∼ 1.9 was reached
in 2016[541].
Providing an all-encompassing overview of the research
in skutterudites is far beyond the scope of this work.
Instead we will focus on a single (unfilled) compound,
CoSb3, to highlight challenges in the ab initio modelling
of its thermoelectric properties.
1. Experimental and theoretical knowledge.
To start, experimental results for this compound scat-
ter notably[43]. For example, values for the charge
gap, as extracted from activation-law fits to the resis-
tivity fall into the large range of 230-700meV[42, 43,
45, 47]. Optical absorption experiments find, depend-
ing on temperature, a gap from 250 to 320meV, while
Shubnikov-de Haas measurements[542] and photoemis-
sion experiments[543] suggest gap values as low as 30-
40meV. Also the thermopower is highly dependent on the
sample preparation[544], to the extend that both p and
n-type samples have been measured[43, 45, 47, 48, 88,
446, 545, 546], see Fig. (46)(a). From the Hall coefficient
70 However, it has been noted that even some of the unfilled skut-
terudites have intrinsically low thermal conductivities, see, e.g.,
Ref. [538] for a discussion of FeSb3.
(RH > 0[90, 545]) as well as electronic structure calcula-
tions (DOS larger for conduction states, see Fig. (46)(c))
one would naively expect a positive thermopower for the
stoichiometric compound. One might surmise that the
origin of these variations lies in the loosely packed crys-
tal structure which makes skutterudite compounds prone
to diverse types of defects. Therefore, also the very
small gap values extracted from Shubnikov-de Haas and
photoemission experiments might be linked to impurity
bands.
These experimental uncertainties are met with sub-
stantial variations in theoretical results for the perfectly
stoichiometric compound. Using experimental atomic
positions yields a direct gap in the Kohn-Sham spectrum
of CoSb3 that varies from 40-60meV (LDA)[548, 549],
over 170meV (ACBN0)[550] to 310meV (mBJ)[433].71
For the band-structure of slightly electron-doped CoSb3
within LDA and mBJ, see Fig. (46)(d) and its discus-
sion below. On top of this, also the equilibrium vol-
ume largely depends on the functional used in the re-
laxation: One finds difference of about 7% when re-
laxing the structure within LDA or GGA [549]. Us-
ing these theoretical structures, large variations in the
gap size are found for a given functional[547]. The
strong link between electronic and structural proper-
ties is also congruent with quantum molecular dynam-
ics simulations[551]. The latter evidence a substan-
tial temperature-dependence in the electronic structure
in CoSb3, and might explain the temperature-induced
band-convergence seen in experiments[42].
Within DFT it is the treatment of exchange contribu-
tions that largely affects the size of the gap. Using quasi-
particle self-consistent QSGW, we find an even larger gap
of 730meV, see Fig. (46)(c). This increase in the size of
the gap with respect to DFT-LDA occurs despite the
presence of significant band-narrowings. Indeed, within
QSGW the valence states are renormalized towards the
Fermi with a factor of m∗/mLDA ∼ 1.8. Due to the
perturbative nature of the GW approach, it tends to
underestimate effective masses in compounds with open
3d-shells (see also the discussion on di-antimonides in
Section (II B 2)). This finding thus indirectly advocates
the presence of substantially enhanced effective masses
in CoSb3. Experimentally, masses of 2-5me were indeed
extracted from the Hall coefficient[88], or from the ther-
mopower when doping with Ni [89], and 1-3me when
adding Yb fillers [42]. Given the competition[299, 552]
of exchange self-energies (widen gaps) and mass enhance-
ments (shrink gaps), as well as moderately large values of
effective masses, an accurate modelling of the electronic
structure of skutterudites requires a methodology that
treats exchange and correlations beyond DFT, and corre-
lations beyond the perturbative GW. Viable approaches
71 The valence count, however, varies little, there are ∼ 7.6 d-
electrons on each Co-site (wien2k with muffin-tin radius of
2.5a0).
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(a) CoSb3: thermopower (b) Co0.999Ni0.001Sb3: thermopower
(c) CoSb3: band-structure (d) Co0.999Ni0.001Sb3: band-structure
FIG. 46. Thermopower and band-structure of CoSb3. (a) thermopower of CoSb3 from Mandrus et al. [45], Nolas et
al. [446], Leszczynski et al. [546], Kawaharada et al. [47], Kuznetsov et al. [48], and of a lightly electron-doped (0.08% Te)
sample from Caillat et al. [88]. A comparison is shown to Boltzmann transport calculations of Wee et al. [547] based on an
LDA band-structure with the carrier density adjusted to the value extracted from the Hall coefficient of the n-type sample
of Caillat et al. [88]. (b) thermopower of lightly Ni-doped CoSb3. Experimental data from Sun et al. [433]. The simulated
thermopowers use the Kubo code from Ref. [262] with a constant scattering rate Γ = 8meV and foot on the LDA and mBJ
band-structures shown in panel (d). There the doping is simulated in the virtual crystal approximation (VCA). (c) LDA and
QSGW band-structure of stoichiometric CoSb3. (b) & (d) adapted from Sun et al. [433].
will be mentioned in Section (IV).
Despite issues related to defect-derived in-gap states
and the putative presence of electronic correlation ef-
fects, several transport observables have been success-
fully modelled from first principles: Guo et al. [553]
computed the thermal lattice conductivity of unfilled
and filled CoSb3 and found good agreement with ex-
periments. Also thermoelectric simulations have been
performed with some success: Using the Boltzmann re-
sponse formalism on top of band-structure calculations,
several groups[547, 549, 554–556] reproduced experimen-
tal thermopowers when adjusting the carrier density to
values extracted from the experimental Hall coefficients,
see Fig. (46)(a) for an example.
2. Doped CoSb3.
While for thermoelectric applications, doping CoSb3
by introducing filler atoms is the way to go, let us
here nonetheless highlight the intriguing case of lightly
Ni-doped CoSb3[89, 90, 433]. Indeed introducing 3d-
transition-metal-derived carriers to the skutterudite has
pronounced effects on transport and magnetic properties
even for very low concentrations[90, 433]: Up to 1% Ni,
the resistivity remains insulating, while the magnetic sus-
ceptibility develops a Curie-tail at low temperatures.72
72 At larger dopings the system becomes metallic with mobile
charge carriers having effective masses enhanced by a factor of
2-5[89, 90], similar to CoSb3 with Yb-fillings[42].
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The Hall coefficient becomes negative already for the
tiniest amounts of Ni. Concomitantly, as seen in Fig.
(46)(c) for 0.1% Ni, also the thermopower is negative,
with the exception of a pronounced positive peak below
25K, that is accompanied by a large peak in the Nernst
coefficient[433].
To first approximation, one can try to model the elec-
tronic structure of Co1−xNixSb3 within the virtual crys-
tal approximation (VCA). The resulting LDA and mBJ
band-structures are shown in Fig. (46)(c) for x = 0.001.
These bands are very close to those without doping, al-
beit shifted rigidly downwards. Crucially the mBJ elec-
tronic structure is notably more particle-hole asymmetric
than the LDA one, owing especially to a rearrangement
of conduction bands, as well as the increased gap below
the conduction states. The corresponding thermopower
has been computed within the Kubo formalism, using a
constant scattering rate and fixing the temperature de-
pendence of the chemical potential by the requirement of
charge neutrality (instead of adjusting the carrier density
to experimental values[547, 549, 555]). With the chemical
potential residing inside the conduction bands, the LDA
and mBJ-based thermopowers shown in Fig. (46)(c) are
metallic. We note that—as expected—the visibly more
particle-hole-asymmetric mBJ-band-structure translates
into a larger thermopower. Vis-a`-vis experiment, the
mBJ-based thermopower approaches the experimental
result above 100K. In fact—if the electronic structure
is reliable and lifetime effects are minor (cf. Section
(III A 4))—congruence between simulation and experi-
ment is expected at high enough temperatures when pu-
tative donor-band contributions can be neglected. This
quantitative congruence suggests that the mBJ approach
gives a qualitatively correct description of the intrinsic
electronic structure of (lightly doped) CoSb3. The quali-
tative discrepancy below 100K, however, point to sizable
contributions to the thermopower from effects not con-
tained in the (intrinsic) band-structure. Indeed, using
a phenomenological band-structure that includes a spin-
orbit splitting (see also Ref. [554]) and several impurity
bands, Kajikawa [557] successfully fitted the transport
observables of Sun et al. [433]. In the grander scheme of
things, the onset of the extrinsic low-temperature region
can be viewed as a transition into a regime of vastly dif-
ferent electronic mobility[433]. As discussed in Section
(III A 2), such mobility gradients can be a source of en-
hanced thermoelectric effects. Indeed, the large Nernst
coefficient in Co0.999Ni0.001Sb3 can be quantitatively ex-
plained in this scenario[433].
Lessons for the skutterudite CoSb3:
• unreliable electronic structures: large depen-
dence on DFT functional.
• indications for competition of exchange and
correlation effects beyond DFT.
• need for electronic structure calculations to in-
clude defects.
• potential path for large thermoelectric effects:
engineering of mobility gradients.
E. Heuslers compounds: a focus on Fe2VAl
The Heusler class of compounds displays an enor-
mous richness in physical phenomena, with applica-
tions in spintronics, solar cells, magneto-calorics, and
thermoelectrics[121, 122]. Here, we will limit the discus-
sion to the so-called full-Heusler structure X2YZ which
crystallizes in the cubic L21 structure (space group
Fm3¯m). We again pick a representative of this subclass,
that is both of fundamental and of potential technological
interest: Fe2VAl.
1. Experimental knowledge.
The material is a semiconductor with a narrow gap
of 90-130meV[49, 50], 100-200meV [53, 54], or 210-
280meV[51] as extracted from transport, optical, and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements, re-
spectively. Indeed, the resistivity of Fe2VAl, Fig. (47)(a)
has a shape that seems typical for the materials inves-
tigated in this review. A closer inspection, see Fig. (1),
reveals, however, that the resistivity increase upon low-
ering temperature is orders of magnitude smaller than in
other materials with similar gap sizes. Indeed, despite in-
sulating characteristics in the resistivity, photoemission
spectroscopy[55, 68, 561] sees a metallic edge at the Fermi
level, and—the activated behaviour of the spin-lattice
relaxation rate notwithstanding—also NMR[51] suggests
the presence of a residual density of states. This disparity
between transport (and thermodynamic) quantities on
the one hand, and spectroscopic probes on the other has
been suggested to derive from off-stoichiometry[562, 563],
anti-site disorder[564] or weak localization[561].
In the spin sector, Fe2VAl has been characterized as
paramagnetic down to lowest temperatures. Early spe-
cific heat measurements suggested metallic contributions
from carriers with effective electronic masses of the or-
der of 20-70 times the band mass[565–567]. Together
this prompted the suggestion of possible 3d-orbital-based
heavy fermion behaviour[565]. Subsequently, however,
Lue et al. [91] established that these finding were ow-
ing to the presence of extrinsic magnetic clusters[568].
Extracting the “intrinsic” contribution to the electronic
specific heat from measurements in a varying magnetic
field, however, still yielded masses enhanced by a factor
of 5[91]. The intrinsic magnetic susceptibility is much
flatter with no signs of towards activated behaviour up
to 300K[563, 569, 570]. NMR relaxation rates, however,
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FIG. 47. Resistivity and thermopower of Fe2VAl. (a) resistivity from Nishino et al. [68], Lue et al. [558], Nakama et al.
[50], Mikami et al. [559], Knapp et al. [52], (b) thermopower from Hanada et al. [560], Lue et al. [558], Nakama et al. [50] (2
different samples), Mikami et al. [559], and Knapp et al. [52].
do grow exponentially above 300K[51], yet without any
signs towards a crossover to Curie-Weiss-like behaviour
is seen up to 600K, see Fig. (2).
In the chemical phase-space—given, e.g., by the
pseudo-binary alloy series (Fe1−xVx)3Al or the off-
stoichiometry Fe2V1+xAl1−x—the full-Heusler composi-
tion Fe2VAl is in many respects distinguished. This is
illustrated in Fig. (48): As a function of the number
of valence electrons, stoichiometric Fe2VAl realizes (a)
the minimal equilibrium volume, (b) the minimal spe-
cific heat, is (c) in direct proximity to ferromagnetic long
range order, and (d) is placed close to thermoelectric
particle-hole symmetry.
The property that both electron and hole doping
increases the volume of Fe2VAl is reminiscent of the
Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3 (cf. the discussion in Sec-
tion (I B 3 b)). However, the physical origin behind this
phenomenon is very different: In Ce3Bi4Pt3 the vol-
ume is indeed linked to the valence count[126]. In the
case of Fe2VAl the counter-intuitive volume decrease
upon substituting iron with larger vanadium atoms has
been suggested to originate from a gain in cohesive en-
ergy. Indeed, Kato et al. [571] have shown that long
range structural order in (Fe1−xVx)3Al consistently in-
creases when going from DO3-Fe3Al to the L21-Fe2VAl
ternary Heusler composition. This finding roots in the
specifics of the Heusler crystal-structure: There are two
inequivalent iron sites in Fe3Al that, among others, have
different nearest neighbour distances. Vanadium, be-
ing larger than iron, preferentially substitutes the larger
site, which gets completely filled when reaching the L21
composition[572]. For excess vanadium, the smaller iron
site gets populated and the lattice necessarily expands.73
That also the specific heat is minimal for Fe2VAl, in-
73 In this respect the substitution with vanadium is unique. Indeed,
substituting with the larger Ti the volume increases continuously,
dicates that the ternary Heusler compound is an insu-
lating island immersed in a metallic sea of adjacent al-
loy compositions. This finding is corroborated by high-
temperature extrapolations of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity that find Pauli contributions to be minimal for sto-
ichiometric Fe2VAl[563]. On top of that, Fe2VAl is
in proximity to ferromagnetic long-range order that is
reached by, both, excess iron (e.g., for x ≥ 0.05 in
Fe2+xV1−xAl[104]), and excess vanadium[109]. Indeed,
stoichiometric Fe2VAl represents an exact zero of the
Slater-Pauling function, M = (N − 24)µB , for the spon-
taneous ferromagnetic moment[121, 122]. Here, N is the
total number of valence electrons per formula unit. Since
here N = 24, it follows that Fe2VAl is non-magnetic.
Also thermopower measurements place Fe2VAl into a
tight spot. Indeed, there is a tremendous sample depen-
dence in S, as shown in Fig. (47)(b) and Fig. (48). While
the thermopower most of the time reaches large values,
the sign of the response varies from experiment to exper-
iment. Note that the thermopower is much more sam-
ple dependent than the resistivity shown in Fig. (47)(a),
as it is very sensitive to the balance of electron and
hole contributions. As discussed in Section (III A 3) in
the model context, this sensitivity suggest that intrin-
sic Fe2VAl is placed close to thermoelectric particle-hole
symmetry, for which S exactly cancels but acquires very
large values in the immediate vicinity.74 Moreover, the
trend in the off-stoichiometry of the composition series
Fe2+xV1−xAl is unconventional, see Fig. (48): Adding
in this way electrons(holes) to the system causes a more
while for Cr—which has a radius only slightly larger than V—
realizes a minimal volume at x ≈ 0.2 in (Fe1−xCrx)3Al[572].
74 We specified thermoelectric particle-hole symmetry, because
different observables may experience compensation at differ-
ent points. For example, in (Fe2V)1+xAl1−3x, the Hall coef-
ficient vanishes for x = 2.7 · 10−3, while S = 0 already for
x = 4 · 10−4[562].
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FIG. 48. Singular nature of Fe2VAl. From top to bottom:
Composition dependence of (a) the lattice constant a, (b) the
saturation ordered moment Ms, (c) the specific heat divided
by temperature C/T at T = 2K, and (d) the thermopower S
at T = 300K with respect to stoichiometric Fe2VAl measured
in electrons ∆Ne per formula unit. Data for (a) Fe2+xV1−xAl
from Nishino et al. [68], Fe2V1+xAl1−x from Miyazaki et al.
[55], (b) Fe2+xV1−xAl from Naka et al. [104], (c) Fe2+xV1−xAl
from Naka et al. [104], Kanomata et al. [105], Matsuda et
al. [106], Kato et al. [49], Fe2V1−xCrxAl from Saha et al.
[107], Fe2VAl1−δ from Sato et al. [108], Fe2xV1+xAl from
Soda et al. [109] (partly extracted from Naka et al. [573]), (d)
Fe2+xV1−xAl from Nakama et al. [50], Hanada et al. [560],
Lue et al. [558] (extracted from Naka et al. [104]).
hole-like(electron-like) response, in even qualitative defi-
ance of the rigid band picture of carrier doping. Simi-
larly in the Hall coefficient, RH > 0 for Fe2VAl1.05, while
RH < 0 for Fe2VAl0.95[574]. These counter-intuitive find-
ings may be linked again to the unconventional effects
of off-stoichiometry onto the crystal structure, cf. Fig.
(48)(a). On the other hand, doping the Heusler com-
pound by substitutions with a fourth element, yields (at
small enough doping) the standard form of Eq. (17), as
indicated by the model curve in Fig. (49).
The large thermopower in conjunction with the low re-
sistivity values in Fe2VAl-based systems are indicative of
large thermoelectric powerfactors. Indeed, Fe2VAl1−xSix
with x = 0.10 shows a large (n-type) power factor of
S2/ρ = 5.4mW/(K2m) in the range of T = 300 −
400K[575]. Also Fe2V1+xAl1−x reaches a very favourable
(n-type) powerfactor of 6.8mW/(K2m) for x = 0.05 and
p-type 4.2mW/(K2m) for x = −0.03[55]. These value
fall into the same performance class as standard Bi2Te3-
based thermoelectrics for which S2/ρ ∼ 4−5mW/(K2m)
in the same temperature range. However, the cor-
responding figures of merit are small: at 300K, e.g.,
ZT ≈ 0.13 for Fe2VAl0.9Ge0.1[576], or ZT ≈ 0.14 for
Fe2VAl0.9Si0.07Sb0.03[559]. Indeed the thermal conduc-
tivity of stoichiometric Fe2VAl reaches of 28W/(Km) at
300K[576], which is an order of magnitude worse than in
Bi2Te3.
FIG. 49. Thermopower of Fe2VAl: doping with
fourth element vs. off-stoichiometry. Thermopower
at T = 300K when doping with a fourth element:
(1) stoichiometric Fe2VAl, (2) Fe2V(Al1−xSix), (3)
Fe2V(Al1−xGex), (4) Fe2(V1−xTix)Al, (5) Fe2(V1−xZrx)Al,
(6) Fe2(V1−xMox)Al, (7) Fe2(V1−xWx)Al, (8)
(Fe1−xCox)2VAl, (9) (Fe1−xPtx)2VAl as extracted from
Nishino [577] (see there for references), (10) Fe2VAl1−xSnx
[578]. The solid (green) line is a fit using Eq. (17) applicable
to semiconductors for kBT < ∆, cf. the typical shape in Fig.
(34). For comparison, results from off-stoichiometric samples
is reproduced (in light blue) from Fig. (48). See Ref. [579]
for a similar collection.
2. Theoretical results.
a. Electronic structure. Standard band-structure
methods characterize Fe2VAl as a non-magnetic semi-
metal, with a hole-pocket at Γ and an electron-pocket
at X and a low-density pseudogap of 100 − 200meV in
the DOS[565–567, 580], see the LDA results in Fig. (50).
Improving on the exchange part in DFT, Fe2VAl becomes
a semiconductor with an indirect gap between states of
dominant Fe-t2g at Γ and V-eg states at the X-point.
The size of this gap varies wildly in size depending on
which functional and which admixture parameter is used,
e.g., 200meV (mBJ)[581–583], 580 meV (PBE0)[582], or
340-620meV (B1-WC)[581, 582]. Therefore, we compare
in Fig. (50) results of LDA (metallic) to that of the
many-body perturbation theory QSGW75, which yields a
gap of ∼ 210meV. Contrary to exchange-improved DFT
75 which in particular does not depend on empirical parameters
such as the fraction of Hartree-Fock admixtures.
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FIG. 50. Band-structure of Fe2VAl. Compared are metallic DFT-LDA (light blue) with QSGW (green) that yields a gap
of 210meV. Left and right show different energy windows.
(see, e.g., Refs. [581, 583]), the conduction states are not
merely shifted upwards rigidly in QSGW, but experience
a narrowing of their band-width, see Fig. (50)(b). Inter-
estingly, the effect is largest for the V-t2g-derived band
that disperses from below 2eV at the L or X-point to
around 6eV at Γ.
Such band-width narrowings are a consequence of dy-
namical correlation effects. Treating the latter within
DFT+dynamical mean-field theory, Kristanovski et al.
[584] recently investigated the end member compounds
(x = 0, x = 1) of the Fe2+xV1−xAl series.76 For Fe2VAl
they found, see Fig. (51), a strongly renormalized pseu-
dogap of about 150meV at low temperatures and a mass-
enhancement factor of 1.4 for vanadium states that were
identified to dominate correlation-induced changes near
the Fermi level. In particular, the spectral weight at the
Fermi level was shown to be strongly dependent on tem-
perature, causing a metallization with increasing temper-
ature, reminiscent of what happens in FeSi (cf. Section
(II D 1)).77
76 For DMFT calculations for another compounds in the binary Fe-
Al system, see Galler et al. [585]; for magnetic properties of half-
metallic Heusler compounds within DMFT, see, e.g., Refs. [586,
587] and references therein.
77 Ref. [584] uses U = 3.36eV and J = 0.71eV for both Fe and
V atoms, while constrained DFT yields UFe = 4eV, UV =
1.5eV[582], and our constrained RPA for a maximally local-
ized Wannier setup consisting of Fe-3d and V-3d orbitals gives
UFe = 2.5 − 3.3eV, JFe = 0.4 − 0.6eV, UV = 1.3 − 1.8eV,
JV = 0.15 − 0.3eV, where the ranges owe to an intra-shell or-
bital dependence.
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FIG. 51. Fe2VAl within GGA+DMFT. Local spectral
functions at T = 387K and T = 193K within GGA+DMFT
in comparison to the GGA DOS. From Kristanovski et al.
[584].
b. Disorder and magnetism. An alternative sugges-
tion to explain that insulator-like transport properties
coinciding with metallic photoemission spectrum resorts
to issues of defects and disorder. Indeed, the discussed
DMFT calculations build on a metallic GGA band-
structure and incorporate correlation effects originating
from local interactions. Longer range interaction lead,
however, to significant exchange contributions in the self-
energy that open a charge gap as discussed above for
hybrid functionals and GW (cf. also the cases of FeSb2
in Section (II B 2) and CoSb3 in Section (III D)). Start-
ing from an insulating host, diverse types of defects and
disorder introduce states inside the gap[581].
Besides changes in the density-of-states at low-
energies, deviations from perfect Fe2VAl also strongly
affect magnetic properties: As mentioned above, stoi-
chiometric Fe2VAl verifies the Slater-Pauling rule for the
magnetic moment of full-Heusler compounds[121, 122],
namely M = (N − 24)µB = 0, with N = 24 the to-
tal number of valence electrons per formula unit. De-
viations from the stoichiometric valence count induces a
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spontaneous moment in experiments (see above). This is
reproduced by band-theories—based on supercell setups
or the coherent potential approximation—that see ferro-
magnetic order induced by excess vanadium[588, 589], ex-
cess iron[589], as well as anti-site defects (V for Fe, or Fe
for Al)[581]. Among point defects, anti-site substitutions
were shown to have the lowest formation enthalpies[590].
In this picture, Fe2VAl is an intrinsic semiconductor
whose puzzling transport and spectral properties are
dominated by extrinsic effects.
In all, the electronic-structure of Fe2VAl is not yet
properly understood. Indeed, as was the case for skut-
terudites (cf. Section (III D)) the current Heusler com-
pound presents a very challenging case, in which corre-
lation and exchange effects beyond DFT-LDA need to
be considered. Viable approaches will be mentioned in
Section (IV). On top of this, the interplay of correlation
effects and defects need to be considered, as pioneered in
different contexts, e.g., by Lechermann et al. [591, 592].
c. Thermoelectricity. From the theory side, the
large powerfactors in Fe2YZ Heusler compounds has
been rationalized to originate from an effective low-
dimensionality in the electronic structure[462]. By this
mechanism, it was shown that bulk semiconductors
can realize highly directional conduction otherwise only
found in actual low-dimensional systems.
Further, computing transport properties of Fe2VAl
from first principles, using the semi-classical Boltzmann
approach in the relaxation time approximation helped
shedding some light onto the controversy of the com-
pounds electronic structure. Do et al.[582] computed
transport properties on top of their DFT (metallic with
pseudogap) and DFT+U (insulating) electronic struc-
ture. A comparison with experimental results might
elucidate whether from a thermoelectric point of view
the pseudogap or the fully gapped scenario is more ad-
equate. Using the pseudogap electronic structure, no
thermopower values above ±50µV/K can be realized
at 300K, even when considering (rigid band) doping
[582, 593, 594]. This finding is at odds with experi-
ments for “stoichiometric” Fe2VAl, see Fig. (47)(b). The
gapped electronic structure can qualitatively reproduce
both the magnitude and the shape of the experimental
thermopower[581, 582], however only for densities that
seem to be at odds with those extracted from the experi-
mental Hall coefficient. Do et al.[582] suggested that the
impact of defects needs to be included for a consistent
description of Fe2VAl. Indeed, it was shown by Bilc and
Ghosez [581] and subsequently by Bandaru et al. [595]
that antisite defects largely impact the thermopower, and
can easily flip its sign. While the powerfactor in the
presence of such defects slightly decreases[581], ZT gets
significantly enhanced in the simulations[595] due to a
notable reduction of thermal conduction.
Lessons for the Heusler compound Fe2VAl:
• large, qualitative uncertainties in electronic
structure.
• need for treatment of both exchange and cor-
relations beyond DFT.
• interplay of intrinsic and defect, disorder de-
rived states crucial for thermoelectric proper-
ties.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this article we have reviewed signatures of electronic
correlation effects, their microscopic origin, and their
impact onto thermoelectricity in correlated narrow-gap
semiconductors.
The salient characteristic of these systems is the large
and unconventional temperature dependence in physi-
cal observables. In defiance of mere thermal activation
across a fundamental gap, the most prominent members
of these materials display an insulator-to-metal crossover
at temperatures corresponding to energies of only a frac-
tion of the gap size. Concomitantly, the magnetic sus-
ceptibility first grows to large values, before fluctuations
disembogue into a Curie-Weiss-like decay.
In the microscopic picture emerging from realistic
many-body calculations, the evolution of charge and spin
degrees of freedom are intimately linked: The unlocking
of spin fluctuations on transition-metal atoms cause the
Brillouin zone momentum to seize being a good quantum
number. The widening decomposition onto momentum-
states corresponds to a diminishing lifetime of electronic
excitations at a given momentum, causing incoherent
spectral weight to spill into the gap, eventually filling it to
realize a bad metal phase. Contrary to Mott insulators,
the magnetic susceptibility is not dominated by local spin
fluctuation. In fact, the main driving force of many-body
effects in these systems was identified to be the Hund’s
rule coupling78 entailing fluctuations to have ferromag-
netic characteristics. The interplay of the Hund’s rule
coupling and the hybridization gap explains the large
variation of correlation signatures witnessed among var-
ious materials.
New realistic many-body simulations for Ce3Bi4Pt3
and the study of the Kondo-insulating nature of its J =
5/2 states allowed for an in-depth comparison of heavy-
fermion and d-electron-based semiconductors. Based on
a quite general classification of paramagnetic insulators
from the dynamical mean-field perspective, we suggest
an orbital-selective scenario for FeSi: While some iron-3d
orbitals are Kondo-insulating, in others quantum fluctu-
78 In the genealogy of PhD advisors, Friedrich Hund is incidentally
the author’s “great-grandfather”.
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ations are suppressed by a more conventional gapping of
non-local hybridizations.
As to the influence of correlation effects onto thermo-
electricity, details matter, but simplistically one could
summarize that (selective) mass enhancements (via the
real-parts of the self-energy) are beneficial for a large
thermopower, while (global) incoherence (described by
the imaginary parts of the self-energy) is detrimental. We
pointed hence out that many-body renormalizations that
increase the particle-hole asymmetry are to be looked for,
while coherence (excitation lifetimes) could be increased
by diluting the atoms that host the dominant Hund’s rule
coupling.
We further elaborated on new paths to exploit elec-
tronic correlations in thermoelectrics: In one proposal
many-body effects have been suggested for the design
of mobility gradients that were shown to enhance both
the thermopower and the Nernst coefficient[433]. Fur-
ther, the time-honoured phonon-drag effect might find a
revival and technical relevance. Indeed, it has been pro-
posed that its effect is enhanced by coupling lattice vi-
brations to charge carriers with large effective masses[27].
Further, it was shown[455] that phonon modes contribut-
ing to the phonon-drag can be separated from those dom-
inating unwanted thermal conduction, heralding a new
direction in the phonon-engineering route towards high-
performance thermoelectrics.
The faithful simulation of thermoelectric properties of
the silicides, antimonides, skutterudites, Heusler com-
pounds discussed here, exposed several challenges for the
future:
1. Electronic structure: in all materials discussed here
dynamical correlation effects beyond DFT[80, 81]
or GW[253–255] have to be accounted for. In
some, however, also exchange contributions to the
self-energy beyond DFT and DFT+DMFT have
been shown to be crucial for the electronic struc-
ture, let alone the computation of transport prop-
erties. This calls for the application of higher-
level theories, such as the recent GW+DMFT[305–
308], QSGW+DMFT[309, 310], SEX+DMFT[596],
or AbinitioDΓA[597–599].
2. Defects and disorder: as in more conventional semi-
conductors, effects of defects and disorder are a
particular concern, especially when doping the sto-
ichiometric parent compounds. Accounting for
these effects in the presence of electronic correlation
effects is a challenging, yet necessary endeavour for
the future.
3. Electron-phonon effects: future studies must ad-
dress the impact of electronic correlations onto
the phonon-structure, the interplay of electronic
incoherence and thermal-disorder, as well as the
phonon-drag effect.
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